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1University of Tennessee Law LibraryJournal 25
[Stamped in book]FROMSCHOOL & OFFICE SUPPLY CO.STATIONERS - OFFICE OUTFITTERSDIAL 3-7145KNOXVILLE, TENN.Friday, July 1, 19388 - 1 F. AppersonFirst day on duty. After getting instructions from Miss Ogden, before she left, I read “Helpfulhints for new library staff members.” Checked mail (mostly periodicals), added 3 vols. ofsupple. to Pond’s Public Utilities to daily record book. Several students and 2 lawyers (Mr.Strauss and a companion) came in. Mr. Strauss took out book. I looked in Tenn. Bar Assoc.proceedings for from 1914 to 1935, for Lewis Shepherd (research on Miss Baker’squestion) but no success.12:45 - 5 E. L. Ogden7:30 - 9Miss Walsh phoned to ask what supplies would be needed. Told her hand blotters, no. 2pencils + scratch pads. She will be away two weeks. Also told her for the year, book clothfor mending ½ yd tan (legal) ½ dark red ½ dark blue, 4 dark brown – about 1½ pints ofwhite liquid glue and ink (do not know how much). Continued search for information aboutLewis Shepherd. Found his name in a list of lawyers 1873 (So. Law Rev.) and in Bar Ass’n ofTenn. membership lists 1884 -95. He read a paper 1909. A Chattanooga man. Couldn’t findhis name in a number of other places examined + no information in what court he wasjudge. Student asked whether we have anything on letter writing. The answer is “no” tryMain Lib.
2Saturday, July 2, 19388 - 12:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Privette (for Judge Grimm) returned all books + said he would see Mr. Hess Tuesdayabout payment of fee. Campus mail. N.B. Morrell (member) asked to have a list of the Tenn.legislative journals that we lack, 1870 to date. Said he might have a chance to beg themfrom county court houses where there are many unused vols. He gave us most of those wenow have – but not Senate 1903 which he came to see. As to Judge Shepherd, he said hewas county judge Hamilton Co. and as such decided on probate matters. If his decision wasnot liked, it could be taken to the circuit court. Records of neither of the foregoing areprinted. If further appeal were made, it would be to the court of civil appeals and then tothe state Supreme court. Reports of the court of civil appeals were pub. for some years + forothers, not. That the two upper courts would take up the questions on which error wasclaimed so that no mention would be made of the color question unless it was upon thatground the appeal was made. He advised writing to Judge Shepherd’s son, 1115 HamiltonNat’l Bank Building, Chattanooga, Tenn. – T. Pope Shepherd, Atty. Wrote all this to MissBaker. Gave the top of the desk a little weekly cleaning + disposed of waiting matters inbasket selected for bulk rather than importance.
Monday, July 4 –Library closed [F. Apperson]
Tuesday, July 5.8 - 1:00 F. AppersonDusted, checked mail (lots of it) + shelved what Miss Ogden had already seen. Finishedposting supplements in Pond’s “Public Utilities” (3 vols.), straightened tables, shelvedbooks in N.W. stacks + R.R., collated 2 vols. of 4 decennial digest, added + shelved advancesheets of national reporter system. Read some of June daily record notes. Quite a fewstudents in library. Ink and some mail came from main lib. incl. scratch pads, pencils,blotters.
312:45 - 5 E. L. OgdenLooked up lists of justices of various states wanted by Mrs. Morris. Found them inReporters and gave Mrs. M. the 1937 Who’s Who in Law to get their addresses. Rec’d MissBaker’s statement of book statistics in all Univ. libraries, figures for law, 18,473. BeginningJuly 1937 Miss Baker asked Law to take Main Lib. figures 17,999 instead of figures reportedby Law Lib. 17,796, and beginning there, try to keep the figures alike. Since then have kepttwo counts, one as delivered to Law and one, learned from Miss Bergen, reporting the latteronly to Miss Baker. The difference July 1, 1937 was 23, and July 1938 was 17. Time ofdelivery partly accounts for the difference.7 - 9:30 F. AppersonCopied May 30 - June 15 law library schedule to be put on file. Brought June circulationstatistics up-to-date. Checked and shelved advance sheets of reporter system. Read part ofarticle by Bardwell on legal ed. Several used library.
Wednesday July 6, 19388 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. McNabb returned one book from Mr. Kramer. I reminded him that Mr. Kramer’s fee hasexpired. He said he would see that it was paid today. Wrote note postcard to Mr. Kramertelling him that 59 SW. was renewed for the last time to July 13 – after that fine would becharged. Miss Goehring phoned to ask if Mr. Neblett had paid fine due in June. She says he isregistered in Law College this term. I said not paid. She said she would try to get it. I said heprobably would pay more attention to her than to me. Reminded Mr. P. Taylor of his fineyesterday. He said he hadn’t forgotten but was broke.12:45 - 5 F. AppersonRecorded “Opinions” by Committee on professional ethics of Am. bar assoc., where indexedin A.B.A. journal. Checked some mail + shelved. Afternoon campus mail came while I was inmidst of checking our holdings of Tenn. legislative journals, so didn’t get that mail checked.Finished checking and listed most of numbers lacking in legislative journals. About 3students used library.7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden2 students, but stayed nearly all evening. Did some mending & rearranged Legal Ed.pamphlet material.
4Thursday, July 7, 19388 - 12:45 F. AppersonChecked + shelved mail, shelved books left on tables, read some of Bordell on Legal Ed. andfinished list of needs in legislative journals. Gave Mr. Wicker magazine (Law Notes) at MissOgden’s suggestion, of probable interest in case he’s interested in. Mr. Warner, Wicker, +Belsheim, + Blackard used library briefly. Also Mr. Privette of Grimm.8 - 9:45 E. L. Ogden12:45 - 5Mr. Privette said he had seen Mr. Hess this morning + that his status as user of Law Libremains unchanged, the check for fee to be mailed today by Mr. A.C. Grimm. In the P.M. N.B.Morrell + S.E. Hodges, both members used Lib. Gave Preston Taylor permission to takeMcCormick on Damages home from about 2:30 - 4:30 “where it was cooler.” No one elsehad used the book this P.M. & there is another cop. Mr. T. lives in Sigma Nu House, thissame block on Hill St. so can get it back quickly if wanted. Took list of Tenn. legislativejournals wanted to Mrs. Morris to be copied. She said it may be some time before she cando it.7 - 9:30 F. AppersonFiled catalog and shelf cards. Added notes to set of catalog cards, and made subject andauthor cards for book in main library. Mr. Laurent of T.V.A. legal div. and wife(?) usedlibrary. Several students.
Friday, July 8, 1938.8 - 1:00 F. AppersonChecked mail, dusted, filed cards in “Official list,” refiled cards in catalog under U.S. -- Laws,statutes. Removed a set of cards and erased part of call numbers to be changed. Shelvedbooks in stacks. Read some legal literature (Report of Survey on Legal education in Tenn.).12:45 - 5 E. L. OgdenMr. Burnett (for C.H. Smith, member), Mr. N.B. Morrell (member) + a U.T. person (grad. orfac?) used Lib. Campus mail. Worked on List of acts +c relating to Univ. of Tenn. Twostudents brought Shepherd’s Tenn. Citations to say Mr. Blackard told them it was veryimportant but they wanted to know what it was all about. Campus mail.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenContinued work on Acts relating to Univ. of Tenn.
5Saturday, July 9, 19388 - 10:30 E. L. OgdenBegan to shift English Reports to make room for growth in Alcove. Mr. Laurent (TVA) usedLibrary.8 - 12:30 F. AppersonPasted pockets and date due slips and marked “1 week” on books on forms and HughesFederal practice, in R.T. Checked mail and collated and added to inventory 2 books. Mr.Burnett of Cates + Smith used Library.
Monday, July 11, 19388 - 1:00 F. AppersonDaily dusting, checking of mail, and shelving books used by students. Berle and Means -“Modern Corporations...” was returned from Main library today. Collated, and added toinventory and shelved two books left over from Saturday’s or Friday’s mail. Phone caller forMiss Ogden, but said he’d call again after 12:45. Filed few catalog cards and took out set ofU.S. census of Agriculture: 1935, to add date to call no. – when we get typewriter. Readsome legal literature. P.S. Looked up in U.S.C.A. to see if anything recent on Food and DrugAct. Not here, but mentioned in N.A.M. Law digest, June, 1938. Copied for Main lib.reference room.12:45 - 5 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30In the afternoon Bruce Foster (for some of Frantz McConnell members) Frank Flynn (forJoe Thomason) and Mr. Burnett (for C.H. Smith) used Library. Mr. Belsheim wanted Tenn.Sup. Ct. Rules + Ct. of Appeals Rules – but took Gibson’s Suits in Chancery for them inpreference to pam. copy. I examined several vols. of U.S. Statutes at Large to make sure thecontents were what the binding indicated, verified Miss Williams list of wants and wrotenote to Miss Bergen on the same subject. At night, tried to improve statement of LawLibrary routine for pamphlets without striking success. Campus mail in P.M.
Tuesday, July 12, 19388 - 1:00 F. AppersonChecked mail, collated, added to inventory and daily accessions record, and shelved booksfrom yesterday mail (Main lib.). Added pamphlet on Fraud to O.T. shelves, making allrecords (it was new subj. for pamphlet material). Read some on How to find the Law.Shelved books. Mr. Morrell (member) used library.
612:45 - 5 E. L. OgdenFinished adding to Pam binder new sheets for List of acts...relating to U. of T., mostly copiedby HHT before going in June. This covers 1937 pub. + 1937 priv., v. 1. Sent Miss Baker slipsfrom which HHTs cop. was made so she can add to her copy if desired. Campus mailbrought note from Miss Williams asking latest vols. pub. of Reports of states borderingTenn + their prices, also listing last vol. in Law Lib. Could find no prices. Mr. B. Foster + Mr.Harton used Lib. for R. McConnell + as usual Mr. F. left his pad with notes – he came backfor it yesterday + may do so again to day. Mr. Dye came for Roscoe Word + paid fine foroverdue book.7 - 9:30 F. AppersonFiled cards (L.C.) for depository at Main Lib. Checked advance sheets of reporter systemthat came today, and shelved. Mr. Foster called to see if he left his scratch pad. He came andused library tonight. Shelved books.
Wednesday, July 13, 19388 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenB. Foster (for R. McConnell, member) used Lib. Got a few more vols ready for binding. Mr. C.McNabb used Lib. for RR. Kramer (fee member).12:45 - 5 F. AppersonChecked mail. Remarked pamphlets cards on Fraud (changed to Frauds, Statutes of).Shelved books in stacks. Several students + Mr. Wicker + Warner used library. Read to“Circulation” in Library routine. Refiled entries in catalog under Tennessee. Somebodycalled late and asked if we have Hughes on Admiralty. We have 1920 ed., so he’ll probablycome for it tonight. One lawyer(?) [one-armed young man] used library. Mr. Headman (forJ. P. Powers or Mr. Thornburg, members).7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenC. McNabb used Lib. (for Mr. Kramer, member). Worked on “Library Routine” statements.
Thursday, July 148 - 12:45 F. AppersonDaily dusting, shelving, etc. Shellaced Encyclopia [sic] of social sciences vols. to mark onoutside. Added vols. to cat. and shelf cards from Daily record book (not all). Somebodycalled for Miss Ogden. Mr. Neblett paid .30¢ he owed and I called Dean Massey’s office tonotify them. Student from campus used library (mostly Journ. of Am. Judicature society) formaterial on city courts. I suggested period. indexes.
712:45 - 5:00 E. L. Ogden8 - 9:45Wrote a note to Miss Baker to ask whether Treasurer (U.T.) had reported Mr. RR. Kramer +Mr. A.C. Grimm as having paid fees for use of Library since July 1. So phoned their offices,spoke to Mr. McNabb (Mr. K. was out) + Mr. Privette (who has 2 books out for JudgeGrimm) and they said they had been told it was done + would inquire at once. Campus mail.Wrote a note to Miss Goehring that Neblett fine had been paid. Revised Inventory list forLegal Ed. pubs kept with R.T + made notes of vols to be taken out to make room for newvols ordered. Mr. Belsheim returned most of the pubs. he had out except some on legal aid.7 - 9:30 F. AppersonAdded reprint of Am. bar assoc. survey of law schools in Tenn. to daily record book.Counted class statistics for Main and filed L.C. cards for Main.
Friday, July 15, 19388 - 1:00 F. AppersonChecked mail, added pocket supplements of Corpus juris secundum + June, 1938 Baldwin’sOhio code service to their binders. Mr. Laurent of T.V.A. used Library. Read some of lawlibrary routine. Added accession more accessioned vols. from Daily Record book to cat. andshelf cards.12:45 - 5 E. L. OgdenMr. Henderson (TVA Law Lib’n) used Lib. Made biog. card for Hugh Tate in I.C.C.Practitioners Jour. Dr. Combs using Lib, says he will bring his reprint of his art. in Amer. pol.sci. rev. tomorrow “is coming every day now.” Happened to be on 2d floor just as Mr.Warner was clearing out superfluous pubs., gleaned some pubs. of Ass’n of Amer lawschools, some of which were lacking, others dups. Transferred Uniform crime reports fromRT to RR 4a for current and to OT Crime for older nos. Mr. Laurent (TVA) used Libr.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenDr. Combs brought a copy of U.T. News Letter containing article on the Constitution ofTenn. Re-revised the “Accessions” part of Law Library Routine.
Saturday, July 16, 19388 - 10:30 E. L. OgdenDid some shelving in Balcony.8 - 12:30 F. AppersonChecked and shelved mail. Collated and recorded + shelved continuation vols. from Mail(Main).
8Monday, July 18, 19388 - 1:00 Frances AppersonDaily dusting. Checked mail, recorded and added Advance sheets of Reporter system andShepard’s U.S. citations. Read some in “How to find the law.” Dean Witham asked thatKnoxville charter be put on reserve, so I made card for that – also cards for new pamphleton Jews. Dean Witham says city court has v. 2 of Tenn. private acts and called Miss Baker tosee why we haven’t. Miss Baker not in at time, but called later and said tell him or MissOgden to find out from city court if they had ours by mistake, or extra nos. She didn’t knowwhom to ask about it there. Two lawyers used library.12:45 - 5 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Phoned various places to find out what 1937 Tenn Acts the lawyers have rec’d – Sup. Ct.Lib. in Ct. House said they hadn’t rec’d Priv. Acts v. 2 but the way the phone was answered Idoubt whether he knew just what we were talking about. Mr. Henderson, TVA said theyhave Priv. Acts v. 2 but thought they had not had it long. Mr. Dwight (who takes orders forKnoxville lawyers), said Pub & Priv Acts pub. in 1 vol for both extra sessions is just out + ashipment expected soon. Phoned Miss Baker what I had learned. She is writing Sec. of Stateto find out why our cops. haven’t come. Cooler to night – so made a good start on shifting inalcove. Only 1 reader in Lib. this P.M. for a short time. Dr. Combs + 1 Univ. Student + Mr.McNabb for RR Kramer (fee member). Put in RR-5 students books for courses to be given2d term of summer school + took away those for Aviation + Radio, courses finished.
Tuesday, July 19, 19388 - 1:00 F. AppersonWrote card to I.C.C. Practitioners’ Journal requesting copy of Selected Reading list they’vecompiled, if free, and price if not. Read shelves of R.R. 5 and checked inventory lists forrecord of removals mentioned in R.R. 5 inventory. Only 1 book not located. Mr. VanDeventer, former member (by contract) used library for 1st time in several years. Askedseveral questions about holdings of library, subjects taught, etc. I loaned him our desk copyof U.T. catalog. Mr. McNabb used Library.
912:45 - 5 E. L. OgdenMr. Horace Van Deventer regrets that state sets Reporters are not being kept up to date –thought it was required in the contract. He thinks the Reporter system a poor substitute.Says the nicest place in Washington to use law books is the Library in the new SupremeCourt building. Comfortable + convenient + what you do not find there will be brought youfrom the Judges room or L.C.; admires particularly the comfortably furnished lounge whereone can smoke. Says D.C. bar ass’n members pay $12.00 a year for upkeep of their library.Shifted. No readers until within half an hour of closing time.7 - 9:30 F. AppersonTyped all I could think of as needing typing. Marked outside of Social Sciences Ency. Filedcat. cards. No readers.
Wednesday, July 20, 19388 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenShifted. Mr. Keller Smith used Lib. for his father Chas H. Smith (member) and Mr. Rader forW. Baxter Lee (member); told both to get these members to send written authorization forthis use. Miss Baker phoned as to Court reports needed to bring states surrounding Tenn.up to date. Told her I had answered Miss Williams notes as to this recently but could findno prices quoted for them. Later remembered we need some vols. for cop. 2 of Tenn.Reports + sent her a note of these. Asked Mrs. Morris if she could persuade Mr. McC. toclean up the wash room once a day now that he had two less fac. office rooms to care for.He came up soon after + spent some time making a start.12:45 - 5 F. AppersonShellaced books that had been marked. Checked copies of to Acts pertaining to U.T.(1931-1935) with texts, before sending to Miss Walsh. Typed card from printed one amongthose ready to be filed. Filed in cat. and shelf-list. Checked advance sheets in campus mail –also collated + recorded book, ready to shelve. Some domestic cloth came from Main janitor– for dusting?7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenShifted. C. McNabb (for RR Kramer) used Lib – no other readers.
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Thursday, July 21, 19388 - 12:45 F. AppersonChecked mail. Wrote Supt. of Documents for some price lists. Began mending Harper’s onTorts. Mr. Broome used library and took out book for Judge Hicks. Listened to some ofinside work of Law College, from Miss Ogden + Mrs. Morris. Read some in “How to find thelaw.”8 - 9:45 E. L. Ogden12:45 - 5Shifted. Mrs. Morris says there is some talk of having walls of the building painted before“homecoming” – nothing definite and may not be till last minute. Miss Baker phoned thatTreasurer has notified her that fee July 1 to Dec. 31 has been paid by RR Kramer and thatH.A Tapp has paid fee for the use of the Library by Judge A.C. Grimm. That the Treasureragrees that this is to be in Tapp’s name, not Grimm’s – so phoned Mr. Privette to bringauthorization signed by Mr. Tapp when he comes again.7 - 9:30 F. AppersonMade card for Mr. Tapp. Almost finished mending Harper on Torts. No readers. Beganlooking through charges to see if any overdue.
Friday, July 22, 19388 - 1:00 F. AppersonChecked mail. Finished mending Harper On Torts. Finished accessioned vols. in 1937 - 38Daily record (added to shelf and cat cards and filed cards). Looked over charges to see ifany books overdue. 1 student reader.
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12:45 - 5 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Miss Baker came – and as she was leaving remarked any vols for binding must be intomorrow morning. Miss Walsh was typing the list now. She seemed to think our vols werealready at Main Lib. I reminded her she had told me to send only those the National Lib.Bindery had bound exclusively. Showed her that would be 9 vols. + how about the other 50ones? Then she said pick out all the important ones that N.L.B. had bound sometimes +M+B. sometimes. She took the record cards for Miss Walsh to type, while I have theinstruction slips to attach to the cols. Hope there isn’t any difficulty. Campus mail. Spoke toher about squeaky chairs. She said it was only because they were abused by tilting, thatthey would break down sometime – nothing to do excep unless Mr. Kirkman would be ableto attend to it. She is still considering the possibility of having leather vols. vaselined as isdone in N.C. by N.Y.A. help – when + if available. I called attention to the state of most setsof court reports not warranting anything but rebinding. English Repts. might be worthwhile but not much else. At night finished packing binding.
Saturday, July 24 [sic], 19389:15 - 11:45 E. L. OgdenExplained binding routine to F. A. + did a little shifting. Phoned from home to Miss Walshthat 49 Yale L. Rev. + 25 Ky were to be omitted from binding list as they will be needed herethis term and Chicago Kent L. Rev. + N.J. state bar ass’n q. substituted, 1 v. each same priceas the two omitted.8 - 12:30 F. AppersonSaturday cleaning. Checked mail, advance reports, etc. Read some in new issue ofTennessee Libraries. Asked Miss Ogden’s explanation of cumulative index to General digest.
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Monday, July 25, 19388 - 1:00 F. AppersonChecked mail. Brought July statistics up-to-date. Mr. Taylor called to see if overnight bookcould sent in by him, whenever he had chance, as he was ill with cold. As Dean Withamreturned copy he had out (Elliott-Municipal corporations) this a.m., I said “yes.” Mr. Taylorsoon sent it in. Mr. Privette + Mr. Tapp used library, and brought letter of authorization forMr. Privette’s signature. Mr. Morrell and another man (with him – tall and slender,youngish) [E. L. O. insert] Mr. Meek, U.T. Law School Grad used library. Mr. Wolfe + Mr.Wicker came to see about magazines Mr. Wolfe wants to use on thesis + had already goneto Main for binding. I called to see if he could use them down there, but already packed. Mr.Hess wanted to know where to send copy he had out of Ky Law Jour., + I said to Main –probably too late for binding tho’. He said he’d call Main.12:45 - 5 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30B. Foster used Lib. for T.G. McConnell (member). Finished shifting in alcove + began in N.E.stacks, transferring encyclopedias on N. wall to top of ref. stack in NW stack room. Pickedout vols in R.T to go to O.T. to make room for books ordered or to be ordered. No readers atnight.
Tuesday, July 26, 19388 - 1:00 F. AppersonDaily chores. Added books on truck to O.T. inventory list and marked off R.T. inventory.Changed location marks on “Official list” and refiled cards. Added accessioned vols. to datefrom Daily record to cat. cds (where necessary) and removed shelf cards to add vols. later.Mr. McNabb used library.12:45 - 5 E. L. OgdenMostly shifted. B. Foster (for T.G. McConnell, member) + H. Broome, for Judge Hicks usedLib. also 2 students.7 - 9:30 F. AppersonBegan pasting articles about Cardozo on sheets, to be sewed in binder. Not sure of success,so waiting for Miss Ogden’s approval before doing larger ones. Filed L.C. cards for Main.Began “testing chairs” (Taylor method) but student came in, so got only 1 table grouptested + 1 chair labeled. Will tell Mr. McClure not to change chairs about to-morrow.
13
Wednesday, July 27, 19388 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. (Dr.?) Walp, of U.T. Fac. came to look at what we have on constitutional law. He reallywas waiting to see Judge Jones as a course in Const’l law is to be instituted in the academicdept. of the univ. The class is now studying other phases of state government because theylack the const’l law background. He said he would send students to use some articles inperiodicals + other material + be here again himself. Questioned as to way in whichstudents would use books, he said to be used here, not taken out. Mr. Combs, again. Bankerpaid fine + got his book renewed “Has been busy night + day.” Sent Miss Baker a note about56 N.W. So. which Harvey Broome found to be defective when he started to borrow it.Campus mail. Attacked accumulation in my basket with little visible result. Shifted Fed.Rpts.12:45 - 5 F. AppersonBegan testing chairs, a la Taylor, but afraid I must have labeled too many at first. Finishedall except row of tables between Amer. dig. shelf and R.R. 2 (3 tables next to windows).Checked and shelved advance reports and other mail. Student from Mr. Walp’s class camefor material (on divorce) dealing with subj. in Tenn. Gave him Tenn. Code, Michie’s digest +now legal period. index. Called Mr. Kinett about overdue book + he’ll return tonight ortomorrow.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Headman (for P. Powers) used Libr. also a student to see Tennessee laws (any law!).Preston Taylor asked if he could take books out between summer + fall terms. I said yes,not regularly done but allowed in individual cases. Worked on Law Lib Routine description.
Thursday, July 28, 19388 - 9:45 E. L. OgdenShelved in Balcony books taken from R.T.8 - 12:45 F. AppersonChecked mail. Read little in Wambaugh’s Study of cases (part of what Miss Ogdensuggested). Finally persuaded Mr. McClure to help test chairs, so he tested and I labeledwhat I had not finished. Changed location marks of books on truck from R.T. to O.T.inventory; changed and refiled Official list cards for them. Mr. Headman used library.
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12:45 - 5 E. L. OgdenMr. Jack Doughty and a man from Washington asked about Libr. membership. Dean was notin his office so asked told him about fee. He said he would send check to U.T. Treasurerimmediately + asked if they might use Lib – which they did. It was then I found out hisname + asked if he hadn’t used Lib. before. He said yes, when he was Ass’t Atty Gen’l. I havean impression that he kept on trying to when he no longer had the right. Gave him a copy ofthe rules + said we would have to have certification from Treas. that it had been paid.Phoned to Miss Walsh a message to Miss Baker that we had 29 squeaky chairs + should Isay anything to Mr. Kirkman. Mr. Combs in Lib. Campus mail. Did more work on Law Lib.routine.7 - 9:30 F. AppersonChecked and shelved books and advance reports from mail. Added access. nos. + vols. toshelf-cards + filed cards. Made note of review of “The Law and Mr. Smith,” from A.B.A. jour.
Friday, July 29, 19388 - 1:00 F. AppersonChecked mail. Read legal periodical and began reading Tenn. constitution. Checked andinserted Prentice-Hall Trust service pamphlets.12:45 - 5 E. L. OgdenTwo more of Dr. Walp’s class came. Their wants seem not to be well defined but they found“something.” Ernest Taylor of Morristown, a 1936 Law College grad. brought a friend toshow around + see what we have that is new. B. Foster (for T.G. McConnell, member) usedLib. Miss Baker phoned that Tenn. Acts 1937 spec. sess. had come but not 1937 reg. sess.Priv. Acts v. 2. Asked me to find out from some lawyer whether it actually was out. Mr.Henderson, T.V.A., said they have it, rec’d he thinks within the last two or three weeks. MissBaker fears the shipment to the Lib. has gone astray. Campus mail. Put current file PuertoRico Rev. Jurid. in RR. 3 and Trust Companies current in RR 4a. Put Ohio State Univ. statelaw jour. current file in place vacated. Remedied a few other small matters. Law studentsrepresented by one member for about ½ hour!7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on Law Lib. Routine statements.
15
Saturday, July 30, 19388 - 10:30 E. L. OgdenFinished shifting in N.W. stack to allow for a year’s probable growth.8 - 12:30 F. AppersonChecked mail, collated + added 2 vols of 4th Dec. + 1 of S.W. to records and shelves. Fed.reporter defective copy. Made pamphlet records lists of 2 pams. Mended one pam. Mr.Tindell took 2 books out in Mr. Boswell’s name, who got sick in class.
Monday, August 1, 19388 - 1:00 F. AppersonChecked mail. Added Prentice-Hall Trust Service to volumes. Looked over basket material.Girl from “the hill” came for material on Transportation in Tenn. (laws). I gave her Michie’sCode and annotated digests of Tenn. reports. Also wanted amount of revenue received fromtransportation industries (R.R., buses, etc.) in state. Gave her Tenn. handbook, which hadincluded some of that in a table.12:45 - 5 E. L. OgdenRet’d 95 Fed (2d) to Main Lib for defective page – 9 more of Dr. Walp’s students, wantedAla. laws + data this time. Had nothing up to date exc. Martindale & Tax magazine for Ala.Sales Tax law which was one of the things asked for. 1 law student.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Note from Miss Baker that she had asked Miss Baker Mr. Kirkman to see tochairs. Mr. McClure brought other chairs back from Moot Court room. One of Dr. Walp’sstudents – none from law. This [entry ends]
Tuesday, Aug. 2, 19388 - 1:00 F. AppersonChecked mail. Made cat. card for new city charter (Knoxville) and added to pamphlet cards.Brought July circulation statistics up to date. Several students from “the Hill” used library.One of Dr. Walp’s students wanted material on social security in Tenn. Found pamphlet byTenn. Taxpayers’ assoc. Another wanted court system of Tenn. Information in Tenn.Handbook.
16
12:45 - 5:00 E. L. OgdenSeveral more of Dr. Walp’s students – most of whom got what they wanted from Tenn. Code+ Tenn. Handbook. Mr. Davis, next year’s senior, asked if he could borrow books betweennow + next term. Said yes – he lives in town. Miss Williams phoned to ask whether Lib.should keep suppl. service to Mo. Code, some no. of which have come but no bill. DeanWitham said yes. Miss Walsh phoned they would send binding to Marshall & Bruce aboutthe 15th. yesterday sent book to Main for cataloging – came from Yale Univ. Press withcomplements – a study of Conn. courts. Neglected to take exact title. Campus mail.7 - 9:30 F. AppersonOne night when library been rewarded by general use – 1 law student, 2 of Dr. Walp’sstudents, Mr. Headman + wife(?) and Maryville College faculty man + wife. Checked +shelved advance reporters and N.Y. Sup. 2 + 172 Tenn. Checked titles in Shaw list for MissBaker. Helped the visitors find things. Mr. H. said he’s not through with books on table.
Wednesday, Aug. 3, 19388 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Horace Van Deventer wanting 1937 Tenn. laws. Dean W. had been asking for themyesterday + I had already tried twice to get Mr. Henderson to ask if TVA would lend, sotried again + Mr. H. sent them (1937 Spec. Sess. Pub. & Priv. in 1 v. and 1937 Priv. v. 2) byspecial messenger who arrived at the exact moment when campus mail brought the specialsession cops for Law Lib. (cop. 2 + 5) and unac. copies for Witham, Wicker, Warner, Jones,Blackard, Belsheim which I took to Mrs. Morris for distribution. These fac copies need notbe noted in accessions list. Mr. Van Deventer also asked if his “Smithson” + “Cooley’sBlackstone” which were not found when UT. took over KBLA books had turned up yet. Theyhaven’t.12:45 - 5 F. AppersonChecked and added vols. from Main lib. and pocket suppls to Hughes. Counted more titles inShaw list for Miss Baker. Mr. Green + 2 others (students from Hill, probably) used lib.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on Law Lib. Routine. 1 student for about ¾ hour. No other readers.
Thursday, Aug. 4, 19388 - 9:45 E. L. Ogden
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8 - 12:45 F. AppersonChecked mail. Began mending Michie’s Code. Began typing cat. cards for Tenn. Acts, cardsthat had been printed. Did more work on Shaw list. Shelved books. 2 or 3 students fromcampus used lib.12:45 - 5 E. L. OgdenTwo of Dr. Walp’s students the only readers. Worked on Law Lib. Routine.7 - 9:30 F. AppersonRead to cataloging in Library routine. Checked some more of Shaw list. No readers.
Friday, August 5, 19388 - 1:00 F. AppersonChecked mail, worked on Shaw list, finished typing cards for Tenn. Acts. Miss Williamscalled and said publishers said they would make good v. 56 Southern, found defective. So Isent it to her.12:45 - 5 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30More of Dr. Walp’s students. No law students. Campus mail. Discovered pam. sup. has beentaken from v. 2 Williams Code. Suspect one of Dr. Walp’s students. Wrote him a note aboutit. This vol has taxation in it, though some other subject may have been the cause oftemptation + fall. Phoned TVA legal dept to ask their messenger to call for Tenn. Acts 1937borrowed two days ago.
Saturday, Aug. 6, 19388 - 10:30 E. L. OgdenPut in Balcony Johnson’s N.Y. Reports v. 1 - 20 from N.Y. stack. These are included inCommon law Reports which we have in N.W. stack so took them to Balcony to make room.Mr. Privette (for H.A. Tapp, fee member) and J. Armistead (for Egerton) used Libr.8 - 12:30 F. AppersonChecked mail. Discussed with Miss Ogden ways of fixing cat. cards to make clear aboutsupplements to Missouri Code. We finally decided on “See inventory note.” Worked moreon Shaw list. Another student (or 2) from Hill used lib. Made pamphlet record.
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[E. L. Ogden]neglected to note that Mrs. Morris showed a letter from U.T. Treasurer stating J. Doughtyhad paid fee for Aug 1 - Nov. 1.
Monday, August 8, 19388 - 1:00 F. AppersonChecked mail, typed dates in Tenn. session laws in cop. 2 cards + filed cards. Made Added1936 criminal statistics pam. to pam. record. Read through circulation in Law Libraryroutine. Finished counting Shaw list.12:45 - 5 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Worked on binding. No student readers (2 to take out books). Found mice had chewed offback of a no. of Mich Law Rev. Asked Mr. Lindley to set traps. Dean Witham looked oversome of the letters authorizing signatures. Said they would do. Mr. Taylor will give messageto Mr. Wolfe (if he sees him) to see Lib. about pubs. wanted for binding.
Tuesday, August 9, 19388 - 1:00 F. AppersonChanged no. on book and cards that had been changed on Main lib. record; (U.S. - Veteransbureau Digest of opinions . . .) but didn’t find unac. vols. Straightened sheets at front ofMichie’s Code. Wrapped Apr. - June nos. of Fed. register + U.S. News, + put Jan. - Mar. nospkge Fed. reg. + Apr. - June pkge. U.S. news in balcony. Read to Official list in Libraryroutine. Added vols. from campus mail to records and shelves.12:45 - 5:00 E. L. OgdenGot binding for Marshall + Bruce packed + sent cards to Miss Walsh. Mr. Headman used Lib.for J. P. Powers. Phoned Mr. McNabb about Wigmore - Panorama being due – he was incourt, girl said she would give message. Dean brought Clarence Templeton to see Lib. – hisson is to enter Law College. HHT. will remember Clarence.7 - 9:30 F. AppersonFinished marking Veteran’s Bureau Digest of legal opinions (v. 2 - 3). Began mendingMichie’s Code. Read some in Dwyer - Visual Outline of legal education, which seems veryhelpful for a beginner. 2 students (+ 1 wife) used library.
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Wednesday, Aug 10, 19388 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenPhoned TVA again that books borrowed from them await their messenger – please notifyhim to call. Put Duke Univ Legal Aid rept. on Mr. Belsheim’s office shelves. Campus mail. Dida little more to Libr. Routine.12:45 - 5 F. AppersonCollated, checked and shelved vols. from Main lib., also advance reports. Marked timecirculation on Tiffany’s Real property and Mechem’s Agency, mending Tiffany some. Readsome on “The relation of the library to legal education” (Law Lib. Jour., July, 1938). Mr.Headman + 3 students used library. Mr. Fisher returned books for McConnell (member).Dean Witham brought note in, asking that librarians not help students on new project he’sassigning in Damages courses (Exemption of liability in Interstate commerce + telegrams).Wants them to do individual work.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on Law Lib routine for statistics resulting only in sorting + rearrangingquestionnaire material in the vertical file. One student all the evening with wife(?) +another stu. about ½ hr.
Thursday, Aug. 11, 19388 - 9:45 E. L. OgdenAsked Dean Witham about commencement. He said close for afternoon. Asked Miss Walsh.She said Main Lib. closes at 2:30.8 - 12:45 F. AppersonFinished reading “Relation of the library to legal ed.” and also Library Routine as far as hasbeen revised (Through Reference work). Made a few check list (serial) cards. Mr. Walpcalled to ask about missing pocket supplement to v. 2 Williams Code. Said he askedstudents about it + would continue to make effort to locate. Maryville professor + wife usedlibrary.12:45 - 5 E. L. OgdenContinued work on Law Lib. routine. Mr. Pettway used Lib. Told him I thought his fee hadexpired + showed the date May 18. I suggested he ask the treasurer’s office + it was all rightfor him to use it now anyway. I am not sure my date was right. He was courteously grateful+ did not ask to borrow. He said he would find out about his fee. Perhaps I should havedone it myself but the authorities seem to feel the duty lies with the fee-payer.
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7 - 9:30 F. AppersonRead the rest of Library routine that was revised + in my basket. Brought circulationstatistics up to date. Studied part of Dwyer dealing with how to find cases in Am. + Eng.digests. 3 readers. 1 bird visitor. We turned lights out + Mr. Lindley caught him.
Friday, August 12, 19388 - 1:00 F. AppersonMended some in Michie’s Code. Read some in Dwyer. Priv. Acts, 1937, v. 2, came and newbook. Checked them + delivered some copies to respective faculty. Mr. Headman + Mr.Southern used lib., the latter with Dean’s consent. He’ll be back this p.m.12:45 - 5 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30The Md. College prof. + wife(?) here all afternoon – also Mr. Martin Southern. Did somemore work on Law Lib. Routine. Phoned Main Lib. + found bindery list had not yet beentyped so added Tulane L. Rev. to vols ready to go. Mr. Perrin’s substitute came + got them.
Saturday, Aug. 138 - 10:30 E. L. OgdenTook inventory of N.W. stacks.8 - 12:30 F. AppersonRead Statistics in Library Routine. Added vols. to cat. + shelf-list cards, from Dailyaccessions record.
Monday, August 15, 19388 - 1:00 F. AppersonChecked mail. Took inventory through Tenn. Se Acts in R.R. Filed cat. + shelf cards. Readlittle in Dwyer. Mr. Banker returned Hill’s Decisive battles . . . and paid fine. Lawyer(who?) [E. L. O. insert] Frank Fowler (member) used library.
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12:45 - 5 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Dean Witham asked about statutes at Large. Thinks we ought to have them, Iagreed. Explained that we get from Main Lib. the ed. pub. session by session as soon as theMain Lib. receives the bound vols that cover all the sessions of congress. Chapter nos. of thelaws in our paper-bound are the same as in the corresponding vol of Statutes at Large but Ithink page nos. differ unless they have changed their ways. Asked what he thinks ofkeeping pocket supplements after new ones come. He says it isn’t necessary with U.S.C.A.but for other things, would depend on whether they include statutory changes. That is notso easy to find out.7 - 9:30 [E. L. Ogden]Mended. Put clean cover strips on some of the RR. Shelves. No readers. 1 student came totake a book out over night.
Tuesday, August 16, 19388 - 1:00 F. AppersonChecked mail. Took inventory through Harvard Law rev. Typed “want list” of House +Senate journals. Read some in Dwyer. Mr. Privett of Grimm + Tapp (Tapp is member) usedlib.12:45 - 5 E. L. OgdenMailed typed list of Tenn. Leg. Journal wants to N.B. Morrell (see N.B.M’s offer of July 2).Only reader – Mr. Latham (teacher? grad. stu?) says he likes our Lib. better than U.T. RefRoom – its cooler, but the nicest + most beautifully furnished he has ever seen is U.S. Officeof Ed. in Washington. He is the one who has been here so steadily. He thinks it a pity the Libisn’t used more. Did not quite finish the mending begun yesterday. Made memo of changesto be made in RR 5 before next term.7 - 9:30 F. AppersonShellaced backs of 2 books to be marked, so I could mark them tomorrow. Mended some inMichie’s Code. Made some serial check cards. Read little in Dwyer. 3 students used library.
Wednesday, Aug. 178 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenFinished putting cleaned cardboard strips on shelves in Lib. Off. and in RR as far exc. northwall. Campus mail.
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12:45 - 5 F. AppersonChecked pocket suppl. to Michie’s Tenn. Digest. Began collating + began checking new vols.from Main. Marked outside of 2 books. 2 students and 3 from Hill used lib. The 3 came inabout closing time for information on Tenn. Highway (cost) + on Tenn. Dept. of Labor. Saidthey’d return later.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenDistributed all the rest of the shelf covers that were clean. Read shelves (inventory) Md toPenna. except Tenn.
Thursday, Aug 18, 19388 - 12:45 F. AppersonMade a supply of reserve slips. Took inventory through U.S. Law rev. Finished checking andadding to shelves new vols. from Main. Mr. Thomason (member) used library. Called MissWalsh and asked her to tell Woodrow Thomas to get his raincoat here (if he’s the one itbelongs to. He’s student assistant at Main.)12:45 - 5 E. L. OgdenRead shelves through N.W. stack + in N.E. Ref sec. down to Tenn. session laws.7 - 9:30 F. AppersonChecked holdings of Interstate commerce commission reports and decisions. Made recordsof Dr. Combs’ pamphlet on Tenn. Constitution. Began writing routine of counting catalogingstatistics (for Main lib.) Mr. O’Neil (member) and 2 students used library.
Friday, Aug. 19, 19388 - 1:00 F. AppersonChecked mail. Took inventory.12:45 - 5 E. L. OgdenN.B. Morrell (member) and F. Headman (for J.P. Powers, member) used Lib. Finishedinventory in N.W. stack. Parks - Pleading (Tenn) + 247 Mass not found. Campus mail. Mr.Laurent (TVA) used Lib.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on list of extra-univ. users of law library Apr. - June.
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Saturday, Aug. 20, 19388 - 12:30 F. AppersonTook inventory (through R.R. 4a). Collated, checked and shelved 2 books. Tried to get 2books from Main for Dean Witham, but they don’t have either. Mr. Thomason and Mr.Latham(?) used library.8 - 12:30 E. L. OgdenTook inventory – OT.
Monday, Aug. 22, 19388 - 1:00 F. AppersonChecked mail. Took inventory through Display shelves. Added Prentice-Hall Trust service(Report no. 9) to vols. Two students from Main used lib. One wanted material on AthleticCommission of Tennessee, but was not successful.1 - 5:00 E. L. OgdenRecopied OT inventory sheets that needed it + looked up lost vols. Carpenter came to lookat charis. Said nothing to do but take them to shop + see what could be done. Will notifyman to send truck for them.* Campus mail. A stu. of Mr. Walp.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on lists of lost books + on extra-univ. users of law lib.* Asked him about shelves in N.W. stack, N.W. corner, not yet used. Said would need a shoporder to fasten them to wall. Mr. McClure was having cases fitted in Mr. Blackard’s office tohold stock of T. Law Rev. Students have been helping themselves to it in basement, so moveto 2d floor was made.
Tuesday, Aug. 23, 19388 - 1:00 F. AppersonTook inventory through Halsbury Laws of Eng. (in alcove). Read “Reports” in Libraryprocedure. Almost finished mending Michie’s Code. One library user.
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12:45 - 5 E. L. OgdenWrote some notes to frequent users of Law Lib. calling attention to changes in schedule.Campus mail. Wrote Main Lib for advice as to disposing of nos. of Blue Eagle, U.S. daily1933 and 1934 nos. of U.S. news.* think 3 years back is enough to keep and store. Checkedup on vols. not found. I think Bigelow Real prop. from RR-5 + pocket sup. to Williams’ Codev. 2 are the only real losses – + that’s enough. Wrote out suggestions for jobs for H. H. T. Noreaders. Reply returned “Send to Main”7 - 9:30 F. AppersonChecked mail. Typed notices of change of schedule for lawyer members. Began collating Kyreports.[E. L. Ogden]P.S. Mr. McClure moved stock of Tenn. Law Rev into Mr. B
Wednesday, Aug. 24, 19388 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenReturned to Main Lib. Hicks Caldwell Constitutional hist of Tenn. Sent note to Miss Baker asto man examining chairs. Mr. Wolfe wanted to find names of author of article in Yale LawRev. (he had vol + page citation) on Erie RR v. Tomkins reversing Swift v. Tyson, Yale L R.Being at bindery. Looked up various comments on case but none gave the desiredinformation – too recent. I infer Mr. Wolfe’s paper will be pub. in Tenn. L.R. this fall. C.McNabb brought back Wigmore Panorama, v. 1 Said he’d be back to pay fine. Straightenedout notes on work pending.12:45 - 5 F. AppersonFinished collating and adding Ky reports (new vols. that came in). Typed 2 notice of changeof library schedule, and added 2 new editions to old cat. cards. Filed cards. Inserted looseleaves of C.C.H. reports. Man who evidently knew his way around used lib. and asked formaterial on unfair competition. Found Baldwin’s digest + one pam. He was young, blondman. Mr. Crawford said he was not student.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenMade out some notes for HHT’s information on her return + of things to be done beforeFrances leaves.
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Thursday, Aug. 25, 19388 - 12:45 F. AppersonFinished inventory in R.R. and checked off few books from R.R. 5 inventory beingtransferred to O.T. Collated and added to lists + selves 2 vols. from Main. Dr. Combs sent 3books he had out to Main + they sent here.8 - 9:45 E. L. Ogden12:45 - 5Finished inventory of stacks 7 - 10B and rearranged RR-5 for books needed in courses to begiven in Sept.1:45 - 5 F. AppersonRead and discussed last minute instructions from Miss Ogden. Typed notices of overduebooks. Read R.R.-5 shelves. Began mending back of book.
Friday, August 26, 19388 - 12 F. AppersonCame 1 hour early. Regular daily dusting. Wrapped magazines for balcony. Finishedmending back of vol. Mr. Fisher returned overdue books but wants to see Miss Ogdenbefore paying fine. Mr. Flynn (represetning Mr. Thomason) used Library some few minutes.Mr. Laurentz (T.V.A.) Looked for Ala. session laws, but we don’t have them.
Saturday, Aug. 27, 19389 - 12 F. AppersonSaturday cleaning. Checked mail. Added pamphlet on tenn. Highways to Official list. Markedoff sheet of circulation statistics. Mr. Harton used library (for R.M. McConnell, member).
Monday, August 29, 19389 - 12 [F. Apperson]1:30 - 4Checked mail, finished making circulation statistics record sheet. Began Checked currentperiodicals shelf with the checklist.
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Tuesday, Aug. 30, 19389 - 12 F. AppersonFinished checking current periodical shelf with check list. Checked mail. Lots of advancedreporters from Main. Mr. Morton ? (for Johnson + Johnson, members) and Mr. Fisher (forFrantz, McConnell, members) used library.1:30 - 4 F. AppersonAdded vols. to shelf and cat. cards and filed cards. Mr. Fisher used lib. 2 boys came inwanting help on debate about Supr Congress’s power (by 2 vote) to change Supreme courtdecisions. Looked in Legal period. index, with no success, and gave them Pusey’s SupremeCourt crisis. Later gave points for negative side. Thought about U.S. news after they left(nos. corresponding ntemporary with Supreme Court crisis might have helped). Somebodycalled to see if we had Infancy vol. of Am. Jurisprudence, but it goes is only through C’s, sofar.
Wednesday, Aug. 31, 19389 - 12:00 F. AppersonChecked current period. file with inventory for R.R.4a, to see if location marks were oncheck cards. Counted up book statistics and got fines and ink money ready to take to MainLib. Left 10¢ in ink money drawer for change. Mr. Fisher of Frantz, McConnell + Seymour(members) used lib.1:30 - 4 F. AppersonMr. Burnett (for C. Smith, member) used lib. Mr. McNabb came back to see aboutdiscrepancy in Schouler on Wills, v. 2, but couldn’t find it definite error. He also paid fine of50¢ due. I added Aug. circulation statistics, phoned Miss Walsh about 2 v. a. circulation.Began working on new books from Main (came this p.m.). Didn’t finish, but added to dailyrecord + counted in Aug. statistics. Mr. McClure wasn’t here when at closing time, so Icouldn’t get type-writer moved.
Thursday, Sept. 1. 19389 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Worked on new books rec’d from Main in payment for advertising in Tenn. Law Review.Read shelves of Libr. office + sec. 5, R.R. and daily record July - August. Mr. Headman, for J.Pike Powers Jr. and Mr. Fisher for R.M. McConnell, members used Library.
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Friday, Sept. 2. 19389 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Dean Witham is back “unofficially,” so wants us to report him away. Finished makingofficial list cards for vols. just sent down by Main Library. Robert Young Jr for his fatherRobert Young (memb.) Miss Baker tel;ephoned that she would be down here Monday tocompare and investigate Tenn. Legal Reporter and wanted me to ascertain what (if any)cases were reported both there + in Tenn. Repts. Compared lists in Coldwell v. 2, 3, 4, 5whose dates corresponded with those of the Legal Reporter, but couldn’t find any recordedin both.
Saturday, Sept. 3. 19389 - 12 H. H. TurnerCampus mail brought more vols. obtained thru’ Tenn. Law Rev. Worked on “Job 1." Mr.McNabb for Kramer (member) used Library. Collated.
Monday, Sept. 5. 1938Labor Day. Closed.
Tuesday Sept. 6. 19389 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Filed L.C. cds. Mr. Maskovitch for Mr. Winick (memb.) and Mr. Burnett for Mr. Chas Smith(memb.) used Library. Worked on Library Routine Slips. (“Job 1") Someone, apparently afac. member, used Library. He evidently knows his way about.
Wednesday, Sept. 7. 19389 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Filed more L.C. cds. (They are shorthanded at Main Library now and need help) A Univinstructor used Codes N.C. + Miss. Dean says to close Law Library (+ building) tomorrow2:15 noon for Dean Massey’s funeral. Put up notice accordingly. Mr. Armistead for Mr.Edgerton (memb.) worked on taxes. Worked on Library routine slips.
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Thursday Sept. 8. 1938Closed noon on acc’t of funeral of Dean Massey9 - 12 H. H. TurnerMiss Baker called up in regard to Legal reporter. Read E. L. O’s notes to her + she asked tohave them sent up to her. James Lee Clark for M.H. Egerton (memb.) used Libr. Mr. Fisherfor Mr. Seymour (memb.) used Libr. Worked on Law Library routine slips.
Friday Sept. 9. 19389 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Filed L.C. cds. Mr. Tom Dunlap for Mr. Seymour (memb.) and Mt. Lynn Bartlett (HisotryDept.) to use U.S. repts, Mr. Burnett, for Mr. Chas Smith (memb.) An unauthorized lawyer,whose face is familiar, but whose name escapes me, for a few minutes worked on LibraryProcedure cards. Helped Dr Folmske hunt up a Tenn. bond case that was supposed to havegone up to the Supreme Court in 1885 in connection with state debt. Couldn’t find it and hedecided that he had been given incorrect information.
Saturday, Sept. 10. 19389 - 12 H. H. TurnerWorked on Law Library Routine slips. Mr. Fisher (for R.M. NcConnell) came for only a shorttime.
Monday, Sept. 12. 19389 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Hunted, and found material for Dr. Folmsbee on Tenn. Bonds reported in U.S. Repts. Laterhe came in to use it. Mr. McClure washed windows. Worked on Law Library routine slips.Mr. Morrell (memb.) used Library. Mr. Wicker is back.
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Tuesday, Sept. 13. 19359 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Filed L.C. cds. Owing to reduced appropriation Main Library is practically without studenthelp, and work is piling up in Cat. room. Mr. Lindsay Young, for father Robert Young(memb.). Paul Goddard Dandridge attorney, (out of town). Mr. Fisher for R.M. McConnell(memb.). Worked on Law Library Routine cards.
Wednesday, Sept. 14.19389 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Filed L.C. cds. Mr. Dunlap for R. M. McConnell (memb.) used Library. Miss Bergen is rtyingto locate Edmunds on Federal Procedure, 1938, 2 v., which she is positive is down here,uncataloged. I have spent much time trying to find locate it, but so far have failed to do so.Later she phoned to say she found she was mistaken, that it has been ordered but notreceived. Later, Dean brought it up, asking that it be cataloged at once, as he had been usingit for some months, and expected to continue to do so right away. Mr. Dean Newman,newspaper columnist, used Library to consult Tenn. Acts for information about dates offormation of Tenn. counties. He had found all but 5 at Court House, + Lawson McGheeLibrary. I explained rules + he said he would speak to Dean Witham before coming again.He graduated with Law 1912. Campus mail took up Edmunds Fed. Proc. for cataloging.Worked on Law Lib. Routine cds. Mr. McClure cleaned globes.
Thursday, Sept. 15. 19389 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Filed L.C. cds. (still they come!) S.E. Hodges (memb.) used Library. Mr. Dean Newmancontinued his research of dates for founding of Tenn. Counties, with Dean’s consent. Mr.Barnes Johnson City lawyer + U.T. grad. And Mr. Headman for J. Pike Powers (memb.) usedLibrary.
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Friday, Sept. 16. 19389 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Mr. Wicker asked me to go to Main Library and ask them to hurry up Moore’s FederalPractice as he needed it at once. Only 2 vols. have come but Miss Bergen promised to attendto cataloging them as soon as possible. Absence of student help has delayed everything. Mr.Banker (student) used N.C. Code with Dean’s consent. Worked on Library Route cds.
Saturday Sept. 17. 19389 - 12 H. H. TurnerMr. Fisher for T. G. McConnell (memb.) + Chas. McNabb for R.R. Kramer (memb.). Clock hasbroken down permanently we fear, from old age? It might be a good plan to remove it if itcan’t be repaired. Mr. McClure reported it to Miss Baker who referred him to Dean Witham,who told her again that nothing had been done about chairs. She suggested (again) that hetry using screw driver and he says he will do so Monday. Mr. Witham says there are nofunds to repair clock. It probably is worn out. Worked on Law Library routine, going overall cards and copying a few.
Monday, Sept. 19. 19389 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Mr. McClure tried to fix clock and after taking it apart and giving it a bath of kerosene,induced it to start off briskly. Mr. Morton for Mr. Jas. Johnson (memb.) used Library. Mr.Laurent (T.V.A.) Took back Tenn. Acts 1937 borrowed from them which have never beencalled for. Worked on Law Library Routine cards. C.R. McClain formerly student nowworking for J.H. Doughty (memb.). He had no formal written instructions but I explainedrule about formal instructions authorization and he said he would obtain it.
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Tuesday, Sept. 20.19389 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Mrs. Morris bestowed a box of clips from Dean’s Office. Went to Main Library at Mrs.Morris’ request to try to hurry Moore on Federal Practice v. 1, 2 and Edmnds FederalProcedure, especially the former. As Mr. Wicker and the Dean have to thoroughly absorbthese before going to meeting in Oct. of Am. Law Inst. in Oct. They are getting impatient.Miss Baker + Bergen said these vols. had been in Mr. Wells’ room since Saturday waiting forcampus mail. (Mr. Perrin is absent.) Mr. Oliver, he is out of town lawyer as he isn’tpracticing here, alumnus, came to get exact titles of some sets he is going to buy. Mr. SeakeT.V.A. used Library, + Mr. Fisher for T.G. McConnell (memb.). James Lee Clark for M.W.Egerton (memb.). Mr. Laurent (T.V.A.) used Library. Worked on Law Library routine.
Wednesday, Sept. 21. 19389 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Found that Campus mail had come early and brought much desired Moore and Edmunds,and many advance sheets. Miss Walsh had phoned asking to have Collier, Bender ed.Bankruptcy Act Pamphlet ed. sent back as it wasn’t ready, having been sent down bymistake. Mr. Burnett for C.H. Smith Sr. (memb.) used Libr. Worked on slips for SelectedEssays on Constitutional law (“Job 2") Dean asked to see list of users of Law Libr. onSaturday afternoons. Men painted lower hall but we are told that there isn’t money enoughto do entire building. Mr. McClure mopped floors in stacks. Robt. Young Jr used Libr. for hisfather Robt. Young Sr. (memb.). Mr. John Armstead for M.W. Egerton (memb.). Campus mailcame again at closing time.
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Thursday, Sept. 22. 19389 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Collated cols. Sent down yesterday. Lindsay Young for father Robert Young (memb.) usedLibr. Mr. Privette for H.A. Tapp (memb.) used Libr. Worked on slips for selected Essays onConstitutional Law. Old students coming back. Miss Baker phoned that she was sending usa new electric clock, and Mr. McClure was to send he our old one (which goes all right, butgains rapidly). Mr. McClure continued mopping floors. Later, Mr. Kirkman brought clockwhich he is putting temporarily in old location but which he thinks will go better overswitch board. As he can’t complete instalation [sic] for several days he will wait until MissOgden can decide the question. The old location is better for persons at desk who will haveto get up to see time is it over switch board. Mr. Oliver again with permission, see note +cworking with Mr. Wicker. Mr. Meares. Mrs. Belsheim, who is hunting for an apt. spent mostof the afternoon, at the phone in Library.
Friday, Sept. 23. 19389 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Took phone calls, as Dean + Mrs. Morris were attending to registration of students at AyresHalls. Spoke to Mr. McClure about chairs for sixth times. Mr. Privette, for H.A. Tapp (memb.)and Mr. Morrell memb. used Library. Campus mail brought vols from bindery. Recorded inaccessions list in Daily Record + checked off slips. Haven’t collated or added to Inventoryyet. Mrs. Morris says that there are about 36 first year students, but some of the secondyear’s aren’t coming back. Faculty have spent much time visiting Library and there havebeen many interruptions. Mr. McClure is planning to “work on Library chairs” thisafternoon. The floor is beautifully clean. Worked on slips for Selected essays until campusmail came. Mr. Thomason (memb) and Mr. Headman for J. Pike Powers Jr. (memb) usedLibrary. Mr. Wilson for Gen. Fowler (memb.) used Library just before closing time.
Saturday, Sept. 24. 19389 - 12 H. H. TurnerCollated + added to inventory some of bound vols. of Law Rev. rec’d by Campus mailyesterday. Old students dropped in. Put up notices of change in Library hours.
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Monday, Sept. 26. 19388 - 1 H.H. TurnerContinued collating bound vols. of Law Rev. Showed Law Libr. to Messrs McPeake, Bird,Babcock, Christenberry 1st yr. Mr. McNabb, for Mr. Kramer (memb.) used Library. Rec’dnew schedule of classes.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Ben davis (for RR. Kramer, member) used Lib. Also Frank Fowler, and a MaryvilleCollege Fac. member with lady helper who was all lost among law books. Spentconsiderable time hunting for First Nat’l Bank in St. Louis vs Missouri, 1924 in Amer. dig.Got it in Michie Banks + Banking + went back to Amer. dig + found it “state of Mo.” insteadof M – the only variation I had not tried. Campus mail. Disposed of a few things that wereawaiting attention.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerOnly 2 students, 1 new, 1 old. Worked on “job 2" (i.e. slips for Select essays onConstitutional law.)
Tuesday, Sept. 27. 19388 - 1 H. H. Turner2 girls in first year class. Mr. Laurent (T.V.A.) used Library. Room nearly full almost all a.m.but every one studious. Dean came up and talked about Celebration program. He thinks hehas “A no. 1" speakers. Anyone is welcome to attend meetings, but Library is to be keptopen continuously in case the visitors wish to drop in. Helped Mr. Laurent hunt up 2 casesin English repts. Worked on slips for Selected essays.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Morton (for J. G. Johnson, member), Mr. C. McNabb (for RR. Kramer, member), Mr.Hodges (member) and a TVA used Lib, also a good many students – all very good +studious. Dean Witham asked if I could be ready for a fac. meeting on books at 2:30Monday-next. I said yes. Sorted out advts + notes of books for purchase. Campus mail.Wayne Oliver asked if we would be interested in disposing of a cop. of Williston, Contracts,1920-22 ed. when the new ed. is finished. I said yes, thought so, but would have to ask fac. +put his memo with notes for the meeting.7 - 9:30 H. H.TurnerCollated vols. rec’d in Campus Mail – added to inventory.
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Wednesday, Sept. 28, 19388 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenGot Mr. McClure to put new bulb in alcove opposite NW. Reporter + to fix cords of Venetianblinds. Mr. Laurent, TVA, used Lib. P. Taylor asked if we could take phone messagesfor him from TVA. Said they have a new system for part time workers requiringthem to hone every day at 9 AM + report when they will be available. Then if theyare wanted, TVA calls up. Said if he isn’t here could we take message + tell him whenhe comes. I said same thing was arranged for Mr. Banker, so presumed it would beall right for him but to speak to Dean’s office about it – OK as far as I am concerned.Asked Mr. Belsheim about new ed. of Collier $8500. He said not advisable to get anew expensive work now. A new law was passed this summer(?) which makes allour vols. on bankruptcy out of date. Mr. B. borrowed the U.S.C.A. pam. containing thenew law and will keep Gilbert’s Collier until needed by some one else. Continued towork on book advts.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerLindsay Young, for his father Robert Young, memb. used Library. Campus mail. Worked onslips for selected essays. Large crowd after Moot Court but studious. All old studentsadmire new clock! Mr. Knauff came to try to get subscriptions to law magazines!7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenAbout half a dozen students in all – only one stayed till closing time.
Thursday, Sept. 29. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerAs Mr. Warner inst holding classes, the Library has been crowded. Woekd on “Selectedessay” slips. Mr. Ben Davis for Mr. Kramer (memb) used Lib. Mr. McKenzie (an instructor ?or grad. student) read McBain’s “Living Constitution.”12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenLots of students – counted 31 readers at the most congested moment + had to ask Bradleyto change to a less squeaky chair. Spoke to Pearman + Higdon about talking. They bothstood at window + I suppose they thought they couldn’t be heard. I said I wanted myremarks to last for all year. Pearman came to desk afterward + said he did not mean to bedisturbing but his voice just sounded always – I said I did not mind much if he did not keepit up + suggested conf. room. Said we would have to be extra careful now because ofnumbers. A TVA man used Lib. Campus mail.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerCollated + added to inventory vols. Rec’d by Campus mail. Copied inv 4b (biog. + display) tobe sent to Dr. Walp. Dr. Walp’s class are required to all read McBain’s Living Constitution,which is out. One came for it tonight. As we have the only copy it might be well not to lendit for the present after it comes back. Only 6 in Libr.
Friday, Sept. 30. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerRep. from Callaghan to see Miss Ogden. Will come again. Large crowds all A.M. Finishedcopying list for Dr. Walp. Helped several freshman find their way around and look up cases.A graduate student is here taking a course in business law. Spoke to Mr. Pearman abouttalking when he first came in, and had just started briskly.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCounted 29 readers at the peak (or near it). Mr. Laurent used Lib (TVA). Mr. Banker askedto take out 1-2 Encycl. dig overnight or longer. He has been defending a driver of one of“our” trucks in court all day P.M. + has another case coming Wed. As we have 2 cops and anewer ed., said he could keep these vols. until Thurs. Mr. Warner says Judge Jones has acop. of Underhill Landlord + tenant. Miss Baker phoned that Miss Turner had just brought anote from Dean Witham that he did not think the Lib must be kept open on Sat. afternoonswhen there is a foot ball game in Knoxville. I said I thought it was too short notice to closetomorrow – + how about keeping it open + seeing what demand there is.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenMr. McClure says next week students lounge will be replastered, painted, have some newfurniture and at same time Lib. chairs will be attended to. About half a doz students – veryquiet + studious.
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Saturday Oct 1, 19389 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenOwing to misunderstanding nobody here 8 - 9 + Mrs. Morris presided. Had a note from MissGoering asking whether certain books on the U.S. Supreme court could be put in Main Lib.reserve room for Mr. Greene. I put the note on Dean Witham’s desk to ask if he agreed.They are not much used here though perhaps they ought to be. C.R. McLain brought notefrom J.H. Doughty authorizing him to get books in his name. Room crowded. Severalstudent went to lawyers’ table without asking. Told them this should not be done withoutpermission. Will have to watch carefully + insist on their asking – liable to happen whenroom is crowded. See entry for yesterday P.M. regarding Saturdays in future. Campus mail.Did a little more on information for Tuesdays meeting but room needed too much attentionfor me to do much. Made up book statistics + counted cash for Sep. Sent overdue notice toT.G. McConnell.12.45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerFootball game. Mr. Brehm + 1 other used Lib. Collated. Worked on slips for Selected essayson Constitutional Law.
Monday, Oct. 3. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerRobert Kennerly (Ass’t U.S. District Atty?) Used Libr. Also Mr. McLean for Mr. Doughty + Mr.Fisher for Mr. T.G. McConnell (membs.). He wants to see Miss Ogden about overdue books.The same business law student who was here before. Large crowd until 11. Was calledupon for numerous causes so didn’t try to work. Had to help Mr. McLean hunt up anobscure citation. Had to call down a boy for talking to Miss Porter, + 2 student for usingLawyers’ table.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenC. McNabb (for RR Kramer, member) used Libr. He called attention to change in section nosof “Master + Servant” 3d + 4th Dec. The 4th has put new sections under Workmen’scompensation and included matter that was under Master+servant in the 3d Dec. We couldfind no parallel table of key nos. for a guide. Counted 33 readers at about the peak. Had ahunt for 4 Geo 2 ch 28 1730 – finally found in Bacon’s Abridgment – the earliest ed we have.E.E. Fisher came about his fine. He asked to “compromise” the Aug. fine as he was going topay himself – so I cut out charge for Sunday + told him it was the last time! Brehur +Preston Taylor wanted to keep a case book on shelf in Lib. Off. where both could use it. Isaid no, – but offered (under protest) to let them keep it on Miss Heiskell’s desk instead.Campus mail brought books for outside reading selected by HHT.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerInvited Mr. Taylor to change seats after he had started a conversation with Miss Porter.
Tuesday Oct. 4, 19388 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenHHT. kindly changed periods with me so I could attend a fac. meeting this P.M. on bookpurchase for the coming year. Mr. Wicker asked for circulars on desirable new books forrev. in Tenn. Law Rev. Said Life of Blackstone + Life of Chief Justice Waite were now inhands of reviewers. Counted 41 in RR + it was so full, gave K. Smith a key to Conf. Room,then let Anderson + Bauker use lawyers’ table to discuss a case. Asked Mr. Wicker for 1936ed of Uniform system of citations. He said he’d order some + give Lib. one. In mean timelent one for use in RR. Dean Witham spoke again about Sat P.M. closing, so I phoned MissBaker attendance last Sat. She suggested close at 12:45. I asked about making up time + shesaid use what we neded for overlapping here + for the rest, release one of use for duty atU.T. Lib at times to be arranged. Mr. Laurent phoned to ask if we have Brown, Personalprop. + Schouler pers. prop. Said yes – but at present not for circulation. He will come hereto use them.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner7 - 9:30Miss Bergen told me Sunday that Miss Baker had stated that Law Libr. would probablyclose afternoons during foot ball season, + she wished to state that she could use all myoverlapping time available, and that I could take it in sections if desired (on acct of eyestrain). That help would be very welcome. Mr. Laurent (T.V.A.) + Mr. Robertson(Morristown lawyer) used Libr. Campus mail. Put up notice upstairs about Libr. closing forfoot ball games. Collated vol. rec’d. Mr. McNabb for Mr. Kramer (memb.) used Libr. At nightroom almost full.
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Wednesday Oct. 5, 19388 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenYesterday attended faculty meeting on purchase of books. Besides books choseN forpurchase discussion covered Ill. appeals, Mo. appeals, and E. L. O. Reported not findingprices on sets of Law quarterly reports review sets 1-51 except one for $400.00 – too costlyat present. Dean Witham said the fund for books after continuations are paid for issomething less then $1000.00. Decided not to buy Interstate Commerce Com’n Opinionsoffered by Henry Hudson. Vols. in Lib. to date are checked in Interstate Com. Com. Price list,Supt Docs and at prices listed there to complete our set to Jan 1937 would cost $300.00.Bought of Judge Jones full set, bound, of Constitutional Review – the last full set Geo. Wash.Law Rev. could assemble after it took over the “Constitutional.” Judge Jones says this is themost valuable collection of material pub. anywhere on constitution law – all phases.Mr. Goodman (member) used Lob. Also two others recognized as members but not sure ofnames. (Mr. Blackard says Dist Atty from Erwin.) Irvin Saxton (fac. lecturer) came to look atCurrent legal thought. Books bought of Fac. (exc. Restitution Restatement, from Belsheim)sent Main Library. Collated them first.12.45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Laurent, T.V.A. used Libr. Campus mail. Large crowd but studious. Worked on Sel. essayslips.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenAbout half a dozen – very studious. Worked on cat cards.
Thursday, Oct. 6. 19388 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. B. McNabb for Mr. Kramer (member). Room full enough but not overflowingor even hunting for seats. Well behaved.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerRoom well filled nearly all the evening.
Friday, Oct. 7. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerCollated “Selected essays.” Almost every chair occupied 9 - 11. Same business law student,working on U.S. repts.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Mr. Thomason (member), John Baugh (for Donaldson member) and one of the Young twins(for father, member), also R. Kennerly (Ass’t Atty gen. Tenn.) used Libr. Mr. Belsheim askedto have $4.00 book on bankruptcy bought as soon as possible. He had thought he could waituntil the new law comes out officially but finds his work hampered until he can get astatement showing the new law + the old, side by side. He chose the one pub. by Bender +keyed to Collier. I took left his recommendation for Dean Witham’s OK + Mrs. M. says Deanordered it on his own account to get it quicker. In the mean time I had sent a note to orderdept asking them to keep a cop. if Bender should send one on approval or as sup. to theCollier that we have. Campus mail.7 - 9:30 – Got most of new cards filed. Mr. McClure said he got workmen in building to fixthe lock on the washroom door. About 10 - (?) very quiet so did not notice them much.
Sat. Oct. 8 19388 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenFirst Sat. to close at 12:45 for ball game. Mr. Thomason used Lib. Omitted dusting period.shelves but washed up desk. It is going to be hard to find time to do “chore” work aroundthe room without disturbing people or neglecting serving people – now that attendance isso large. A U.T. student wanted to find length of terms of office of county officers of Tenn.Found nothing listed + showed him how much work it would be to look it up for individualcounties. Checked up prices for vols ret’d from bindery. Learned that Main has a copy onapproval of the new bankruptcy keyed to Collier + Mr. Belsheim will look at it then + see ifthat is what he wants.
Monday, Oct. 10. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerMain Library phoned that Miss Bergen would end Collier (new bankruptcy keyed to) to Mr.Belsheim or as soon as possible without waiting to catalog it. Found Campus mail andcollated and added to accessions. Dusted current period. shelves when there was a lull, atnoon. Mr. Doughty (J.H.), memb. used Libr.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenTwo men from Mr. Bibb’s office (forgot to ask for a written authorization) used Lib. + maycome back for additional material. Can a widow collect damages for libel of her deadhusband which operates against her husband and can a libeller be held responsible for thedeath of a man he slandered if the slander caused the shock that brought on his death. Theymay want something on husband + wife. They used Newell on libel + slander. Room prettyfull but did not pay much attention to it as I was trying to answer the Miss. law librarian’sletter about cataloging + couldn’t seem to make a good job of it. Started Mr. Belsheim’s copof Restatement of restitution to Main Lib. to be purchased for Law.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Doughty (memb.) and Mr. Snepp for Mr. Chas. Seymour (memb.) used Library. Workedon slips for Selected Essays on Constitutional law. Very few in Library.
Tuesday, Oct. 11. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerAs Mr. Wicker is ill, there was an unusually large number of students in Library, all 3classes at one time, and much supervision necessary. Is there any way of keeping booksfrom disappearing? Harper on Torts cop. 2 has again vanished. No card this time. Later itwas found, also T.D. Rest. Torts on shelves sec. 6, so we shall have to watch that spot. Thereis also a tendency to leave vols. from Sec. 5 on tables instead of returning to desk. Mr.Belsheim came to ask if Collier had come for him. Promised to take it to him the instant itarrives. Mr. Frazier, (Law grad.) used Libr. with Dean’s consent.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Frazier again also Mr. Laurent (TVA) and a very nice young man from Chatta. whograduated from Law College, Mich. Univ. last June + is here to be admitted to Tenn. Sup. Ct.practice – that is to be introduced, he has his license. He looked all around and askedquestions + praised up all he saw + told a good deal about the Mich. Lib. too. TheBender-Collier Supplement on bankruptcy came from Lib for Mr. Belsheim who said hewould bring it back soon for the students to use. He also left the U.S.C.A. pam. giving theChandler Act for students to use in the meantime. Campus mail.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
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Wednesday, Oct. 12, 19388 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Burnett (for C.H. Smith, member) used Lib. Worked on letter for Miss Univ Law Lib’nwho wrote for information on cataloging + classifying +c. Reply terribly long but do notknow how to condense and tell anything definite.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Worked on slips for Selected Essays on Constitutional law. Judge McKinneyused Library.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenFinished letter. Attended to cards for vols recently bound.
Thursday, Oct. 13. 19388 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenJ.H. Burnett (for C.H. Smith, member) used Lib. Campus mail. Have nearly caught up withcards + bindery records + hope next week to put my mind more on improving appearances.Asked Main Lib. to get Harv. L. Rev. to us promptly when it came from bindery.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerCollated.
Friday, Oct. 14. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Evans, a Johnson City lawyer, used Library. Is coming back this p.m. Dean brought astranger to visit Library. Worked on slips for Select essays on Const. law. It is reported thata large number have gone to Birmingham to foot ball game.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenN.B. Morrell (member) used Lib. Worked on Law Lib. Routine cards. Transferred pam.record slips from upper left drawer of desk to end of Official list.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenTried to get into communication with Kyle King as to Brown on Personal Prop. not ret’d.Worked on list of “extra univ-users of Libr.”
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Saturday, Oct. 15. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Collated and added to accessions in Daily Record.12:45 - 1 E. L. OgdenSent Mr. Kramer cop. of Lib. rules + at foot wrote that loan can be renewed only after fine ispaid for period between date due and date of request for renewal. Sent to Miss Bakerstatement of extra-univ users of Lib. Apr - June + July - Oct. and sent circulation statistics(i.e. use in Lib., use outside, and totals for July, Aug, Sep.) Separate statement filed in folderas to use of Lib. This P.M. decided to keep the 2d cop of Bender - Collier bankruptcy sup.(Chandler Act) in circulation until supplements to students’ case books come as Mr.Belsheim asks. It came from Dean’s Office and is to be bought by U.T. Lib at his request.Michie’s 1938 Tenn. Code rec’d from Dean’s Office, I will keep here until Miss Baker’s replyto my note about sending back 1932 Code so as to get discount.
Monday, Oct. 17. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerElectricians came to move clock but decided to let it stay in its present location.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMen putting window cords + putty in west windows. Miss Baker phoned to ask aboutMichie’s Code Sup. and about periodicals for which subscriptions were to be paid to Tenn.Law Rev. I got last year’s list from Mrs. Morris, checked it with prices given in Index toLegal periodicals + then checked these with recent current nos. as far as these are available.Didn’t look for others in bound vols as covers had been stripped. Also checked with currentserial check cards to see that nos ordered corresponded with issues for July to June (fiscalyear). Miss Baker said no Lib. cop. of Michie’s was to be sent to get discount on the 1938Code. (Had a letter from Chic. Law Institute asking about Michie and its “outrageous” price.)I made suggestion to Mr. Warner that his cop. (only he and Mr. Wicker have “unac.” cops)should go back + he take one of the Lib. cops. He said his was in better condition + askedDean about it. Dean will write to Michie + Miss Baker. Campus mail.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
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Tuesday, Oct. 18. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Broom, for Judge Hicks. Men continued to work on windows, and scratched table inConf. room to such an extent that Mr. McClure called up Miss Baker. Worked on slips forselected essays on Constitutional law.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAnswered letter (Mrs. Morris typed it) of Lib’n Chic Law Inst. about price of Michies 1938Code. Campus mail. Had a note from F. Apperson that Hill’s Geo. Mason wanted by DeanWitham last summer was unavailable. Mrs. Morris says he is still interested so I asked F.A.to send it over. Miss Baker phoned to say she found a scrap of paper on her desk that LawLib. had a cop. of City charter. Didn’t know how the note came there but would we send itfor cataloging. Sent both 1931 + 1938 Charters. Wrote Miss Walsh to send (1) 10 or 15 postcards (2) manila envelopes for campus mail (3) some slips.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMade shelf labels. Large crowd in Libr. almost every chair occupied, lawyers’ table + Conf.room.
Wednesday, Oct. 19, 19388 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenSaw Dean Witham about rearrangement of pictures and keeping Libr. open during meetingof Law Institute. Said regular hours except for perhaps Fri. night. I said if he was doubtfulwe could just keep open then too. He evidently preferred that although he said he did notreally expect visitors. He said hang Marshall’s picture in the hall outside of Library so that itwould be conspicuous when coming up the stairs. Put up most of the labels prepared byHHT for periodicals – spent considerable time rubbing up the celluloid label covers withbon-ami which improved the general appearance a great deal but was perhaps timewasted. Haven’t cleaned Marshall’s picture yet. Mr. McClure said he would wipe off wallover Digests before we hang Magna Charta + Declaration of Independence there asapproved by Dean. Mr. Baugh (for Donaldson, member) used Lib. with a stenog. Campusmail.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerMade shelf labels. Collated vols. sent by Campus mail. I haven’t been asked, but I agree withthe Dean about keeping Libr. open as usual, as there will be a chance of visitors droppingin, tho Mrs. Morris is sure no one will come at all. Helped Mr. Bradley hunt up a case, foundin Am. Dec. Mr. Morrell (memb.) used Libr. Worked on slips for S. Essays. Crowded afterMoot Ct.
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7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenCleaned Marshall portrait + 2 pictures in Lawyer’s corner. Mr. McClure put hung Marshall.Put up more labels for current periodicals. C. McNabb used Lib. for Kramer (member).
Thursday, Oct. 20. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Morrell (memb) used Libr. Helped T.V.A. (over phone) with Citation of Wis. case.Started v. 3 Selected Essays.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWrote Mr. O.L. White to notify him of Heiskell Genealogy found. Campus mail. Attended toodds + ends of straightening up. Room full – just missed overflowing.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerLarge crowd. Had to call down Messrs Neblete + Rainivater[?] for talking + laughing.Helped a political science student to find case in N.Y. Sup.
Friday, Oct. 21. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Davis for R.R. Kramer (memb.) came to see about his fine. Labelled new boxes forpamphlets. Mr. Burnett for Mr. C.H. Smith (memb) + Lindsay Young, for his father, RobertYoung (memb.) used Libr.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenHad information from Dean’s office that he had asked Miss Baker about relieving MissTurner of Library duty on Oct. 28 - 29 and they had argued that the Library would be open8 - 12, 1:30 - 5:30 on Friday, E. L. O. in charge and 8 - 12 on Saturday. Posted noticesaccordingly. F. Headman used Lib (for J.P. Powers, member.) Campus mail brought postcards, slips and envelopes for campus notes. Miss Baker phoned about Michie’s Code. Saidshe would prefer to discard cop. 2 to get the discount. I compared cops 1 + 2 to see whichwas the worst. Cop 2 a little better than cop. 1 but not much. Phoned Miss Baker cop. 2 allright to send. She said keep here until we hear from her. E.E. Fisher came to ask if weaccepted gifts of old books. I said yes if there was no objection to our disposing of them ifwe found we did not want them. He said he had about 15 or 20 + brought some later. Mr.Belsheim brought mimeographed analysis of Bankruptcy Act by McAllester, a referee, forLib. to own. Legal size! Says a few students may want to use it.
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7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenMostly cleaning? pictures (ie. Magna Charta + Dec. Independ.) to hang over Amer. Dig.shelves. – where they can be seen + read.
Saturday Oct. 228 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenE.E. Fisher of Frantz McConnell brought rest of books from Frantz McConnell – 18 v. in all.Three Four of these were duplicates (Street Legal liability, 3 v + Tyler’s Stephen onpleading), four were bound vols of briefs in cases. The rest were different eds or additionalvols. Of works aready in Lib. And all pretty sound binding, though old. Continuedstraightening up odd corners. Put Current digest on N shelves of NE stack to release thetruck for duty. A U.T. student who was here last night looking for material on taxation to befinished by Monday came again to read period. articles + I lent him a dup. of Apr. 1938 Taxmag., due Tuesday next. Started to mend but found glue had to be soaked out before itcould be used. Did a few dabs of straightening up. Mr. McClure doesn’t “see how I am to getthrough all I am expected to do.” Dean came in + approved pictures esp. Marshall in thehall, looked at dirt + wall + said nothing we can do about it.[arrow to statement by Mr. McClure:] P.S. He never does do all he should in Libr. – Neglectsthe lavatory shamefully!
Monday, Oct. 24. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerJ. M. Burnett for Mr. C.H. Smith (memb.) used Lib. Also Tom Dunlap for either Chas.Seymour or R.M. for T.G. McConnell (memb.) used Libr. Made shelf labels. Startedstraightening vols. in alcove.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAfternoon vanished without anything accomplished except dabs of things of no importance.Looked up Frantz McConnell’s gifts again to make sure they were not duplicates + made alist. Asked Mrs. Morris to ask Dean to look at them, if he came in, before I send them toMain for cataloging, but he did not come. Room full.7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
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Tuesday, Oct. 25. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Fisher for T.G. McConnell Chas. Seymour (memb.) used Libr. Dean dashing in and outasking numerous questions + making notes. Straightened sec. 5 and alcove. Mr. Snepp forMr. Seymour (memb.) consulted codes. Mr. Morrell (memb.) used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenA Johnson City Lawyer* (has been here before, 1930 grad? but I do not remember hisname). Sent Main Lib. the books given by Frantz McC. + Seymour. TVA phoned to ask for aCin. L. Rev. article giving proceedings of an administrative conference wanted for a manwho is to prepare for discussion on Fri. Mr. Belsheim had just taken it out. Said he wouldreturn it at noon to morrow + I notified Mr. Henderson, TVA could get it then.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Lilenthal leads Fri. discussion so probably needs Cin. law Reviews. Filed L.C. cds.Brought date due slips from Main Libr. Miss Franklin said that Miss Baker told her thatbooks sent to bindery would probably come back this week.* some mistake? Can find no record of a 1930 law grad at Johnson City?
Wednesday, Oct. 26, 19388 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenVarious chores – mostly mending.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerJudge Jones ill. No Moot Court. Campus mail. Mitchell Long called up to ask if we hadEnglish Reports, full reprint. He had had a set given him which he wished to keep himself,but if we lacked it he would turn them over to us. The original owner wished this, someonein West Town. Mr. Lockwood, Johnson City? used Library.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenMostly mending + put Mr. Wicker’s Rules of Civil Procedure in a cover – not a very good job.
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Thursday, Oct. 27. 19388 -1 H. H. TurnerAs Judge Jones is still sick, had a larger crowd than usual at opening hour. Helped Mr.Babcock hunt up an Eng. case. Mr. Broom for Judge Hicks. Dean gave W.E. Badgett (Lawgrad. but not entitled to Libr. privileges) permission to use Mass. Repts. in Libr. but nottake them out as he wished. A U.T. instructor who has been here before to use Chitty’sBlackstone. U.T. woman student to look up article on J.P. in Tenn. Law Rev. Miss Mungercalled from Main Libr. to find what nos. of Kansas City Law Rev. and Kansas City Bar bul.were in Law Libr.12:45 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]A woman student (same?) with a mimeographed copy of a bill to establish General Sessionscourt in Tenn. wanting pams or other material giving arguments. She said Mr. Johnston hadtold her to ask the Dean’s Sec. for more. She said she had already seen the articles in Tenn.Law Rev. I told her Dean’s Sec. would have nothing else + I would see what I could find inthe Library. She said she would be back to morrow. TVA phoned to ask loan of FreundAdmin. Law for Mr. Swidler also 22 Cornell L. Rev. He is to lead discussion in place of Mr.Lilienthal. I learned from Mrs. Morris that Mr. S. had been in Dean’s Office when she tookFreund’s cases down the other day + said he did not want it so I guessed the Lib. requesthad been on the way before + did not send it. Neither Mr. S. nor Mr. Henderson could bereached be phone when the messenger came. Campus mail.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMessenger from T.V.A. yesterday wanted Freund for Mr. Snyder.
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Friday, Oct. 28, 19388 - 12 E. L. Ogden.The first day of the Law Lectures (Law Institute) in memory of C.W. Turner at AndrewJohnson Hotel. HH Turner at Hotel for the Proceedings. E. L. O. at Law Lib 8 - 12, 1:30 - 5:30,Lib. closed at night. Did a little dusting, arranged 3 vases of flowers. Readers up to 12: (!)Frank Randall, Univ. of Ky brought + showed around by H. Davis (Sr. student + Law Rev.Ed.), Mrs. Morris says he is a former law instructor of Dean Witham’s. (2) K. Paschal, Univ.student wanting information on Gen’l sessions courts. Hunted up a few more articles forher, found the bill she had was passed for Davidson Co. 1937 without discussion in theJournal, that Committee of Tenn. Bar Ass’n 1937 recommended a report on it for 1938meeting as other counties will want to do the same. Lent her Boston Bar Bul. no. (exceptionto rule) giving provisions in Mass courts. (3) David Scott wanting Tenn. legislative journalstelling of Rep. James Scott’s part in deciding to locate U.T. at Knoxville – 1847 he thought.Looked through Tenn. Off. manual 1891 for lists of members of state legislatures + foundJames S., 1807, for which year we had no Jours. Looked in Sanford’s Hist. + other places forScott. 2 students left at 9:30 and Mr. Oliver, to return Collier bankruptcy pam. + wanted tokeep it. Said he could at 12 to morrow if no one else asked in the meantime. Busy withabove till 11:30.1:30 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenNo readers or visitors. Disposed of various matters waiting in basket + put most of newshelf labels in place.
Saturday Oct. 298 - 12 E. L. OgdenMr. Laurent (TVA) used Lib. Also Mr. Burns (student) to renew Mott Due Process of law.Will come back for it Monday. Mended Harper on Torts. Mrs. Morris will see to Lib. 11:30 -12 while E. L. O. goes to Pres. Mrs. Hoskins lunch in honor of Miss Turner.Just as I was leaving, Mr. G. E. Arnold, Dean of Vanderbilt School of Law came in. I said I hadnoticed Vanderbilt has Canadian reports + were they used much. He said no – except whenfac. told students to. He said Engl. reports were not used much either – but they are hereand always have been since we got them. He said they were worse off for space than weare.During Homecoming and “Law Institute,” Oct. 28 - 29 Law Lib. had 2 out of town visitors(neither U.T. Law College alumni) and one local alumnus (1883) before there was a LawCollege. – not in search of legal information. Signatures of these attached hereto.
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[three note cards taped into journal]G.C. ArnoldNashville, Tenn[E. L. O. writing] Dean Vanderbilt Univ. Law SchoolDavid G.[?] Scott18832015 Ogden AveKnoxville TennFrank H Randall[E. L. O. writing] Prof of Law of Univ. of Kentucky
Monday, Oct. 31. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Morton for Mr. Jas. Johnson (memb.) + Mr. Fisher for Mr. Seymour (memb.) used Lib.Miss Paschall (student) came back to use material on General Session laws in Tenn + returnBar Bulletin 133.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMended cop. 1 Michie’s Code 1932. Dean gave some cops of U.T. Alumnus for any one totake. He said he put some in student’s room and has more in his office. Room full.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerCollated. Very few in Library.
Tuesday, Nov. 1. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Fisher for Mr. Chas. Seymour (memb.) used Library. Finished collating vols. brought bycampus mail yesterday.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenN. B. Doughty fee expires. Campus mail. Mended. Not as many as usual. Put note for Mr.Fones on Dean’s bul. board as to fine due last May 20 but not paid (25¢).7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerTelephoned to Mr. Garthwright at Kappa Sigma House. He was out but left message whichthey promised to deliver.
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Wed. Nov. 2, 19388 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenWent over Mrs. Morris’ first draft of book orders decided on at Oct. Fac. meeting – many ofthese were obtained for payment of Tenn L. Rev advts + for review. The list now consists ofothers not so obtainable. Garthwright ret’d Tiffany on Real prop. due Mon. at 9. He said hehad been sick. I asked if he had attended classes. He said one, early Monday. I said Well,that is when it was due; and you wre well enough to go out last night, when Lib. was open 7- 9:30. He forgot it then. Showed him how big the fine was + then said I’d let him off with$1.00.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Privette for Mr. Taft (member) used Libr. A woman student copied cases in N.E. + N.W.Reporter. Mr. McNabb for Mr. Kramer (memb.) Large attendance.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenStudied in Hicks + Law Lib. Jour. indexing arrangement + use of briefs – articles all seem totreat of collections where all briefs in a particular court are kept together.
Thursday, Nov. 3. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerDr. White (fac.) + Ivan Privette for H.A. Tapp (memb) used Libr. Mr. Thomason, memb. usedLibr.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Another U.T. (not law) student to get material for discussion of GeneralSessions court.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerCollated +c.
Friday, Nov. 4. 19388 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Campus mail. Room fairly full in afternoon – about 8 or ten at night. Began making tables ofcontents for vols. of briefs given recently by Frantz McConnell + Seymour.
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Saturday, Nov. 5, 19388-12:45 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Miscellaneous chores including more mending. Closed for base foot ball inKnoxville.
Monday, Nov. 7. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Morton for Mr. James Johnson (memb.) Spent a great deal of time trying to findbiographical material or reference to Mr. Dauncey, an English lawyer who died in 1819.Information requested by Dr. Curry of English dept. Consulted Dean + Mr. Belsheim.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWrote Miss Bergen that Law Lib could plate collate + mark Harv. + Yale law revs. back frombindery if that would hasten them. Fac. + students wanting them. Wrote Dept. Justice tosend press releases on anti-trust cases. Dean + Mr. Belsheim saw samples + recommendedkeeping them.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, Nov. 8. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Lindsay Young for father Robt. Young (memb.) + Mr. Fisher for Chas.Seymour memb.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWarren Kennerly came in + went to work without asking but he has my consent. Continuedmaking table of cont. of bound vols. of briefs from Frantz McConnell + Seymour. Asked Mr.Fisher the other day whether the firm had others. He said not. Present practice is to filebriefs with record of the case + “keep forever.” Asked if he did not think these might bewanted again and he said not.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerWorked on Briefs from Frantz McConnell + Seymour.
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Wednesday, Nov. 98 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Mr. Thomason (member) used Lib. Also J Armistead (for Egerton &c.,members). Mended.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerCollated + added to accessions + inventory vols. that have come from bindery. Fac. memb.to look up Workmen’s Compensation in Tenn. in Pub. Acts + Code. Miss Baker called up toask about hours that Law Lib. was open.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenCorrected + mailed letter to Miss Rebekah Dean Law Lib’n, Univ. Miss. just now typed byDean’s Sec’y. Wrote another note to Fones (See Nov. 2 entry.) Mrs Walker phoned to askwhether he had paid + if not should his name be sent to admin. council. I said I’d try oncemore. She said let he know by Tuesday.
Thursday, Nov. 10. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Fones paid his 25¢ fine + I notified Mrs. Walker. He says “they” never delivered notice!Mr. Morton for Mr. James Johnson (memb) used Libr. Worked on Briefs from FrantzMcConnell + Seymour.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAsked dean + phoned Miss Baker about to morrow. Dean Smith’s notice is for closing 10 -12 but Miss Turner is fere for the day at 10 + Lib. will stay closed until I come at 12:45.Posted notice. The fac. man used Tenn. session laws. Mrs. Mooers asked if other cop. ofBender’s sup. to Collier could be sent to finish up bills +c. Mr. Belsheim said he hated tohave it go – so much better than the supplement pub. to their case books so promised Mrs.Mooers to send this when the other comes back. Mr. Laurent TVA looked over new legalperiodicals. Mended. At 5:30 found we had been stamping two weeks books as dueThanksgiving day. Campus mail.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerOnly 6 in Library. Added up Oct. statistics.
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Friday, Nov. 11. 1938Armistice Day8 - 10 H. H. TurnerStudent doing post grad. work at U.T. Wynegar. Mr. C. McNabb for R.R. Kramer (memb)10 - 12:45 Closed for Armistice Day exercises12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Filed book advts. threw away old ones + made a beginning on pamphlets waitingaccumulated since beginning of term. About a dozen industrious readers all afternoon and4 at night. More than I expected.
Saturday, Nov. 12, 19388 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. (twice) Only two students. 1 for an hour (Bradley) + 1 for less (Babcock).Worked on pamphlets.
Monday, Nov. 14. 19388 - 1 H.H. TurnerWorked on pamphlets. Mr. Winick (memb.) sent someone to consult N.C. statutes forWorkmens Compensation act. As I think he has been here before didn’t ask for credentials.Mr. Thomasson (memb.) used Libr. Also Mr. Burns, a grad. student in Pol. science.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Mrs. Morris asked for Michie 1932 Code to return to pub. in order to getdiscount on 1938 Code which Tenn. Law Rev. was selling to Main Lib. In phoneconversation some weeks ago with Miss Bakewr was told to hold cop. 2 for return but waituntil I heard from her. Mrs. M. says bill is paid and she is withdrawn having the volwrapped for return. Mr. Morton used Lib. for J. G. Johnson – member.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
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Tuesday, Nov. 15. 19388 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Broome wanted Agency Restatement for Judge Hicks. As the course on agency isn’tgiven this term, let him have it. Ross Stuart came with a $12.00 check for Mr. Pettway’s fee(expired May 18) + asked what to do with it + would I give him a memo when it expired.Advised sending it to UT treasurer + getting date from him as mine might not agree. Toldhim he could stay + use Lib. but please get written authorization. E.E. Fisher (for FrantzMcConnell, member) used Lib. Yesterday Mr. Oliver came at closing time + asked to take abook. Explained rules to him. Said he is living here still but expects to move today (Nov 15)to Maryville + will come in evenings to use Lib. Mr. Blackard asked if I could tell when hiscop of 1937 Pub. Acts of Tenn. came. Found Lib cop came Nov. 5 but didn’t find out whenfac. cops. came. R.R. full. Wish we could prevent congestion around Tenn Rept, C.J. + Amer.dig tables. Campus mail7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerCollated + added to inventory vols. rec’d in Campus mail.
Wednesday, Nov. 16, 19388 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenR. Young jr used Lib. (for R. Young sr., member). Also Harton (for Frantz McConnell &cmembers). looked up data all serials to verify slips sent from Main by A. Mounger.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Mr. Broome for Judge Hicks. Mr. Morton for Mr. Jas. Johnson (memb.) Mr.Ross Stuart came with $12.00 receipt from Treasurer’s office made out Nov. 15 1938 - toMay 15, 1939.” He kept it but let me copy it. Worked on slips for selected essays on Const.law.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenPut new pocket suppl. in 61 v. of U.S.C.A., took out old ones + stripped covers stiff papers off– took nearly all evening. Readers about 10. Found that pocket sup. was gone from U.S.C.A.education vol. Wonder if the person who took it was the one who took the pocket suppl. ofWilliams’ code, v. 2 last summer?
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Thursday, Nov. 17. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Robt. Kennerly (ass’t att’y gen.) used Library. Worked on slips for Selected Essays.Large crowd.12: 45 - 5: 30 E. L. OgdenMrs. Morris notified of receipt of letter from Treas’rs off that Mr. Pettway was entitled touse of Lib. Nov 15 to May 15. Mr. R. Stuart was here all afternoon for Mr. Pettway. Finishednoting on slips information about abt ass’n pub in L. Lib. Jour. Sep. 1938 + got data on Noteson legal ed. for Miss Baker. Counted 41 at about the peak, included 2 on Conf. room, 1 fac. +1 lawyer. Dean Witham came to consider place for Dean Turner’s portrait to be delivered“in a few days.” Asked if I could put notice on student bul. board for students not to leavepaper scraps on tables chairs or floor in Lib. nor to make marks of any kind in Lib. books.He said better put it on his bul bd. Haven’t made out notices yet.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Friday, Nov. 18. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Doughty (memb.) called his attention to fact that fee had expred Oct. 31. Said heguessed he would have to send some more money then. Very persistent about taking outArant + Arnold on Suretyship which students are using. Lindsay Young, for father RobertYoung (memb.) used Libr.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Mr. Burnett (for Smith + Long, members) used Lib. Lindsay(?) Young used Libfor Robert Young (father + member). Letter rec’d from Miss Baker – copy of letter fromTreas. off. to Dean Witham as to Pettway fee.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenChecked + finished reprint slips for v. 1 Essays on const’l law made by H. H. Turner. Abouthalf a dozen industrious readers – in spite of downpour of rain all evening.
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Saturday, Nov. 19, 19388 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenClosing at 12:45 again “on account of the football game” although the game has been calledoff. A good many students inquiring. Change at short notice not feasible as extra time hasalready been put in by HHT at Main Lib. Steady rain all day. Gave Mrs. Morris a notice topost as to making marks in Lib. books and leaving scraps of paper on tables &c. Attended tocat. cards – a good many slight changes had to be made.
Monday, Nov. 21. 19388 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, Nov. 22. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerAssisted Dean + Mr. McClure in arranging + hanging portraits as the new one had just come.Made slips for Selected Essays. Large crowd until 11. Mr. Dunlap for J.G. McConnell (memb.)used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenA young man from West Pub. Co. came. Incidentally he mentioned he used to work in MinnUniv Law Lib. – so asked a few questions. Their RR is in charge of students – the Libr’nstays in his office room. About 4 times length of ours with stacks extending from sides likeour (2 & 3) with Reporters, Annotated sets +c. Hornbooks +c behind a railing have to beasked for. 100 000 vols – keep a student helper cleaning with vac cleaner all the time.Remarked on the quietness of our Lib – said no one ever tried to keep Minn. one quiet. Saidthey found books for Law rev. case comment work a real problem. Said they lost“Hundreds” of books “every year.” They never let a book go out but law rev. board + fac.have keys to Lib – about 75 keys in all – no wonder there are losses! Miss Baker phoned tosend back to West Pub. Co. from here the pages from current digest necessary to get thediscount. Robert(?) Young used Lib. for father – member + brought letter of authorization.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerWorked on slips for selected essays.
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Wednesday, Nov. 23, 19388 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenJ. Armistead used Lib. for Egeton (member). took all morning to cut up Current Dig. vols +take out pages to send back to West Pub. Co. and to save such covers + fly leaves as may beuseful in mending +c. Miss Baker phoned to mail them from here, sending Miss Bergen noteof call + acc. nos of vols to be withdrawn.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerAt request of Mr. Bishop, took “Judge Ladd” a legal novel by Noble Smithson, (author of CivilProcedure) from Lawson McGhee Libr. with permission to keep it here for three renewals.As it appears to have little literary value, + probably isn’t much in demand. Mr. JohnArmitage for Mr. M.W. Egerton (memb.) used Libr. Lindsay Young, for father Robt. Young,(memb) used Libr. Worked on slips for Selected Essays on Const. law.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenDisposed of odds + ends of matters “pending”
Thursday, Nov. 24. 1938Thanksgiving Day
Friday, Nov. 25. 19388 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 -5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Found citations for a member of the cases corresponding to briefs recently rec’d fromFrantz McConnell & Co. Mr. Fisher of that firm brought 4 vols asdonations. Two of these, Select Essays, Anglo-Amer. legal hist v. 2, 3,were dups. He said “I wish you’d take them any way.” Seems to beinterested only in getting rid of them. Checked some reprint slips forSelected essays on Const’l Law, v. 2.
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Saturday, Nov. 26. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Steinmetz conducted legal bibl. class in Library. Dean Witham at Court House all A.M.with bar ass’n and Mrs. Morris sick, so was asked to take phone calls. Dr. Rawl (I think)(fac.) + a U.T. student used Lib. Mr. Ogle (memb.) used Libr. Busy a.m. Campus mail. Addedto accessions + collated.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAbout half a dozen law students. 2 stayed till 5:30. Attended to bindery records.
Monday, Nov. 28. 19388 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenPhoned Mrs. Mooers about Brannan Negotiable Instruments, Ed. 6, in list ordered Nov. 2.She said some on this list had not yet been ordered – Brannan among them but she woulddo so this week. Also she said there was no standing order for Torts restatement vols. asthey appear. I asked Dean W. to order v. 3 for purchase as soon as possible. He said hewould. Mr. Blackard spent some time in Lib. + looked at tentative drafts so I presume hewill be offerin citing these to students until v. 3 comes. Wayne Parkey (member) used Lib.He said needed help in using Amer. digests, Blue books. Mended.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerCopied citations foot notes desired by Mr. Witham.
Tuesday, Nov. 29. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerRoom crowded 9 - 11. At height counted 43 students. Finished copying foot notes. Mr.Fisher for McConnell + Seymour, brought gift of 6 vols. King + Leonard’s Federal Citationsof conflicting cses of Fed. Rep. 1895, Tenn. Tax digest 1903; Annot. index of Pub. + Gen. Stat.Tenn. 1897 - 1911, Labor Laws of Tenn. 1904 - 13, Simkins Fed. Prac. Res. Ed. 1923,Corporations laws of Tenn., Watts 1910.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenOf the above Simkins + Watts, dups., sent Main Lib. for disposal; Labor laws of Tenn. kept asa pam.; the rest sent to Main Lib. for cataloging. Campus mail. C. Roder used Lib. for W.Baxter Lee (member). Campus mail.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerC. Rader for W. Baxter Lee (memb) + a young woman used Libr. Did numerous odd jobs.
Wednesday, Nov. 30, 19388 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Rader (for Baxter Lee) used Lib. Asked him to get Mr. Lee to send written authorization.Wrote about authorizations – post-cards – to Jas G. Johnson (for L.C. Morton and J.G.Johnson, jr.), to Roscoe Woud (for S.F. Dye) and to W.C. Wilson who works for Fowler +Fowler. Talked to McClure + Dean Witham and Miss Baker about having tables now storedin basement for use in Law Lib. They measure 8 ft by 3 ½ (about). Our Tables are 7 ½ x 3 –about same color. Couldn’t examine closely as one is piled on the other. Dean says ought tobe re finished. They will need to have castors taken off. Do not know how steady they are.Dean said t I told Dean I had not spoken to Miss Baker but hoped we could have tablesbrought up now and use them till Xmas holidays + have things done to them then ifnecessary. Miss Baker said all right to use them if Law College would send Treasurer itsinventory card for them with a transfer card to Library. + if Law Col. wanted them back,they could be transferred again. That Lib. could pay for no work on them. It would be up toMr. Kirkman. I said we have enough chairs – too many now for tables. Haven’t told Deanyet. Notified Miss Baker to mark Cates “deceased” in her list of Lib. users.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Wicker wanted to use Dodd on Workmen’s Comp. so I called up Mr. Crowe home no. notlisted (2-6466). He isn’t thro’ with it. Mr. Wicker talked over phone with him about it + thensaid let him keep it longer as he (Mr. W–) didn’t really need it. Made slips for Sel. essays onConst. law, fin. v. 2. Large crowd after M.C.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenB. Foster + J. Harton used Lib. for McConnell.
Thursday, Dec 1. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Morrell (memb.) used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenLindsay(?) Young used Lib. for Campus Sam Young (member). Campus mail. Spoke to DeanW. about tables. I suggested they be brought to Lib. without waiting for refinishing. Hadtold him about transfer cards. He tried to phone Kirkman but everyone out. Miss Bakerphoned that magazines for Marshall + Bruce to bind would go first of next week.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMade slips for Selected Essays on Constitutional law.
Friday, Dec. 2. 19388 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Morton (for J.G. Johnson, member) used Lib. also Hugh de Lozier (of Maryville bar).Sent note to Dean Witham as to proposed Law Lib. schedule for Xmas holidays. Mr. McCluresays tables from old Student’s lounge are to go to U.T. shops to day for re-finishing for LawLib. E. Anderson wanted to use the Tenn. Law Rev. typewriter which was in ConferenceRoom. It is my impression that this typewriter is for use of Law Rev. Board only. Don’tknow who brought it up. Had Mr. McClure take it down as she preferred to use it there. Shesays 3 members of Board have keys to Law Rev. Room.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerChanged schedules with E. L. O. Campus mail. Mr. Sanders for Mr. Kramer (memb.) usedLibrary. Room packed but every one industrious.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenSauders again. Worked on binding.
Sat. Dec. 3. 19388 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenPut last touches on binding (only 3 v.) + Mr. Perrin wrapped + took it. Saw Dean + Mr.Wicker about ahving their books in Lib. for students’ use. Dean will have Restatement ofContract here + Mr. Wicker will leave “what he has.” Law Lib. staff will remind them whenholidays begin. Cut supply of slips for reserves for holidays. Campus mail. Mr. Saudersagain. Rec’d letter from J.G. Johnson authorizing him his son + L.C. Morton to use Lib +borrow in his name. Sent post card notice to about Doughty about books, fine + fee due.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cards. About 5 students used Library. 2 practically all the time. Others for shortperiods only. Collated. Put notice on Bul. Board in regard to reservations.
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Monday, Dec. 5, 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerLarge crowd and many questions. Room nearly full 9 - 11.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerFiled LC cds.
Tuesday, Dec. 6. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on slips for Selected Essays on Const. law 1938.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Mr. Jarvis for O’Neil (member)7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerFiled LC cds.
Wednesday Dec. 7. 19388 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenWorked on “reserves.” Mr. Saunders for Mr. Kramer used Libr.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerWorked on reserves. John Ayres, memb. + a memb. of Fac. used Libr. Crowd. Campus mail.Notified Mr. Jarvis that Moores Fed. Practice had come.7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Thursday, Dec. 8. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cds.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Warren Kennerly used Lib. Wrote note to Olin Wilson asking if Blackstone’slife was burnt in frat. fire. Saw Mr. Warner + Mr. Wicker about books to keep in Lib. whenfor holidays + looked in Dean Witham’s room to see what he has. He wasn’t there. Put Mr.Wilson’s note in downstairs box + clipped an inquiry about reserves on Stewart’s page.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. McNabb for Mr. Kramer (memb.) used Library. Large no. of students.
Friday, Dec. 9. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Olin Wilson* reported loss of Blackstone’s biography in Kappa Sigma fire. He said thathe had told Dean Witham at once. Nearly all his textbooks were destroyed + he exhibited abadly burned copy of Williston’s cases on Contracts. Large crowd in Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Warren Kennerly (with Dean Witham’s consent). Mr. Laurent *TVA) used Lib. also Mr.Clarence Homes who phoned to Dean for permission + when he came asked for Tenn. casewither civil appeals or sup. ct. decided 1916 to 1925. Cases for most of this period were notpub. finally after much futile talk + suggestions his casual mention of the Code + sec. no.gave a clue and he spent a long time copying the annotations to the sec. although not thecase he first asked for. Said he wasn’t a lawyer but had to look after his own case. Disposedof a few matters cluttering desk + basket since “reservations began.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenContinued work on arrears – bindery records + cat. cards.*N.B. Students who lost belongings in frat. house fire are Fones, Garthwright, Hancock,Macauley, Neblett, Wilson
Saturday, Dec. 10. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerDid some cleaning – desk + period. (current) shelves, display case, +c. Gen. Fisher (memb)used Library also Mr. Morrell (memb) + Mr. Flynn for Mr. Thomasson (memb.). Did variousodd jobs, straightening out dups. + sample periods. +c in Libr. office. Campus mail.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenN.B. Morrell (member) used Lib. Filed cat cds. + brough to date (nearly) cat. + shelfadditions to serials.
Monday, Dec. 12. 19388 - 1 H. H.TurnerMr. Fisher (for McConnell + Seymour memb.) brought gift of Citer-Digest, U.S. Statutes,Const. + Court Rules 1916; Ten. tax digest 1903; Tenn. tax digest + Crim. court laws 1907.Miss Baker phoned to say that President said we must not charge Mr. Wilson for book thatwas destroyed by fire. As Judge Jones was absent, there was a larger number using Libr.than usual. Mr. Privette, for Mr. Tapp (member) used Libr. There is an increasing tendencyon part of 1st yr. students to use Fac. table in Libr. Office also for students to smoke justoutside door on landing. Mr. Laurent T.V.A. to consult Ga. Code.1:00 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWas 15 min. late. Will make it up Thurs. Tried to find a few prices for things I proposed tosuggest as major needs of Lib. No success whatever.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cds.
Tuesday, Dec. 13. 19388 - 1 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Collated + added to accession in Daily Record vols. rec’d.1245 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden.Neal Spahr (of Knoxville bar) used N.C. Code + laws with Dean Witham’s consent. Rec’dMiss Baker’s approval of proposed Law Lib. schedule submitted to her recently. Saw JudgeJones about books to keep in Lib. during holidays. Brought some up + he said any time hewasn’t there come in + get what we want. Classes didn’t hold the full hour so missed Mr.Belsheim, the only other one to see. Mrs. Mooers phoned that all the books I had asked forthis time had been passed to catalogers exc. Clark on equity sup. + Williston selections newed. which has not come.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Morrell (memb.) used Library. Copied notices of schedule in Library hours for holidays.
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Wednesday, Dec. 14 19388 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenSaw Mr. Belsheim about books to be kept in Libr. during holidays. Sent Miss Bakersuggested schedule for HHT + ELO during holidays with note that if the schedule allowed usmore free time than it should, HHT might put in some time at Main Lib. + E. L. O. more timeat Law Lib. Mr. Wynegar (not U.T.) who had borrowed Osborn’s Questioned Documents bypermission of Main Lib, returned it, paid fine and stayed to look at other books. Offered tolend book on the “Hauptmann hand” if any one here interested. Said he would be in againto look at other books. He is an expert on handwriting.12:45 - 5:30 H.H. TurnerMr. Laurent (T.V.A.) used Lib. Mr. Bruce Foster + Mr. Harton for Seymour R.M. McConnell(memb.) used Libr. Mr. Foster asked for, and obtained cop. of holiday schedule. (Havealready told Mr. Laurent, + Privette.) Campus mail. Large crowd. Mr. Warner broughttreatises he has loaned Law library for holidays.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenRead shelves RR-5 + 4b. (beginning General law) and RR-5. Nothing missing. Attended topocket parts for Williams code.
Thursday, Dec. 15. 19388 - 12:30 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4 E. L. OgdenN. B. Morrell (member) and Mr. Laurent (TVA) also 2 students full time + one other to takeout a book. Miss Baker phoned to OK our proposed schedule.
Fri. Dec. 16 19389 - 12 E. L. OgdenMr. Headman (for P. Powers, member) + N.B. Morrell (member) used Lib. three students.Found note for Garthwright about Beck + Caruthers still waiting for him so brought themback to desk. Mr. Warner + Mr. Belsheim brought books for students + I got some fromDean + from Judge Jones. Am keeping them on truck. Mr. Warner thinks v. 2 of Tiffany RealProp is the only one students will want. He has v. 1 in his office and v. 3 at home.1:30 - 4 E. L. OgdenMr. Morrell again + Mr. Burnett to get books – told him of shortened hours. Sent Miss Bakerbook + circ. statistics for Oct. + Nov.
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Saturday Dec. 17, 19389 - 12 H. H. TurnerFor short periods Mr. Fisher (for R.M. McConnell, memb) Freeman, Meares + Stweart.
Monday Dec. 19 19389 - 12 E. Lucy OgdenCampus mail. Mr. Sauders (for Kramer), C. McNabb (for Kramer)1:30 - 4 E. L. OgdenMr. Privette (for Mr. Tapp,) and Mr. Laurent (TVA) used Lib. also about ½ doz. studentsworking long and steadily. Did nothing all day outside of routine.
Tuesday, Dec. 20. 19389 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Collated + did other chores. Filed L.C. cds. Mr. Burnett for Chas. H. Smith (member) usedLibrary. Taylor, Delius, Badgett, Meares, Frank Wilson. Miss Burgen says Main is short ofhelp + probably no collating will be done up there for present. Gen. James Fowler sentformal authorization for Mr. Wm. Wilson to use Law Libr. in his behalf. He also sent Mr.Wilson + Morgan Brown Ayres to do some work on Univ. charter. They used Miss Heiskell’sindex of Acts and Scott, v. 1, pt. 2. Mr. Fisher for [entry ends]
Wednesday, Dec. 21, 19389 - 12 E. L. OgdenMr. Broome, for Judge Hicks, to borrow Agency restatement. Will return as soon as Judgehas finished. Of course no special haste needed now while subject isn’t being taught + wehave 2 cops. but it is just as well to limit all restatements to special permission when lent.Mr. Broome remarked that he has growing respect for Tenn. courts that Dean McDermottused to give the impression that they their decisions were poor but Mr. B. says they usuallyarrive at the right result. Asked Mrs. Morris whether the typed cop. of acts relating to theU.T. was available for use in case Mr. Fowler’s representative wanted to use it. She said atfirst better not – but later that it was in the files and she would get it out in case it wasneeded. I inferred it was still in loose sheets.
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1:30 - 4 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. N.B. Morrell (member) used Lib. Miss Baker phoned will be sending NLBbinding – to have it ready by end of next week.
Thursday, Dec. 22. 19389 - 12 [H. H. Turner]1:30 - 4Filed L.C. cds. Did some colating for Miss Bergen. Mr. Morrell (memb.) assisted by a Mr.Goodwin lawyer of Lenoir City used Library in A.M. 3 students, F. Wilson, P Taylor, + Davis.Took phone calls in Mrs. Morris absence.
Friday, Dec. 23, 19389 - 12 E. L. OgdenWorked on preparation for binding. Campus mail – but didn’t look at it.
Monday, Dec. 26. 1938Closed
Tuesday, Dec. 27. 19389 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4A Mr. Lets (W. Va. lawyers) formerly a Judge of Circuit Court of Appeals + Law grad. U. ofVa. used Library. (He had called up yesterday to see if it was open.) Students: Bradley,Stuart, Tindell, F. Wilson + Badgett, a.m. P.m. Badgett, Davis, Tindell, Bird.
Wednesday Dec. 289 - 12 E. L. Ogden1 - 4:30Same students as yesterday – minus Bradley; + P. Taylor. In P.M. the W.Va. lawyer Mr. E.Fisher used Lib. + brought Loveland Bankruptcy Ed. 1912, 2 v., as a gift. Mr. Burnett for C.Smith also here. Got 4 period. vols + 4 rebinds ready + packed for binding.
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Thursday, Dec. 29. 19389 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Byrd, Tindell, F. Wilson. Mr. Ross Stewart for C. F. Pettiway (memb.) brought writtenauthorization to use Library. Mr. Laurent (T.V.A.). In P.M. – Bradley, Tindell, Bird. Campusmail took binding. A stranger, who said he had been here before, to finish looking at Ala.Code.
Friday, Dec. 30. 19389 - 12 H. H. Turner1.30 - 4Mr. Laurent (T.V.A.) Bird, Tindell, Stewart McAulay. Another T.V.A. to use Wisc Statutes.
Tuesday Jan. 3. 19399 - 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 - 4A TVA man used Libr. to find a Miss case as to powers of officers of Univ. of Minn. Had onlyhear-say citation. Finally I located it by looking under “Colleges + Universities” in 4thDecennial – luck? but got credit for skill! 8 or 10 industrious students. Dean Witham askedfor notices of a very recent U.S. Sup. Ct. decision that Negroes must be admitted to Univ. ofMo if they want to be. Couldn’t find it. He wants to be notified when it is found. Counted upcash.
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Wednesday, Jan. 4. 19388 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenBrought a small supply of periodical check cards I had ruled at home. Extra-Univ. users ofLib: Mr. Burnett (for C.H. Smith); E. Fisher + Bruce Foster for Frantz McConnell + Seymour;L.C. Ely. Books for holiday use come in good time except 1 – good record! Posted notice thatreservations may be made now for books to be used in examinations period. NotifiedBrehm + Burkhalter bu note that if nothing heard from them before Fri. noon, books ontables for case-note work will be shelved. Vanor der Brughe reported no success in gettingbooks at Memphis lawlib. for study in holidays. Said library was a passage way + with peplegoing in + out + doors opening + shutting couldn’t do much – thought the collection fair. Putnote about Beck in Garthwright’s box again. He did not get it before holidays. Returned allbooks borrowed from faculty members for holidays. Mr. Clemens sent samples of advancesheets of Interstate Commerce Repts. + asked if we want them. Dean says yes.12:45 - 5.30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cds. Campus mail. Did some collating + will finish tomorrow a.m.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenDid some work on cards for books rec’d today.
Thursday, Jan. 5. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerCollated vols. rec’d yesterday. Mr. Laurent (T.V.A.) used Library. Campus mail again.Collated vols. rec’d. Mr. Saxton (Fac. member) used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Saxton again. Room pretty full of students, all very busy. Tried to reduce visible amountof “waiting” jobs. Result not visible. Sent book statistics to Miss Baker also a note asking ifRobbins + Parker Advanced exposition could be transferred to Law (now on loan) orordered as Dean W. asked in April. Asked order + cat. dept to send back Amer. bar Ass’n.report on Cleveland Ohio conference on federal rules, sent Main in Apr. Oct. 28 with DeanWitham’s request to purchase, as Mr. Wicker want to see it.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
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Friday, Jan. 6, 19398 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Users of Lib. afternoon: Laurent (TVA), J. Armistead (for Egerton), J. Burnett (for Smith).Campus mail.
Saturday, Jan. 7, 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenA young man came with a request from Henry Hudson for a book. I said I couldn’t let it gonor let him use it here till Mr. Hudson settled for books overdue in 1936. He Mr. H. phonedback + said he’d never heard of the fine + that he had used Lib. (not not borrowed) since. Igot from my files the copy of the letter telling him of the amount of the fine (July 25, 1936)and asked him to call Miss Baker. I took letter + memo concerning the transaction to Dean’soffice + left it with Mrs. Morris as Dean wasn’t in. If anything else come up about it, askinstructions from Miss Baker. Campus mail. Got cat. cards file. Miss Baker phoned that shewas giving him permission for this time to take the book he wants + she anticipates that inthe end he will have to be taken at his word that the letter stating amt. of fine neverreached him but that remains to be decided later. I[n] mean time “be as nice to him as wecan.”12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerCollated. Worked on adv. sheets Interstate Com. Repts. About 16 in Libr.
Monday, Jan. 9. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerRoom full 9 - 11. Worked in Int’state Adv. sheets. Mr. McNabb (for Kramer). Mr. Warnertook cops. 1, 2, pamph. Casner of class gifts +c which he had asked Libr. to order.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Findley of Chattanooga used Lib. Also R.S. Young jr for father (a member)7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cards
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Tuesday, Jan. 10. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Morrell (memb.) used Library. Also student from Pol. Science Dept. Worked on Adv.Sheets T.S.R.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenC. McNabb used Libr for Kramer (member). Allowed him to take 3 v. of Words + phrases toshow at Office + return to morrow AM or sooner if asked for. Rec’d Adv. sheet of U.S.-L. Ed.giving decision in Mo. Univ. case on admitting negroes that Dean W. asked for the other day.Rec’d 2 more vols. from Frantz McConnell and a collection of clippings, pams + reportsrelating to attempted impeachment of Gov. Horton. Letter with them was addressed toDean Witham who will have a copy made to be kept with the collection in the Law Library.Lights went off for 10 min. in Lib. Also clock stopped for that length of time. Campus mail.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerCollated + added to Inv. vols. brought in campus mail. Finished batch of Adv. sheets ISCC.
Wednesday, Jan 11, 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenFinished listing, recording, labeling, shelving Interstate Com. Com’n Motor carrier casesAdv. sheets exc. current issues. Yesterday sent a no. of Law Lib. Jour. to Miss Baker callingattention to offer of exchange Roberts, Manual U.S. Bd Trade, for which 4 nos of unboundperiodical plus cost of carriage would be accepted. Suggested So. Calif. Law Rev. pts. of v. 1+ 2. Campus mail. Got back to considering information asked by Dean W. before holidays onneeds of books needed in Lib. if it had $4000.00 to spend.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerLarge crowd. Almost every chair occupied nearly all afternoon. Many calls. Collated +c. Mr.Broome (for Judge Hicks). Sudden demand for reserves.
Thursday, Jan. 12. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cards. 3 packages.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenSaw Mr. Garthwright and gave him note waiting since Dec. 14. Says Beck was burnt in fire.Mr. Pettway (member) used Lib. Campus mail. Jan 27 - 28 will be registration – classes newterm begin Jan. 30 Mon.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Friday, Jan. 13. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerLindsay Young (for father, Robt. Young, memb.)12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Pettway used Lib. also Mr. Sauder for Mr. Kramer (fee period expired. !) but I did notnotice until after he had taken books + gone. Miss Baker phoned to say we can considerfines dropped for Mr. Henry Hudson and for Guy Webb. As Mr. Hudson communicated withher by telephone she prefers not to write him but if we hear nothing from him within a fewdays, let her know.
Saturday, Jan. 14. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerAs Mr. Steinmetz didn’t conduct class, Library was crowded with 1st yr. students? A T.V.A.sused Library (one Mr. Henderson). Also Mr. Neal Spahr (lawyer) with Dean’s consent. Astudent taking pre-military course with a long list of citations on compulsory militarytraining. Very busy forenoon. Dean brought up questionnaire. Campus mail.12:45 - 5:30 E. Lucy OgdenBegan preparation of answers to A.B.A. annual questionnaire.
Monday, Jan. 16. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Myron Ely, for father (L.C. Ely, memb.) used Library. Examined current periodicalscards for missing nos. 2 girls from Pol. Science class used Library. Mr. Morrell (memb.)12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenA student from “Hill” asked if Law Lib. would be open at “Conference Hours” and I said yes.I presume there is no question – haven’t looked up last year’s record to see. Mr. Pettwaysent a man (Joe McClain presumably) asking with a note saying that J.M. was a member ofhis staff + could borrow books for Pettway. – Not the McClain who was student here.Worked on questionnaire.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cards. 3 pkg. Gave Mr. Oliver permission to use Library. Very few in Library.
Tuesday, Jan. 17. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerGen. Fowler (memb. + Trustee) used Library. Mr. Laurent T.V.A. Devoted most of A.M. tobook reviews. Mr. McNabb for Kramer (memb) 2 students to hunt up a 1798 case in 2, 3Dallas.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenFewer students + not so restless as yesterday. Mr. Laurent used Lib. Worked onquestionnaire. Campus mail.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Jan. 18, 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Burnett (for C.H. Smith, member) used Libr. Made notice for posting as to Conf. roomkey gone and another key in Lib. that doesn’t fit. Worked on questionnaire.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerMotor broken down for about two hours, and stoker not working, so Library very cold andalmost deserted. Looked up book reviews in legal periodicals. Mr. McAuley returnedLibrary key taken by mistake, and recovered his own which he had left at desk. Mr. TomGoodman, memb., used Library. Mr. Tom Dunlap for Frantz J.G. McConnell (membs.) usedLibrary. Mr. Foster. A Univ. instructor + same 2 students who came yesterday.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenReally 7:10 opened. Arrived without a key + Mr. McClure wasn’t on hand so Mr. Bankerdrove me home to get mine. Am relieved Lib. key turned up. Will try to be more watchful infuture. Students restless + not well behaved – especially a group lad by Davis, Burkhalterfrom opposite side of room echoing them – but resolved to attend strictly to questionnaire+ finish it which I did for 1937/38 data. Dean asked for data up to Jan. 1939 but if this isnecessary will do it separately as year ought to end as in former years for purposes ofcomparison. C. McNabb brought check for Kramer fees. Put it in envelope with note to DeanWitham.
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Thursday, Jan. 19. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerI have had difficulty in keeping order in evening but decided not to notice too closely asattendance wasn’t large and everyone is under a nervous strain. Those mentioned on p.154 [entry for Wednesday, Jan. 18] are chiefly responsible. Mr. Laurent T.V.A. used Library.F. Headman, for J. Pike Powers (member) used Library. Worked on book reviews. Mr.Sanders for Kramer used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenLearned from Dean Witham that the information he wanted was not asked by Amer. BarAss’n but what he wanted was a general statement without detail! ubt I went on puttingnotes in order to show how I arrived at results. Mr. W Wilson of Fowler + Fowler phoned toask whether Lib. could use old Jour. of the A.B.A. files, they were about to dispose of – a filefor some years back. I said yes, if they were willing for us to use them for purposes ofexchange. He will get them here “some time.” Mr. Laurent to look up acts affecting theofficial designation of Nashville. He gave a list of those he found 1806 to date. Two girlsfrom Hill, one to find data on trial of A. Burr, in U.S. + Fed. cases – and other points some ofwhich she found in Life of Marshall.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerSmall + quiet group used Library.
Friday, Jan. 20. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerHad to call down the gentlemen mentioned on p. 154 [Wednesday, Jan. 18], and inducethem to talk elsewhere. Worked on book reviews. 3 U.T. students used Library. Greatrestlessness + nervous excitement, irritability +c.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenFew and quiet readers. Mr. Laurent used Lib. also another TVA with stenog – wanted Ill.app. Worked on condensed, more general statement about Law Lib. for Dean Witham.Campus mail brought note from A. Monger to send So Calif Law Rev. v. 1, no. 1; v. 2, no. 1, 2,5 to exch. for Roberts Manual of Fed Bd. Trade Rpts.7 - 9:30 E. L. O.Readers fewer + quieter.
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Saturday, Jan. 21, 19298 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenUsual Sat. chores (exc. dusting periodicals which I leave for HHT). W. Wilson poned to ask ifv. 27 U.S. Bd Tax App. could had been rec’d – not in Law Lib – not yet rec’d at Main – phonedto inquire. Mr. W. says he has had a vol + page citation for about a month. Took to Dean’soffice a statement of Law Lib, its books + management. Made list of courses dropped andthose to be given begun next term. J.L. Clark wanted material for an address to U.T. studentstomorrow night – broke rules to let him take Ency of Soc Science[?] the subj.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerStudent came with rather obscure citation (+ wrong date). After some research found in Fed.Reporter.
Monday, Jan. 23, 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerBusy helping 1st year students with their legal bib. preparations. Mr. Laurent, T.V.A., usedLibrary. also a U.T. instructor.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenW. Wilson brought from Fowler + Fowler a lot of J. Amer. Bar Ass’n nos. One was missingfrom our 1938 file, rest were dups. Sorted + listed them. He will bring more some time.Asked if he would give us Martindale when new one comes in. Said we got one fromKennerly but it is hardly ever in the Lib. so we’d like another. He said he’d bring it. Dr.Thackston came with Dr. Thackston [sic] for hurried consultation of U.S. Code. Campus mail.Kramer phoned at 5:20 to ask to borrow Ky. Code. – said he’d return it tomorrow. Galyoncame for it at 5:29! He needs it in Jacksboro court to morrow.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cds. 2 girls from Pol. Science Dept.
Tuesday, Jan. 24. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Frank Creekmore used Law Library with stenographer (Dean’s permission). Mr.Headman for J. Pike Powers (member). Mr. Chas. Badgett authorized Mr. Gamble ofMaryville? to use Law Library in preparing a joint case. Sent notices asking for missing nosof legal periodicals.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Gamble(?) again. Mr. Sanders (for Kramer). Campus mail. Sent note to Miss Walsh tostart inquiry for Landlord + tenant, Underhill which will be needed for next weeks course.Cleaned up a few of many waiting jobs.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerSome one connected with Vocational dept. came to look up George-Dean (Vocational Act)passed in 1937. Looked up in U.S.C.A. index pocket supplement under Acts with popularnames, and after a good deal of time and no results, he decided that it may have been a riderto an Act. He is coming back later in the week after obtaining further information. He hadbeen to Lawson McGhee with no success.
Wednesday, Jan. 25 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenAn old gentle man, quite deaf, asked for Ky. Code, name “Geo. L. Wolfe.” I let him do so afterattempting an explanation which he only partly understood. Said he is a Knoxville lawyer;Mr. Petway, member, used Lib. Miss Walsh phoned she had a notice from U.T. Treasure[r]that RR Kramer has paid Lib. fee to June 30, 1939. Mrs. Mooers phoned as to whether Mo.Code sup., rec’d or Tenn. Sup to Ky Code, from Banks-Baldwin were to be purchased. I sentMrs. Morris said she would ask to have the Ky. sup. paid to Tenn. Law Rev. + hereafter willlet me know when books +c are ordered on Law Rev. advertising credit to be sold to the Lib.by the Law Rev. Brought from Balcony, books that will be needed for next terms courses +tr. to B from RR-5 books for courses finished 1st term except subjects for which exams. arenot over.12.45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerSame political science student as on p. 156 [Friday, Jan. 20]. He wants as many citations aspossible. Was fortunate in supplying 4 more (U.S. vs. Peters). An out of town young manconsulting treatises on Agency. Campus mail. Collated + added to accessions lists 2 vols.received. Mr. Pettway (memb.) used Library. Mr. Burnett, for Mr. Chas. H. Smith (memb.)7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenA Mr. Hall – P.O. employee + U.T. law graduate 1918 used various reports + reporters withmy permission. Mended.
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Thursday, Jan. 26. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerLindsay Young, for father, Robert Young, (memb.) used Library. Mr. Laurent (T.V.A.)12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Burnett for C.H. Smith (member) used Lib. Campus mail. Took mr. Wicker a note abouthis not sending Mrs. Mooers a bill for Amer. bar ass’n., Rules fed prac. $3.00 – Left him toanswer it. Put notice in boxes of Dunklin + Bradley as to payment of Lib. fine. Mended.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Headman for J. Pike Powers (memb.) used Library. Also one of Lawson McGhee staff.Only 1 student.
Friday, Jan. 27. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerJudge Hicks + Mr. Broom, + Mr. N.B. Morrell (memb.) used Library. Told them it would beclosed tonight on account of Registration going on. Also (having been authorized to do so)put up notices to same effect. Took inventory of Library Office + R.R. 4b. + display case. Mr.McNabb for Kramer (memb.)12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMiss Laura Lutrell came to get data for Tenn. bibliog. Looked at Tenn. Law Rev. I showed herTenn. handbook + Book of the states.Clsoed at night – end of term.
Saturday, Jan. 28. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerRead sec 5 R.R. Dusted current periodical shelves. Straightened vols. in alcove. Agent cameto get sub. for U.S. Daily; also man to measure glass in broken window in Stacks. Campusmail. A Pol. Science student to use 3 Cranch.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenA student who teaches every day but Sat asked to take 3 Dallas. As we have more than onecop. I let him take it. He said he would return it Tues Jan 31 late in afternoon. Mr. Davis inLib. all afternoon looking up data for the copyright prize essay. I let him take Deuces[?] BarDicta for a last year’s essay. Tried to make Harper Torts 2 cops. + Underhill Landlord firmenough to last another term. Poor results + took whole afternoon. Mr. Wicker + two U.T.students (not law) and Mr. Davis were only readers. Other students in + out to consult ongrades and on results of the State bar exam.
Monday, Jan. 30. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerEdith Cockrill who was here for one year (36) has resumed[?] her law studies.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMrs. Lockwood, used Tenn. Acts for information for Women Voters League with my consent.Mended. Made corrections in schedule to show changes for 2d term – probably not yet quiteaccurate. A student – not law – asked to take “Bramble Bush” – I let him take it for a week.He left tel. no. as well as box no. so we could recall if needed.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerFiled LC cards. There are large number pouring in just now. Mr. Headman (for Mr. Powersmemb.) and same girl from Lawson McGhee Library.
Tuesday, Jan. 31. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerHal Clements Jr. for N.B. Morrell (memb.) used Library. Lindsay Young, for Robt. Young(memb.)12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMended. Campus mail.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cds. Collated.
Wednesday, Feb. 1 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenTied up + labeled completed vols in 4b.
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12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Worked on slips for selected essays on Const. law v. 3.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on binding. Cash ready for HHT to take to Main Lib.
Thursday, Feb. 2. 1939[8 - 1] H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cds. They keep piling in almost daily. Man put in window glass in stack out sincelast Aug.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMended. Campus mail.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerGood crowd in spite of bad weather. Mr. Headman for J. Pike Powers + girl in Libr.
Friday, Feb. 3. 19398 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Asked Dean Witham to inquire when tables for Lib. would be refinished –needed now. Made up book statistics + attended to a variety of details that had been waiting.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenWrote Chic. Bar Ass’n. in answer to letter about their Record + Tenn. Law Rev. + disposed ofa few more odds + ends.
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Saturday, Feb. 4, 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Burnett (for C. H. Smith) used Lib. Also Mr. Baugh (for Donaldson) + E.E. Fisher (forMCConnell). Sorted + filed a few book rev. circulars (driven thereto by requests forinformation when in the middle of something else!) Mr. Slayden wanted Montgomery’s taxhandbook – Judge Jones wants him to buy ($10.00). I wrote Main to ask if a cop there1936/37 or later. (1938/39 just pub.) + offered to inquire among law firms as to anyprospect for recent copies. E.E. Fisher thinks Frantz McConnell can help + says tell Slaydento call him up.12:45 - 5.30 H. H. Turner
Monday, Feb. 6, 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Burnett, for C.H. Smith, used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenN.B. Morrell used Lib. Mended.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cds.
Tuesday, Feb. 7. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Laurent (T.V.A.) used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Had note from Miss Walsh to tear off certain pages of Shepard’s S.W. citationsto return to publisher for discount on new bound sup. (not yet rec’d in Law Lib). Did so +put rest of the Aug 1938 Sup. back on shelves to be destroyed when the bd vol. comes. Inchecking catalog + shelf list entries for vols. listed in Accessions list, could not find we hadever listed 188 Tex one 179 Miss + one 188 La. vol of reports as rec’d. Mrs. Morris postednotice as to money found.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cards.
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Wednesday, Feb. 8, 1938 [sic]8 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Jarvis (for O’Neil) used Lib.; also R.S. Young, jr. for his father. Sent memo for Miss Bakerto Miss Walsh to ask notify of W. Baxter Lee’s death. Asked Miss Bergen for glue for bookmending (½ pint or more) and for book cards. Bought some cat + shelf cds to date (includinga few snags left over in Oct!!. A phone message from P.O. (Mr. Pettigo, room 108) that a vol.from England had some duty to be paid 98¢ unless some one would come + swear it was foreducational use. Said I’d go tomorrow A.M.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Collated + added to list of accessions. A Mr. Homes wanted to use Library +said he had been here before. Referred him to Dean Witham who gave permission this time.(He seemed surprised that this was necessary!)7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenDo not recall Mr. Holmes but haven’t looked him up on statements of extra-univ. users ofLib. He probably is there. Continued work with cat + shelf cds.
Thursday, Feb. 9. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Salsbury (La Folette[sic] lawyer) used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E L Ogden.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cds. Only 6 students, 1 for entire eve + others, last hour.
Friday, Feb. 10. 19398 - 1 H.H. TurnerMr. Lindsay Young (for his father Mr. Robert Young memb.)12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMorton (for J.G. Johnson), C McNabb and E. Galyon (for Kramer) a man from Chattanooga tosee Tenn. income tax laws – talked like a lawyer. A tall elderly gentleman to see Tenn.statutes 1850 (when I asked if a Knoxville he said no – was it all right for him to use Lib? Hewas just a visitor here. I said yes but did not get his name or profession. Mr. Nunally with aworkman who came because informed of a sag in the Law Lib. floor. I knew of none +referred him to Dean’s office. Dean came back with them but we couldn’t find anythingworse than usual. Campus mail brought more cat cards.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerChanged schedule with E. L. O. Mr. Headman for J. Pike Powers (memb.) + girl.
Saturday, Feb. 11. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerCampus mail.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenFinally got subjects checked, refs. + extra cards made + all cards filed. About half a dozenstudents + Mr. Belsheim.
Monday, Feb. 13. 19398 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Mostly in afternoon hunted up data on Tenn. law school history for information about“Order of the Coif” which was rumored to have a chapter here some time. He Dean Withamfinally phoned Chas. Morse. Mr. Belsheim helped.
Tuesday, Feb. 14. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerBrought “Our eleven Chief Justices” (Umbrett) which has recently been published +reviewed in current legal periodsicals, from Lawson McGhee, for inspection. Doubt if we canrenew more than once. Mr. Flynn (for J.C. Thomason memb.) used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenStudied Law Lib Journal discussions on handling briefs + looked again for cost of cataloginglaw books – made notes on first – no data on last. Asked Mr. Wicker how briefs were used.He said he had used them a good deal in practice + only record he would want would be anote written at head of report of case where in the vol. of reports to show the Lib had a briefof that case. Did not think alphabetical list by title of cases of much use. Discussion in L.L.J.confirmed his opinion that connection with citation of report of case was the importantthing.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
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Tuesday Wednesday, Feb. 15, 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenDean Witham, returning Law Lib. Jour. no. asked if anything could be done in the way oforganizing “Friends of the Library.” I said, the matter had been in the back of my mind forsome time but I would bring it to the front. I said I had thought a message to reach alumni inKnoxville and our lawyer members might bring in gifts we could use or discard as we sawfit. He said a student aid was being asked for to help in typing + other work and if would Icompose a letter that might be used to solicit such gifts; the Tenn. Law Rev. and Alumnuswere suggested as ways of reaching those interested. Dean says we could tell them that thegifts could be sent for if the Lib. notified they were ready. He thinks it worth while keepingbriefs when they come our way, and agrees with Mr. Wicker that a note at head of printedreport of case is the useful way to get track of them. Will have to ask Miss Baker’spermission to mark the books – perhaps better to have a rubber stamp reading “Brief:” (Libhas) and after the colon write in its place in file. I see we shall have to have a file of briefs aswe have of periodicals. Miss Walsh phoned for Law Lib. J. containing cost of catalogingwithin past year. Told Miss W about our search + lack of success. Said we’d look in 1936. Mr.Burnett of Cates Smith + Long wanted whole file of Uniform state law commission from1928 back, as well as more recent ones. I asked if his office had Amer bar Ass’n Rpts – inwhich earlier ones were pub. Our set beginning 1925. So he copied citations to Amer. barAss’n reports were pub. prior to that + will see whether they have the vols. at the office. Ifnot will come + get ours. Asked him about 1938 Martindale + he said they kept several yearsback, but would be willing to give us 1938. He came back on purpose to bring them + saidMr. Long said there was some legal liability in disposing of them + “if they changed theirminds might want them back.” So am putting them on shelves with Law Lib. stamp only –not sending to Main Lib. for catalog + accession, until we can be sure.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cards. A large crowd after Moot Court + a student from another dept. to consultU.S. Repts.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenRead some more Law Lib. Journals (1936). Mr. Oliver (of Maryville bar) used Lib. with mypermission.
Thursday, Feb. 16. 1938 [sic]8 - 1 H. H. TurnerFound box of campus mail when I came at 7.50. Collated vols. + added to list of accessions.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenDean Witham rec’d some old case books from S.F. Fowler. Copy of Dean’s letter of thankswith a list of the books sent to Law Lib. to file. Books not sent to Lib. as yet. Dean concludedhis letter by saying send any others Mr. Fowler wanted to dispose of. I asked Dean how hewould send for books offered Lib + he said he would ask that Mr. Perrin go for him. Arepresentative of Fed. Bur. Investigation working in Kennerly’s office asked by phone whatdirectories we had about 1926 or a few years earlier + came a little later + used them inbalcony. I dusted off (slightly) the other ones he wanted. Wasn’t a satisfactory place to work!He spoke of Lunsford, Mann + Bryant former students here, working with him. John OMorrell (member) + Dr. Edwards, Park ranger, U.S. Nat. Park service used Lib. to look upstock laws of Sevier Co.; J. Armistead (for Egerton +c members) used Lib. Sent Main Lib. N.B.Morrell’s gift of documents on attempted impeachment of Gov. Horton with a copy of hisletter to Dean Witham accompanying the gift.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Friday, Feb. 17. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. McClure brought up vols, and back cops. of Amer. Bar Assn Jour, supposedly from Gen.Fowler; said they had been down stairs since yesterday. Mr. Lindsay Young for father RobertYoung, memb. Mr. J. Pike Powers Jr. memb.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Mr. McNabb again both afternoon + evening. In afternoon I let him take Penna + NY statutes(compiled) to office to have long passages copied as a bill is proposed being prepared for asimilar bill in Tennessee. Wanted books at office to get copying started first thing in morning.Would bring them back any time they were phoned for. Asked Dean’s consent to offer Katz +Graham Accounting in law practice and Amer. law institute Business of U.S. Sup. Ct. (given byS.F. Fowler) to keep or disposed of as desired. Examined case books given by Fowler + maderecord of ABA Jour. dups for exchange. At night continued search for reports of cases forwhich bound + printed briefs had been given some time back. This time examined lists ofmemorandum cases. Nothing found.
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`Saturday, Feb. 18. 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Some mending + some straightening up.12.45 - 5.30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cds. Collated +c.
Monday, Feb. 20. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerJohn Hudson, memb. use Library. An Two other tables were added to Law Libr. equipment.Fear that they stand too high for comfort.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. McNabb used Lib. Rearranged tables as well as could be done for different heights andlengths. At best spreads chairs so that students wont be so temp[t]ed to use two apiece!Packed books given by Fowler to go to Main Lib.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cds.
Tuesday Feb. 21. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerTable arrangement a great improvement.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMcNabb (for Kramer) used Lib. Campus mail.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerLarge crowd needing assistance in hunting for jokes +c for Law banquet, I suppose. GreenBag +c “Great Sayings” in demand. Did odd jobs in between but many interruptions.
Wednesday Feb. 22, 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenC. McNabb and E. Galyon used Lib. for Kramer. Mended. Prepared notice for posting about 12Amer. jurisprudence, not found. Went around to fac. offices but no trace found. Wrote Mr.Crowe to return Dodd’s administration of Workmen’s comp. Judge Jones is to teach it nextsummer and wants the book now for a short time.
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12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cds. Campus mail. Mr. O’Donnell of Nashville, (introduced by Mr. Dougherty, memb.fac.) who is doing research work for U.S. Bureau of Public Works, is to use Law Librarycollection of old + new treatises on Highways, starting with most remote authorities. Says hewill take a year. E. Galyon, again. Sent request for pamphlets from Govt. Printing office. Buls.1939, 2, 4, 6.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenMended. Unusual incident. About 8:30 a some what pudgy man with mustache and plaidscarf stalked into middle of RR and gazed about. Said he was looking for Mr. Freeman. Heasked about several others who were not here + I mentioned Mr. Mason in Conf. room. Hesaid I will see him. All pronounced in loud tones with important air. Emerged, withdispleased air + stopped opposite desk to inquire name of Dean + said “If he cannot teachstudents to talk business better than these do he isn’t fit to run a law school” + stalked out.Students from conference room came laughing + questioned by others said the man ran aThis + That column in Journal + was “crazy.” Had lectured them on politeness when theydeclined to go find Mr. Freeman + called them lazy. Wanted to buy something from Freeman!
Thursday, Feb. 23. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Burnett, for C.H. Smith, memb. used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMended.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Friday, Feb. 24. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Joe McLain for Mr. Pettway (memb.) used Library. As Mr. Warner wasn’t meeting classtoday, had large crowd in Library. Mr. Belsheim hunted for requirements for entrance in LawSchool in 1890 when it opened.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Examined Apx vols to Tenn. Legislative Journals 1889 - 92 and found somereports of U.T. to Supt. Ed. covering beginnings of Law College. Some day will have toexamine the rest of our Apx vols. for other reports. Phoned O’Neil +c leaving a message forJarvis as to books due. J. Armistead used Lib. for W.H. Peters.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMended. Mr. Crowe phoned to ask if Monday would do to return Dodd’s workmen’s Comp. Isaid yes.
Saturday, Feb. 25. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerJudge D.C. Webb (memb.) + Mr. Burnett for Mr. C.H. Smith (memb.) used Library. Mr.McNabb, for Mr. Kramer. Mr. Armistead for Mr. Egerton W.H. Peters. Mr McLean for Mr.Pettway. Campus mail. A Pol. science student to use U.S. Repts. Added vols. to list of accession+ collated a few.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on binding.
Monday, Feb. 27. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerCollated vols. rec’d Saturday A.M. Room crowded 9 - 11 even with new tables. Instructor inbusiness law Mr. Nunally Eng. Adm. consulted Gore.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenOne of the Young twins ised Lib. for his father (member). Miss Walsh phoned binding will goWednesday. Worked on “snags” in basket.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cds. Mr. Fowler gave lecture on Eminent Domain downstairs so Library desertedfor a while. Collated vols. which came by Campus Mail.
Tuesday, Feb. 28. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMc. McLean for Mr. Pettway (memb)12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail took binding. Mr. Pettway, Mr. Burnett (for C.H. Smith). Mended. Mr. N.B.Morrell.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cards.
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Wednesday, Mar. 1, 19398 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden2 unusual questions: A case book cited comments to Conklin v. ? giving 2 refs to Cin. Univ.Law Rev. With vol. nos. + dates not agreeing with the Law Rev. After some search, throughCon. Univ L.R., ind v. 1 - 16 + various vols. Discovered that Ind. to legal periodicals gave theidentical vol. page + date refs but with titles Air Law Rev. + Jour. Air law. instead of Univ. Cin.L.R. Suggested to E. Anderson she should correct the citation in her case book. The other wasa request for old forms, English, about covenants. After some search found early Amer. RealProp. books had some which would do. Pearman asked for them but Mr. Lowery took themout. Gave the reg. 2 weeks period.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Mr. Baugh for W.J. Donaldson. I heard today (at Main Library) that he had beenasked to conduct a class in business law.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenCollected briefs + appeal papers with a view to making some plan of arrangement. Countedbook statistics and cash. Mr. Laurent (TVA) used Lib. Tried to phone Dunklin. Phone notanswered (Frat. house).
Thursday, Mar. 2. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked some on Briefs.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Burnett (for C.H. Smith) used Lib. I wrote Mr. Crowe to say Dodd hadn’t been returnedMonday + I hope it hadn’t been lost but on the way. Last night after closing Mr. Laurent toldme he is teaching a U.T. Extension business law course. Hereafter we shall not rate him as aT.V.A. I do not know how long he has been doing it. (PS. learned his teaching was from Dec. 1‘38 to Apr. 1 ‘39)7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerBig basket ball game, so only 6 students. Worked on Briefs.
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Friday, Mar. 3. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerFound Campus mail on desk. Collated + added to accessions. Room crowded 9 - 11, almostevery seat occupied. Mr. Burnett, for C.H. Smith, memb.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Learned from Mrs. Morris that K. Dunklin is taking part time course in Law sodoesn’t come every day. He has some classes on “the Hill.” She will try to get him tomorrowmorning when he comes to Torts class. Reminded P. Taylor of his unpaid fine. Made out bookstatistics for Main Lib. + reported to Miss Baker the 2 RR. Tables.7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden2 students + Mr. Laurent. Mended.
Saturday, March 4, 19398 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Crowe came to return Dodd on Workman’s Comp. but said that he should have to order acopy if he couldn’t retain this one indefinitely, as he required it for his research. Said hewould discuss subject with Judge Jones. Only 8 used Library as weather was unpleasant. Didodd jobs.
Monday, March 6. 19398 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenFiled L.C. cards. Mr. Morell, memb. used Library.
Tuesday, March 7. 19398 - 1 H. H. Turner1:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. N.B. Morrell used Lib.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday Mar 8 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMended + did chores of various kinds12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenPut pocket parts of Fletcher’s Encycl. corp. in vols. + cut up backs of discarded ones forcharge book cards – did same with other similar material saved up for purpose. Wrote noteto WP O’Neil for about fine Feb. 27.
Thursday, May 9. 19398 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenQuestionnaire on Lib. statistics came from Amer Ass’n of Law Lib. – Sent it to Miss Baker asshe has all of data asked except no. of students which I got from Mrs. Morris – 94, Nov. 1938.Sent also Law Lib. cop. of last years answers. Mr. Laurent came at closing time – let him takeBrown on personal Prop. on reg. two-weeks charge. Two vols of table of cases Amer. Dig. arebreaking out of their bindings. Wrote Miss Goehring to try to get a message to Dunklin.7 - 5:30[sic] H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cds. Collated.
Friday, March 10. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerCollated. T.V.A. called up to have some citations verified in Federal Suppl. advance sheets.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Took 2 vols. of table of cases Cy + 1st Decen. Digest to substitute for cops in RRwhich had to be set aside for rebinding. Cautioned those using Amer. digest to handle thesevols. more carefully. Got from Judge Jones room the index v. title 26 of U.S.C.A. for use of legalbibliog. class. E.E. Fisher brought Paton’s Digest banking law, 2 v., gift from Frantz McConnell+c.
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7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on slips for bound vols. of briefs.
Saturday, March 11. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerDid Saturday cleaning, current periodicals, top of desk +c.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on slips for Briefs + started a file alphabetical by case names in B5-E.
Monday, March 13. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Saxton (memb.) used Library. Made slips for Briefs. Large crowd, more or less restless.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWent down + talked to Dean about (1) What could be done about 12 Amer. Jurisprudence,missing for several weeks after search through Lib to see if misplaced (looked 3 times forblack + dark green book on all shelves down stairs and once in Balcony) and asked all faculty+ posted notice on Dean’s Bul. bd. – discussed possibility of other users + he said he mightask Mr. Walp about his students. (2) Could anything be done to relieve congestion on certainsets when all first year prepare for legal bib. class, leaving preparation (most of them) for Friafternoon + night? I asked if we could limit use to, say, 4 students at a time. He thought not. Isaid nobody else could get at Amer. dig. (for instance) while this goes on and by Fall we mightconsider whether cop. 2 should be brought up to date + kept these. Asked about presentfunds, he said all spent, but might watch for prices on 2d hand sets of 4th Dec. (3) Gave himdraft of a letter asking if it was the sort of thing he had in mind to send to our bar membersinviting them to give us refusal of any books they discard. Miss Baker phoned to get data onShepard’s Fed. Citations vol rec’d last summer. Mistake made in bills + this one vol marked$15.00 which was paid thinking it a sup. while a new bill now comes for $50.00 for this vol.Only way of getting discount to return certain pages (she did not specify) which haveprobably been thrown away. She will come to look at the vols some time when I am here.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cards. Sent requests for vocational Div. Bul. 113, + Jo.[?] Legal status of women 157- 40.
Tuesday, March 14. 1939
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8 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Brief slips. Judge Jones didn’t meet class. Larger crowd than usual and inclined tonoise (collectively). Mr. Privette for Mr. Grimm Tapp, member used Library. Campus Mail.Added vols to accessions + inventories and collated some.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Mr. Dye used Lib. for Mr. Roscoe Word – said letter of authorization was in the mail. PhonedMr. Steinmetz to ask if Saturday’s assignment was in Amer. dig. again. He said yes. I explainedcongested condition of last Friday, Sat. + asked if he would mind getting Mrs. Morris to post anotice asking students to attend to the assignment early in the week so as to avoid confusion.He he’d be glad to! Dean Witham told me yesterday that next year only 1 semester of legalbib. will be given for 1st yr. + the rest will be given to seniors in connection with legalresearch. I think that will be much better. Students restless in afternoon. About a dozen inevening – some talking, but scattered enough not to interfere with each other much. TookHHT’s place to night as she will take mine Friday so I can go to librarian’s dinner.
Wednesday, March 15. 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMended. Miss Baker phoned about the Ass’n Law Lib. questionnaire + how she got figures.Will note details on copy of the reply when it comes back. She puts average attendance at 94(= no of students) which I think high, but if we disregarded no of individuals + counted themover again every time they come in I can’t even guess at the number. I do not believe everystudent is in the Lib. every day – + other uses – fac., U.T. students, +c lawyers +c. – do notcount up very high.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner2 girls to use U.S. Repts. Finished collating N.Y. Bar Ass’n Proc. Worked on Briefs slips.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenMended.
Thursday, March 16. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerA lawyer who is entitled to use the Law Library, but whose name escapes me, used S.W.(Langhead?) Worked on Brief Slips. Had to call down Mr. Vance (1st yr.) for fooling aroundroom, slapping backs + whispering from table to table.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMailed Amer. Ass’n Law Lib. questionnaire filled out at Main Lib. but signed by me. Sent MissBaker proposed letter requesting lawyers to give Lib. books they do not want. Dean hadchanged mine some. Neglected to state yesterday that I had asked supply of slips from MissWalsh.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerCollated vols. rec’d on Campus Mail.
Friday, March 17. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerLindsay Young for his father Robert Young (memb.) used Library. Worked on Brief Slips.Took phone messages as Mrs. Morris is out at hospital all day.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMiss Baker came for about an hour. Settled the matter of Shepard’s Fed. citations 1938 whichcost $50.00 instead of $15 as recorded. Changed records, took out pages of superseded vols.+ Miss B. took them to go back to pub. + get a rebate on bill. She approved of treatment ofbriefs, looked at tables, discussed 12 Amer. judicature loss + answered several otherquestions. Mr. Privette Burnett used Lib. for CH Smith, member. W. Wilson sad Fowler’s hadunb. nos. of Harv. L. Rev practically complete since about 1925 – Did we want them. I said yes+ phoned for Mr. Perrin to go for them.* Campus mail.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerCollated vols. rec’d in Campus mail + added to accession. Mr. Headman for J. Pike Powers Jr.(memb.)*[E. L. Ogden] P.S. Showed he the new tables and the indexes needing binding. She says thesecan be sent with next lot of rebinds to be ready in about a month. She looked at the vols. ofAmer + Engl. railroad cases, dups, the Dean has been using as shelf fillers + wants to disposeof now – to extent of 2 shelves full + says she will write Railway economics bureau, Wash. +see if they can suggest. It seems to me the furnace may be the final method – most effective +cheapest!
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Saturday, March 18, 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Flynn (for Thomason) used Lib. Sent Miss Baker a note giving data on Amer. + Engl. RRcases, dupes now in Dean’s office, to be disposed of. Mr. McClure will store them downstairsuntil we hear from Miss Baker. Mr. Irvin Saxton + Mr. Flynn (for Thomason, member) usedLib. Asked Dean about searching lockers for 12 Amer. jurispru. He said he was very reluctantto have that done unless there was grounds for some definite suspicion – in the case thereisn’t. Began making list of Tenn. Univ. reports (pres. or trustees) in pubs. in lib. for MissBaker who thinks she may be able to send some. We have no file of trustees reports, as such,but some in files of U.T. records + House + Sen Journal apx.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cards. Worked on slips for Briefs.
Monday, March 20, 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Brief slips.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMiss Baker sent from Main Lib. a MS. (bound) showing what state dept reports are includedin Apx. vols. of Tenn Legislature and house journals. Tried to check up U.T. reports with this +with my own records. Campus mail.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, March 21. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerDusted current periodicals. Made Brief slips. Mr. Burnett, for Mr. C.H. Smith memb. usedLibrary.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. White (or De Vault? not sure which!) member, used Lib. also EE. Fisher for CM Seymour,member. Campus mail – reminded Mr. Perrin of magazines to be brought from Fowler’s. Hesaid he had rec’d the message but hadn’t called for them yet. Miss Baker phoned that the listof state dept + other repts in Apx vols of Tenn. S+H journals is to stay here permanently + shewould like to have note of any such vols not included in its list. Compared slips copied byHHT for briefs.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerFiled. L.C. cds.
Wednesday, March 228 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenEE. Fisher used Lib. for C.M. Seymour (member). Looked up articles on summary judgmentfor Mr. Wicker – who is sending list to Mr. Coffey in Chatta. with offer to lend volumescontaining articles if Mr. C. can’t find what he wants in Chatta. for article for Tenn. Law Rev.wanted in 2 weeks, so speed is important. Phoned this to Miss Baker who said it would bebetter to lend through regular channels (Chatta. Pub. Lib.) but in view of time limit, would dothis time (to send directly). Mr. Wicker said Tenn. Law Rev. would pay carriage. Told Mr.Wicker + asked to state to Mr. Coffey that this was irregular way of lending – + say whatregular way is. Miss Baker phones, when checks for fines are made out have them made toUniv. of Tenn. + not to Law Library.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Burnett for Mr. C.H. Smith (memb.) used Library. Mr. DeVault (memb.) Campus mailbrought Harvard Law Rev.s +c from Fowler. Mr. Flynn for Mr. Thomason. Copied slips forBriefs. Martin Southern, for L.C. Ely, worked in Library. Explained to him aboutauthorizations + he said he would bring it next time.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenFound box of unbound Harv. L. Rev. sent by Fowler combined with other dups + listed.Fowler’s gift was v. 41 - 51 (1926/7 - 37/38), 4 complete vols., 6 v. lacking 1 no. each, 1 v.lacking 2 nos + 3 nos of some earlier vols. Sent Miss Bergen note for “Due” slips. Miss Baker
Thursday, March 23. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Brief slips + law review. Lindsay Young for father, Robert Young, and Mr. Burnettfor Mr. C.H. Smith (memb.) used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenRe-packed dups of Harv. Law Rev. taken to Balcony yesterday + went over U.T. Records in B.to see what nos we have of Trustees reports.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerCollated, & added to accessions, vols. rec’d in Campus mail.
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Friday, March 24. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Fisher, for Frantz, Seymour & McConnell, used Library.12:45 - 5: 30 E. L. OgdenMr. Fisher again. Mr. Southern for Mr. Ely – brought note – using for Mr. E. only whileworking together on this one case. He inquired about fees. Campus mail.7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden.
Saturday, March 25, 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenTried to clear out some postponed jobs in basket. Enough more came in to leave it as full asever! Normal chores. Campus mail. Wrote Miss Goehring to let me know when “rebinds”were to be sent off and give me plenty of time, if she can!12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cds. Collated +c.
Monday, March 27. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Thomason (memb.) used Library. Copied Balcony inventory pages. Mr. Fisher for Mr.Seymour (memb.) used Library. Room crowded 9 - 11, but every one quiet.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Fisher again. Worked on slips for briefs. Sent Main Lib. a cop. of M.S. application forcharter of Order of Coif. Mr. Ben Winick used Lib.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerContinued copying inventory pages.
Tuesday, March 28, 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerCopied slips for briefs. Mr. Fisher for Mr. Chas Seymour, memb. used Library. Great deal ofnoise on landing close to the door when Mr. Freeman tried to prevent Mr. Mason fromentering. Had to go out + talk. Very large crowd.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Fisher again + Mr. Pettway used Lib. Campus mail. Attended to cat cards. Couldn’t findthat Robbins + Parker Advanced exposition had been listed in “accessions” so put it in to day.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerWorked on slips as above.
Wednesday, March 29, 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Burnett (for C.H. Smith, member) used Lib. Filed cat cds + attended to cat + shelf listrecords for accessions nearly to date.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Worked on brief slips. Grad. student to hunt up material on patent or copyrightlaws +c.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenGot Mr. McClure to take note to Mr. Wicker’s room to ask if any books are to be sent Mr.Coffey in Chatta – if so to show HHT which + get her to charge them + Mr. McClure to wrap +mail them to morrow. A.M. – otherwise they might have to wait till Friday to be mailed.
Thursday, March 30. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on brief slips.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Fisher came to say Frantz McConnell + Seymour were ready to give away a lot ofCommerce Clearing House loose leaf services – if we do not want them, he would throw themaway. I talked to Dean Witham who was inclined to accept but referred me to Mr. Wicker. Heagreed with Dean so I told Mr. Fisher we would ask U.T. truck to call for them. Campus mail.A young woman for came to look at law establishing Rhea Co. Some one on Hill sent her,having had the law copied but was afraid copy wasn’t complete. Showed her Whitney andScott 1807 Ch. 9 which had a few more sections than Whitney. She was uncertain how muchto copy. May come again.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerYoung man came to hunt up material on founding Franklin Co. Found it in Scott + Tenn.Repts.
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Friday, March 31. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on brief slips. Mr. Morrell used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Campus mail.
Saturday, April 1. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMrs. Morris away, so I took phone calls.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWrote note to Supt Buildings asking Mr. Perrin to call at Frantz McConnell + Seymour (7thfloor, Burwell building) and get the books from Frantz McConnell + Seymour. (ask for Mr.Fisher.) Sent note to Miss Walsh for pencils, scratch pads + manila envelopes. Mr. Ely came –signs for L.C. Ely, asked him to bring letter, he says he will, authorizing himself +stenographer to sign for books.
Monday, April 3. 19398 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail.7 - 9:30 Filed LC cds.
Tuesday, April 4. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr, Thomas, who graduated last year, brought his brother, a practicing lawyer fromSpringfield, Ill. (and a graduate of N.Western) to consult Codes in regard to studyingregulations of different states concerning driving trucks from one to another; brother isassisting our Mr. Thomas, but Dean gave consent.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden*Campus mail.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerRobert Young, new ass’t City legal director ? used Library.*P.S. A man who has been here before spent some time looking up Okla. law on mortgagerelease in Martindale – personal business.* Robert Young used Lib. Did not ask about letter of authorization – must ask Dean about himand about status of judges of court of general sessions. I presume the latter would have use ofthe law library in the court house. Mr. Young said they had a McQuillan like ours (not 2d ed)at the City Hall, a set of Tenn Rpts, digest + some other law books. Asked Mr. Warner to speakto his class about Underhill’s Landlord v. 1. We are to let Mr. Warner know if it turns upbefore his class Thurs.
Tuesday, April 5, 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenStraightened out file of briefs in B-5-W. Revised draft of letter to be sent to our lawyermembers inviting gifts. The first draft was returned by Miss Baker yesterday withsuggestions for addition and saying she + Pres. Hoskins agree that it should be sent only tothese members at present. She said when the matter was first mentioned that theorganization of a “Friends of the Library” group was under consideration by Pres. Hoskins +herself and what Law Lib. did would have to conform to the general plan when put inoperation. Mr. Fisher, of Frantz McConnell used Lib. Wrote note to Olin Wilson + pinned tohis register page asking him if he wasn’t ready to return Roberts rules of order – that Ithought it should stay in Lib. Wrote Miss Franklin that 2 v. rebinds of Bacon’s abridgmenthadn’t come from bindery, + made out March book statistics slip for Miss Baker.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Collated + added to list of accessions + inventory. Mrs. Morris enquiredwhether 12 Amer. Jurisprudence had ever been returned.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenA Maryville fac. member + helper (wife?) who has been here before used Lib. Found 1 scratchpad 5 pencils + a pack of envelopes sent by campus mail.
Thursday, April 6. 19398 - 1 H. H. Turner
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenUnderhill Landlord + tenant v. 1, missing since Sat. came back to RR-5 among contractsbooks. Mr. Warner was busy so asked Mrs. Morris to tell him. Mrs. M. gave me Bender’s Kystatute service cumulative, Apr. 1939 – said she was going to ask Main Lib. to pay for it toTenn. Law Rev. I sent it to Mrs. Mooers for her to see. The pub. seems to have sent 2 cops ofsome of these pams. some one to Law Rev. + one to Lib. and there has been confusion inpayment of accounts. I sent also a pocket sup. to “Patent + copyright cases” which has beenon my desk for some time, not sure where it came from. Stripped + collated a vol of Scottishlaw review for binding. The vol. includes “Sheriff’s court reports” paged separately from thereview. J. Privette used Lib. for Mr. Grim (member). Miss Baker phoned for circulationstatistics Jan - Mar.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerRobert Young, Ass’t City Attorney, used Library also Mr. O’Neil, member.
Friday, April 7. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerAs the election yesterday resulted in majority of victors being law students, there was muchrestlessness and talking in Library. Campus mail. Read shelves in Lib. Office. Made slips for“Selected Essays on Constitutional law.”12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Few readers. Nearly deserted at night. Got 2 v. Scottish Law Rev. ready for binding + workedon slips for briefs.
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Saturday, Apr. 8, 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Rader (for Cox + Hier(?)) came to use Lib. Reminded him that we hadn’t an authorizationfor him from Mr. Baxter Lee who was the only member of that firm having a contract so wewould have to find out from Dean Witham what his status was. Dean busy so asked Mrs.Morris to tell what the business was + notify us. Dean phoned he would see Mr. Rader whocame back after a little with a note from Dean to permit Mr. Rader to use Lib. until the matterof transfer of Mr. Lee’s contract was effected. He asked Mr. R. to ask firm to see to this soon.Robert Young then came in and I went back to Dean to inquire about his + Warren Kennerly’sstatus, reminding him that City law director hadn’t been included in the group officiallyentitled to use Lib – so W.K. was using it on strength of Dean Witham’s special permission Ialso asked about general sessions court judge. He saw no reason why these + Knoxville cityDirector of law shouldn’t be added. Will look up list again + notify Miss Baker. Robert Youngsaid he would get letter from Mr. Kennerly. Campus mail. Showed Dean W. Lawyers’ guildquart. + he said he’d write for nos. to date. But the no. charged to Dean W. in Dec. hasn’tturned up.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Monday April 10. 19398 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on statement of extra-univ. users of Law Library. Mr. Fisher (of Frantz McConnell)remarked Univ. messenger never came for books they are giving Lib. I said I would remindhim next time he came. Mr. Pettway (member) used Lib.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cds.
Tuesday April 11. 19398 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on extra-Univ users of Law Lib. + various requests for help.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
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Wednesday Apr. 12, 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenFinished statement of extra Univ. users of Law Lib. Oct. 1938 - Mar. 1939 phoned for by MissWalsh Monday. Wrote note to Lib’n, Newark Univ. Law school asking verification of citationto N.J. Rev. Stat. wanted by Mr. Wicker. Mr. Headman (for P. Powers) and 2 other men usedLaw Lib. also Mr. Pettway (fee member).12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerRobert Young Jr. Ass’t City law directory, used library. Campus mail. Copied “extra users ofLaw Libr.” Mr. DeVault, memb. used Library. Rec’d vols Frantz McConnell have given LawLibrary. Large number + many requests for help.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenExamined + listed loose leaf services from Frantz McConnell. Asked Mr. Laurent his opinionof their usefulness. He said little if any except for current use. Said he Law Week was the onlyone he kept up with regularly + considered that useless after court decisions were published.Will have to ask Dean + faculty to consider value for keeping. Mr. Laurent (TVA) used Lib.Freeman + Mason used Conference room. This A.M. Freeman asked to leave his typewriter atdesk – I said no, too many things there now! He said type writer would be “all torn up” if leftwhere other students could get it – that was the state of the one in law review room. I saidthe Conf. room was kept locked + we could tell those who went in not to use it when theyasked for the key. Or he could write out a notice + put it on the machine. This latter he did.
Thursday, April 13. 19398 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenDean Witham looked at the loose leaf services that came from Frantz McConnell + agreedthat they might be thrown away except Fed. Tax service which continued a file that Lib.already had. I saved a few covers that I thought could be used again. Mr. Wagner asked forthe rest + I consented. Packed the Tax vols. to go to catalogers. Campus mail.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Headman for J. Pike Powers Jr. (member) + 2 lawyers working with him (Cecil Meek +Wm. Cooper). When I spoke of written authorization, he said they had been before whenMiss Ogden was on duty and she “hadn’t said any thing,” so I said OK too. Collated.
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Friday, April 14. 19398 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Phoned Mrs. Mooers about Shepard’s citations (U.S.) supplement 1935 - 39, rec’d with billsaying reg. price 2000 Price to subscribers 7:50 with reduction of $2.50 (making price 5:00) ifcertain pages of the paper bound sup. Jan. 1939. I compared table of vols. included + sawnothing in bd vol that we didn’t have fo in Jan. Sup. Talked it over with Dean who advisedsending it back to publishers, which I did, with the bill. Sent Circ. letter that came with bill toMrs. Mooers with a note of what we had done.
Saturday, April 15. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerUsual Saturday chores. Straightened vols. in Sec. 1, 1 - 5. Mr. Burnett, for C.H. Smith, memb.used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenDid not note that a few days ago. Dean Witham said we had $100. left for books, 85 of whichwould go for Collier on bankruptcy of pub. before July 1 + could I suggest anything important.I said the first thing would be to find out from faculty what would be needed for summercourses. Yesterday Mr. Blackard wanted an cita article in Amer. law register, 14, n.s. whichwe did not have listed. Looked up in periodical index + found the article cited as 50 Univ.Penna. L. Rev. Had not remembered that when title was changed the vols carried both titlesand 2 vol nos. – “one new series” and the other not. Probably will forget it before I need theinformation again.Sat. P.M. – mended. Mr. Brehm made some awkward clatter + two or three of the otherstapped on tables, cleared throat +c. I rose and in loud distinct tones inquired – “I want to askyou, which is worse, an accidental noise, not intentional, or a noise made on purpose toattract attention and make a disturbance.” Dead silence followed and a remarkable quietprevailed the rest of the P.M. If things go on like this, I shall become the typical school ma’am.I am on the road to it!
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Monday, April 17. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMR. Brewer, law grad. ‘38, who has been practicing law in Chattanooga, for the next week ortwo assisting Mr. Pettway, memb. wanted to use Fla. Code. Mr. Brown? of the West Pub. Co. ishere to give a series of lectures on How to use law books, and will “browse around theLibrary.” Mr. Burnett for Mr. C.H. Smith memb. Mr. DeVault memb.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Burnett (for CH Smith, member) used Lib. also a man from West Pub. Co. lecturing on useof West’s books. sorted book advt circulars. Dunklin paid fine.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cds.
Tuesday, April 18. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Wilson, for Gen. Fowler, memb. used Tenn. Code.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogdenh. Broome (for Judge Hicks) used Lib. Wrote for Georgetown Law Rev. since May 1938.Finished filing book advts, picking out important ones in case there is money before July 1.Dean Witham asked about “Friends of Library” letter yesterday. Revised it today makingchanges he suggested + counted the no of copies needed. Will have to curtail use ofConference Room by Freeman + Mason for typing. It has become a private office! Mr. Bird +Mr. Lowrie asked to go to Lawyer’s table to study together. Will have to speak to Freeman .Campus mail brought books on Const. + Sup. Ct lent Main for reserve.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
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Wednesday, April 19, 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenGave Dean Witham revised copy of letter to “Friends of Library” and list of addresses,excluding ex-officio users of Lib. and fee basis users, as the latter may want gifts to substitutefor fees. Told Dean about the recent use of Lib. by Headman + two others recently and he saidhe did not think we coudl inquire into nature of work in such cases. When a person entitledto use of others library brings others and works with them we will just have to let it go, andassume it is legitimate use. Spoke to him also about Freeman using his typewriter inconference room + pointed out need of provision for use of personal typewriters if ever wehave a new building. He asked if use of typewriter in Conference Room is disturbing. I said itis audible but not disturbing, I thought. He said he had noticed the sound of typing when inthe Lib. the other + supposed it disturbed others less than it did himself. I talked to Mr.Freeman about it + told him use of room for others studying together would have to takeprecedence over his use for typing whenever we have a call for it – also mentioned Dean’sremark + told him to be prepared for interruptions in his use of room. That when I first gavepermission I had not anticipated permanent + steady use. Mr. Wicker asked suggestions forincluding “Proceedings” on t.p. of Tenn L.R. v. 15. Spent most of morning planning changes int.p. used for v. 14. West pub. Co. man used Lib.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Burnett, for Mr. C.H. Smith., memb. Campus mail.
Thursday, April 20, 19398 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerFiled. L.C. cards. Collated + accessioned vols. rec’d by Campus Mail.
Friday, April 21. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMiss Nix from Lawson McGhee sent set of Nat’l Law Library 4 v. with request for our opinionof their value. We are to keep them down here for faculty inspection until next Wednesday.Mr. Wicker has already expressed wish that Law Library purchase a set Miss Nix is to reviewfor A.L.A.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L .Ogden7 - 9:30Robert Young + Chas McNabb used Lib. in afternoon for respective superiors. Carnicus day –large but some what restless group in afternoon. Few at night. Freeman + Mason fooledaround. Mason left + later I told F. to go – otherwise quiet. West pub. co lecture finished hiscourse. Campus mail.
Saturday, April 228 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Carr (2d yr. stu.) asked about a bill introduced into Tenn. legislature 1939 sess. to have alaw student-librarian provided at “Tenn State law Lib at Knoxville,” County Court house.Dean Witham said this bill was written by Mr. Steinmetz and he isn’t sure what became of itbut he thinks it just died. Deans says if (or when) a new building is provided to house bothappellate courts and law college, these libraries will be united. Tell Mr. Carr about the bill –needn’t mention the new building to him. It is the first I have heard of either. Campus mailbrought the last 3 vols of the KBLA collections that had not been cat’d. They were send forcataloging in Jan. 1934.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerMrs. Lewis (formerly Laura Clark, a law student) came to get Dec. 1934 T.L.R. She isemployed in military dept, but wishes this for her brother (a Junior) who is to study law nextSept. Mr. Wicker lent her his bound vol.
Monday, April 24. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerGreat demand for Tenn. Law Rev. Dec. 34. Mr. Privette for Mr. Tapp (memb.) used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenLooked over the vols of Nat’l Law Lib. Showed them to Mr. Belsheim. He looked at them,made no comment, appeared entirely uninterested. Mr. Warner said they certainly were welldone but hinted he wasn’t quite sure what class of readers would read them. I took a 2d handlist of “Central” book dealers, N.Y. (2d hand) noting Underhill, Landlord +c @ $2.00 a vol. toMr. Warner + showed him in same list – Tiffany Landlord +c. 1910 2 v. He approved buyingthe latter ($15.00, new) + Dean said he would ask to have it ordered. Also asked me aboutprice of Ill App. 1 - 283 (up to NE).; I found one listed by Boyle (Okla) for $300.00 – “newbuckram binding.” Had suggested this set be bought if possible, starting with any surplus inthis year’s budget + paying for the rest next year. Hope he can do it. Disposed of a few smallmatters in my basket.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cards.
Tuesday, April 23. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerA Mr. Rodgers, studying for his Master’s degree, consulted Mr. Warner about Education lawsin Tenn. Helped find his materials.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenE. Hurd, of Newport, used Lib. also N.B. Morrell (member). Campus mail.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, April 26, 1938 [sic]8 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Fox (Mrs. Morris says he is out-of-town lawyer) used Library. Spent morning going overletters to lawyer “friends of the Library, typed by the N.Y.A. worker – or workers. These wereindividually typed so that each had to be compared with original copy separately. Many ofthem had the same omissions and several others had been done with an old ribbon ontypewriter + were too faint to use. Will hold all until the whole batch is ready to send out.Caught Dean Witham’s attention for a moment as he was hurrying from class at 12 M. + hesaid throw away any that are wrong and have them done over. Miss Currell phoned that shewanted to bring some foreign pubs for me to look at some time. I suggested letting me knowa day or so before hand so I could have dictionaries handy. Mr. Crowe came with Dodd’s“Workmen’s Comp.” which was charged to Judge Jones, who gave it to Mr. Crowe same day.Mr. C. signed for it + left his office + home phone nos to call him if ever needed.12.45 - 5.30 H. H. Turner7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Thursday, April 27. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. J. Pike Powers, Jr. (memb.) used Library. Also Mr. Irwin Saxton (Fac?)12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on binding. Young man came to get Bradleys count of people students using Lib.evenings.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerU.T. instructor to use N.Y. Code. A great deal of laughing and restlessness on severaloccasions. Only about three really tried to study, and the rest had to be reproved severaltimes. At closing several apologized and said they wouldn’t do it again and were sorry to havecaused a disturbance. From now on I suppose we must be prepared for this sort of thing.
Friday, April 28. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerDusted + straightened out Display + Sec. 5, reading selves, and taking away vols. bound fromMain Library. Mr. Fox returned Clark Boardman, N.Y. lawyer + retired publisher, passingthro’ on his way from Fla. delayed here by storm. As he had a great deal of time to kill, finallyturned him over to a group of seniors who weren’t doing much studying + enjoyed talking tohim. He approves of our Library but disapproves of our building strongly. He says in Cal.there is a state tax for law books for State law school libr. In Fla. every member of legislatureis given copy Fla Code, costing tax payers large sum, + some can scarcely read or write.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Goodwin, Lenoir City, used Lib to see 2 Tenn Law Rev. + a vol. of Tenn. app. – anotherstranger said he was a lawyer from Jefferson City. Wanted to see codes of several states –most of which we have. Worked on binding. Told P. Taylor + Bradley I’d like to have finespaid this week. Taylor said “sorry he was “financially embarrassed.” Bradley said Dickeyowed that much, would I not collect from him I said no.!!7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Saturday, April 29. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Fisher came from Frantz, McConnell’s, and found in Law Rev. room the vol. he had givenby mistake. He also said that the firm has other contributions for our Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on binding. Wrote N.A.M. Law dig. to see if all sup. had come. Mr. Olin Wilson saidhe’d pay fine next week – was broke now. I showed him what it came to + said we wouldaccept 50¢
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Monday, May 1. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. La Nieve, for Chas. Badgett (memb.) + Mr. John Armstead for Mr. Egerton (memb.) Mr.Burnett for Mr. C.H. Smith (memb.)12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Took the “Friends of Lib” letter + 31 addresses to Mrs. Morris. She was busywith Dean so left it on her desk. Worked on binding. Asked Mr. Blackard to give Lib. any nos.of Amer. Law School Rev. he did not want to keep. He said he would. Mr. Warner gave me hissome time ago. v. 8 ran 1934 - 38. Have only a few of its nos to keep on current periodicalshelves while vol. is at bindery.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerA Chattanooga lawyer who didn’t feel inclined to tell his name, used all recent works on wills,+ Tenn. + Ky. repts. Later found he was Estes Kefauer, U.T. alumnus + until recently com’r offinance.
Tuesday, May 2. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cds. Dean came up to ask what had been done about checking users of Library atnight. It seems that the man who came to inspect did so at his request and he had expected toreceive report, and didn’t know anything about Mr. Bradley. As Mr. Bradley was here theytalked over situation some time, but didn’t report result. No one had ever stated that theDean had requested check up. Mr. Burnett for Mr. Smith (memb.)12: 45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. A lawyer from Chicago used Lib.* also J. Pike Powers (member). Had phone calllast night from Mrs. Buchter that there will be a staff meeting next Wednesday night wherebrief reports on “objectives” will be heard – a 5 minute report on Law Lib. objective iswanted. Dean Witham brought up his copies of Conflicts + Contracts restatements, studenteds. for use in Lib. Wonder if any of the students told him the Lib. hadn’t enough to goaround.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner[paper taped into journal, headed “Memo from the desk of Edwin W. Burch”][E. L. Ogden] This was the lawyer from Chic. who visited Law Lib. May 2, 1929 [sic]Edwin W. Burch231 S. La Salle St. Rm. 1745Chicago, Ill.W lam[?] & O’Brien
Wednesday May 3 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenShifted in conference room to make space for loose leaf tax services. Mr. McClure said Mr.Fisher had come to take back some more.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenStarted statement on “Law Lib. objectives” not much headway.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Robert Young, Ass’t law director used Library. A stranger, who might be lawyerfrom Chicago, used Library. Large number of students.[penciled note] Later – This not counted as an extra-Univ user of Lib. information tooindefinite.
Thursday, May 4, 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Galyon, for R.R. Kramer, + Mr. Burnett for Mr. C.H. Smith, used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Langhead (member) used Lib. M. Lowery wanted to see a copy of strawberry marketinglaw passed by 1939 legislature for Tenn. Phoned Miss Currell to ask if any copies available.She said Mr. Drain (horticulturalist) has a summary + Mr. A.L. Jordan, marketing economist,agr. extension Service at Farm has a copy but out of town till Monday + has it with him.Extension Office told Miss Currell they thought he might be willing to lend it when he comesback. Miss L. gone when message came. I think we might suggest that she go to Farm + ask tosee it there next week. Mr. Fisher, for Frantz McConnell + Seymour, members, used Lib.Helped E. Anderson get up a list of “books rec’d” with prices to fill space in Tenn. Law Rev.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerCollated vols. rec’d in Campus mail. Mr. Fisher for Frantz, McConnell.
Friday, May 5. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerCampus mail.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Odds + ends + finished “objectives of law libr. for staff meeting Wed.
Saturday, May 6. 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Laurent in Lib. all morning. Book dealer who said he sold us N.H. reports came with 3 oldTenn. books. – statutes 1833 (of which we have 1 cop.) another, later, of which we have 2cops and a very thin book pub. 1811 in Knoxville, by James Wilkerson, on a collection of lawsrelating to Justices of peace in Tenn. + forms of conveyancing. He got it in Bristol for $25.00thinking it a perfect cop. but found it lacked several pp. Miss Baker phoned later that she hadreferred him to Lawson McGhee McClung collection. Asked if I had any notes of prices – Ihadn’t and told her I had notes of all old Tenn. books I saw listed + had never heard of this.Am not quite sure of title and neglected to copy it. I think I have author’s name right. Campusmail. Mr. Burnett (for C.H. Smith) used Lib.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Laurent, T.V.A. used Library. Also T.V.A. man to look up recent bill passed in reference toBeauty Parlors. Told him I would notify him when we rec’d 1939 Acts. His name is L.F.Reichle + the no. is 2.7181, Exten. 470. Long call from Mr. Wagner (Chatt. lawyer) father ofstudent.
Monday, May 8. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerDean says Law Library will not be closed tomorrow, tho’ there will be no classes, as facultyare to entertain seniors with a picnic. Mr. McNabb for Mr. Kramer (member.) Every onerather restless. More or less excitement, but good tempered. Mr. Galyon, for Kramer workingwith McNabb. Mr. James Clark for Mr. Egerton (they seemed in conference); also Mr. MyronEly for father L.C. Ely memb; Mr. Neal Spahr (Knoxville lawyer) to use Va. Code with Dean’swritten authorization.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenSaw Dean about to morrow as students are asking to take books out to night and keep tillWednesday morning. Dean is going to Nashville tomorrow to be gone till Thurs, one of thestudents said but he did not mention it. He said the situation is that to morrow is a holidayfor all U.T. seniors including law; but seniors are scattered through law classes so generallythat leaving seniors out of some of them makes it not worth while to hold classes for theothers + he did not know whether the others would hold them or not. Judge Jones studentssays he would not; Mr. Warner + Mr. Blackard said “hold if it rains.” Dean’s instructions toLibr, issue books in usual way on theory that classes will be held. [added, not for repetition,the whole thing is a mess!!] Mr. Pettway (for member) used Libr. Wrote up Sat A.M. record7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cds.
Tuesday, May 9. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerAs this is a holiday for Seniors, not much going on. Some seniors preferred to get up theirwork. Copied E. L. O’s objectives + started reading R.R. shelves. Students say that Dean hasgone to Washington to be admitted to practice before the Supreme Court U.S.A. Mr. Burnettfor Mr. C.H. Smith (memb.) Room full nearly all forenoon. Hal Clements for N.B. Morrell(memb.) used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenJ.L. Clarke for Egerton (member) and Mr. Burnett for C.H. Smith (member) worked in Lib.Campus mail. Cut slips for reserve requests + made cop. of exam schedule which students saywas posted 10 days ago. Mrs. Morris brought up letters to “Friends of Lib.” to be compared +mailed. Mr. Bradley paid $1.00 on his fines – still owes 25¢7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerCollated vols. brought by Campus mail + added to list of accessions.[E. L. Ogden writing]P.S. Attendance of students remarkable considering no classes held + status of holiday.
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Wednesday May 10, 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenBegan to take reservations for overnight reservations in holidays. R. Young used Lib. fro Mr.W.W. Kennerly with Dean Witham’s consent (standing approved.) Mr. E.E. Fisher brought giftof Perry on Trusts Ed 7 v. 2, a dup of ours. Said Frantz McConnell + Seymour had not v. 1.Miss Baker phoned for list of books sent bindery from Law Lib. since July 1, – said Main Lib.had one but seems to have slipped somewhere – wants noted which are for rebinding orrepair. Asked Mr. McClure to put fix Venetian blind which is out of order + think hereafterwe’d better get him to let it down every day before he goes at noon. Needed always in P.M. ifsun comes out at all, and can’t be depended on to release catch + operate as it should.12.45 - 5.30 H. H. TurnerContinued reading RR shelves. Mr. Hodge, member, worked in Library. Also Mr. Morrell,member, Maryville Professor, Cameron? (a man + a woman) who had evidently been herebefore, to use Tenn. Codes. Also U.T. instructor. Mr. McClure repaired Venetian blind.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenPut slip in register asking O. Wilson to pay fine and B. Jones to ask at Lib. desk about bookreserves. More than 15 readers – nearly all evening – + very quiet.
Thursday, May 11. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerLindsay Young, for father (Robert Young, memb.) used Library, also Mr. Burnett for Mr. C.H.Smith (memb) continued reading + straightening R.R. shelves.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenStudents had a bar ass’n meeting at 5 2:30 to elect officers. Lewis is new pres. – did not hearabout the others. B. Foster used Lib. for J.G. McConnell. Mechem’s Outlines Agency – 1 cop. –not found + no card for it – asked several students to ask others to search lockers + see if hasbeen carried off with case books.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner2 men from West Pub. Co. to consult U.S. Statutes at Large + U.S.C.A. Large number ofstudents.
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Friday, May 12. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerHal Clements Jr. for Mr. Morrell (memb.) and Robert Young for City director of law, WarrenKennerly. Spent some time hunting for lost cop. Mechem on Agency. Later found it onlanding. Finished reading shelves in R.R. Found 50 Harv. Law Rev, + 3/4 N.C. Law Rev.missing.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenFinished copying list of books sent to bindery July 1, 1938 – date. Miss Baker said no morewould be sent this fiscal year so to days results stand for year’s statistics – prices were takenas given in books, I made it $135.31. R. Young in Lib again and Mr. Burnett. Count of booksadded not yet rec’d from Main Lib. In looking over our list of accessions discovered that a vol.of Calif. state bar jour., discharged from bindery Apr. 28 was not listed, nor 3 v. of Ontariolaws, accessioned from K.B.L.A. collection. I hope that was all. Happened to remember theOntario because I had to look up 1934 to find how KBLA. accessions were reported. NotifiedMiss Bergen that a Mo. Pub. Sev. Com’n pub for which she sent cards hadn’t come 380.16M685mi7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenWest Pub Co men back again: Mr. Headman (for J.P. Powers) used Lib. Mr. Wicker wantedtreasurer reports of state bar assn’s that united with law schools to pub. law reviews. 20 ormore, counting visitors + Mr. Headman’s lady friend. Mr. Privette (for Mr. Tapp.) also usedLib.
Saturday, May 13. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerSaturday cleaning, collated + added to list of accessions vols rec’d in Campus Mail. Mr.Burnett, for C.H. Smith, memb. Great excitement over young bird which uttered piercing criesand kept flying across room + disturbing attention. Campus mail again.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWent to Mr. Wicker’s room and made list of periodicals I gave him without charge last night.Two seniors wanted suggestions for finding material for paper that is to take place of classwork in Conflicts while Dean W. is away. They said they didn’t get much but most of it fromCrawford + Michie. The subject is Jurisdiction over choses in action (+ several other things)in Tenn. courts. Finished comparing letters to “Friends of Library” – have still to change datesof those first written + make a final check of the list. Last night Mr. P. Taylor said he wouldpay his fine “somehow” before school closes.
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Monday, May 15. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cards. Lindsay Young for father Robert Young (memb.) used Library. Dr. Buehler ofU.T. chemistry dept. called up to inquire exact name of author, title +c of Wigmore’sPanorama of World’s legal history. Robert Young Jr. for Warren Kennerly, City law directorused Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden*7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner* Finished looking over letters to be sent to lawyers who have contracts for use of Law Lib.Checked with list (O.L. White was omitted but I did not ask to have another typed) andmailed them – 48 – left $1.00 with them for postage + sent Miss Baker a copy of letter withstatement to whom sent and asked for a refund of postage.
Tuesday, May 16. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerCopied inventory. Mr. N.B. Morrell (memb.) used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenN.B. Morrell again and both the Young twins, Lindsay for his father (Robert – member) andRobert for Mr. W. Kennerly, City director of law with Law Lib. staff member’s consent. A ladywanting some thing on Maryland law of escheat 1799 to 1850. Gave her a few things + askedsenior students for suggestions – seems that wills, descent + distributions, executors mighthave something. She took note of the vols she looked at + said she might be back to morrow.Another (man – student) asked if we had any account of the Bergdoll trial + I said off handnone I knew of – had begun to look when Dean Witham came in + wanted something in ahurry and the youth disappeared. He first stated his subject as “Bergdoll case + GroverCleveland.” Started to look up last year’s Lib. schedule from last exam to opening of summerschool but made little headway. Campus mail. Man worked on telephone.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerAs there was the Aloha going on at Univ. (Main library closed for the occasion) only 6students.
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Wednesday May 17 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Burnett for Cates Smith + Long – looking for forms of Fed. securities + exch. comm’n.Asked Mr. Belsheim who hadn’t any and looked in Fed. Reg. Robert Young used Lib. for W.W.Kennerly. Gave permission to student to use typewriter in Conf. room if it was a quiet one.Two students have theirs in moot court room. They say no more moot court this term. AskedMr. Belsheim if he had 3/4 N.C. L. Rev or any briefs – He hadn’t. Had asked Mr. Wicker + Mr.Warner about N.C. before. Told Mr. Warner that one student had taken out Jenks Hist of Eng.law because it had a good account of real property law.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerA lawyer (with user’s priv.) whose name slips me to look up Ky. case. [inserted] (WayneParkey) Campus mail. Robert Young Jr. again. Mr. White (memb.) Mr. Harton, Fisher Foster +stenog for Mr. Seymour memb. Large crowd.7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden3 visitors. One “taking a 2 weeks course a Univ” has had 2 yrs law, is going to Chattanooga +wanted cat. of law school there. Told him to ask at Dean’s Off. daytime + gave him the Tenn.law school survey to read. Another law grad. but not practicing wanted permission to bringhis typewrite + copy from C.J. I said he could; third, face familiar, name not remembered,looked over periodicals. Rearranged Fed. registers used this AM. to tie up in clean papers.Judge Jones has an extension of phone.
Thursday, May 18. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Winslow (Harriman!) with standing consent of Dean, used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenI think the “law grad not practicing” of last night was Mr. Winslow. Sorry I did not recognizehim. The other “name unknown” of last night came again – he is West Pub. Co representativewho was here once before + told me he used to be a student help in Minn. Univ. Law School +told me then a good deal about that library. Reading room looked full after 2:30 – counted 28.Miss Baker phoned to ask what nos of Amer. law + lawyers had been rec’d. Finishedwrapping + labeling Fed. Registers and did various odd jobs. R. Young for W.W. Kennerlyused Lib. Rec’d from Dean’s office exam schedule May 22 - Je. 1 and schedule of summerschool classes. J. Armistead used Lib. for Mr. Egerton. From number of courses offered theymust be expecting a good many students this summer.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Winslow again.
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Friday, May 19. 19398 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Winslow again; also Mr. Privette (for Mr. Tapp). Mr. Henderson, TVA called up to ask ifTenn. Atty gen’l reports decisions are pub. Had to tell him that all I knew about them wasstated in Law Lib. Jour. 1937 p. 204 - ff. He said he had this. He seemed to want a recent one +I could not tell him whether these are printed or distributed when rendered. Spent most ofP.M. checking lists from Boston Univ. law school wants” + “dups for exchange.” Called tophone – some one asked for a student and I turned to look just in time to see a book flungfrom 1st table middle row across room to end of 1st table -West row. Couldn’t stop toremonstrate so just said “Would see Dean about this.” + went back to phone. Didn’t want todisturb room so asked no questions then + the student pitcher left room when I was at phoneagain. So asked Mr. Meares “catcher” who said it was his book – not the a Lib. book + thestudent I named to him wasn’t the one! Did not manage that job well!7 - 9;30 E. L. OgdenMr. Irvin Saxton + Mr. Winslow. Wrote N.A.M. Law Dig. for missing sups they did not send lasttime. Phoned Mr. Warner for permission to get his Walsh on Mortgages to keep in Lib. tomorrow afternoon.
Saturday, May 20, 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Privette (for Mr. Tapp) used Lib. Got Walsh on Mortgages from Mr. Warner’s office as hegave permission to so + while there took also his cop. of Ballantine Priv. corp., Tiffany on Realprop. v. 2 (Judge Jones’ but taken from Mr. Warner’s office) Landlord + tenant (v. 1-2 – JudgeJones – but in Mr. Warner’s off.) Got Stevens private corp from Mr. Belsheim. Asked Mr.Wicker about Bogart on Trusts. He said he used to have on but sold it to a student.Recommended instead chapter on Trusts in Clark on equity. Sent Miss Mounger letter + listsfrom Boston Univ. Law School Lib. about exchanges. Babcock reserved Miller Crim. law – butboth cops gone when he looked for it – one without a card. I got Dean Witham’s Clark on Crimlaw + lent it to Babcock over weekend.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
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Monday, May 22. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerNumerous odd jobs too trivial to record. Mr. Fisher for R.M. McConnell (memb.)12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on readjustment of schedule June 1 - 13 + a few miscellaneous matters.7 - 9:30 H.H. TurnerFiled LC. cards.
Tuesday, May 23. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerA dealer in old books came to use Tenn. Sess. laws, 1861, in research for V.q.[?] James ofHaward. He has sold the latter 5 vols. one of which s dated 1805. He is from Ala. He showedthe 1805 which has some uncut leaves. Campus mail left down stairs + brought up by Mr.McClure.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenGot some letter paper from Mrs. Morris. Very few students and very quiet. Worked onschedule + got Dean Witham’s OK on Libr. hours from last exam to beginning of summerschool. Mr. Jarvis (for O’Neil) used Lib. Asked him for a letter of authorization. He said he’dbring one.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, May 24, 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenFiled some book advts; finished note to Miss Baker about schedule + put in campus mail box;wrote notes to Olin Wilson and E. Bradley to pay their fines this week + put the notes in theirboxes in basement.12:45 - 5.30 H. H. TurnerMr. Fones objected to pay fine in manner offensive but I declined to discuss it with him.Returned book 1.45. Campus mail. Collated vols. rec’d. A Univ. instructor + a T.V.A.? for ashort time each.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenMr. H. Clements, jr used Lib. for N.B. Morrell.
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Thursday, May 25. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Robert Young Jr., Ass’t law director used Library for Warren Kennerly, law director.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAn old gentleman, Mr. Mosier, said N.B. Morrell had sent him to find out from early Ala. orMiss laws whether land for a certain road, lying above a meridian between two counties wasgiven by the counties, the states or the U.S. about 1818. He asked for Ala. + Miss Codes, whichwe hadn’t for that date. He found some of what he wanted in Ala 1923 Code + U.S. Stat. atLarge v. 3. Wanted next vol which we hadn’t. Said he would come again. E.E. Fisher came forFrantz, McConnell, a U.T. student to get an account of the Harry K. Thaw trial which we couldnot find – only his mothers appeal to have him released + his extradition from N.H. He founda little of what he wanted in Roby. Miss Baker came to talk about schedules. She thought HHT+ ELO were both due to put in 40 hrs a week. Showed her the schedule since Miss Heiskell’sillness that said 37 for HHT and 33 ½ ELO. She says she has to report time to authorities andwants me to add hours here + HHT at Main to make up for closing here at night andshortened day light hours. She says authorities allow only commencement day deducted +that those who ave been out sick will have to lose pay for that time. She will have a WPA forcleaning books in July maybe. Campus mail. See also May 26.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerMr. Brewer for Mr. Pettway memb.
Friday. May 26. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Moser for Mr. Morrell (memb.) Robert Young Jr for Warren Kennerly (Knoxville lawdirector), + Lindsay Young for father Robert Young. Representative of Shepards Citationc. Mr.Fisher for Frantz, McConnell, a Psychology instructor to find a case of Univ. of Missouriagainst entrance of colored students. Couldn’t find material for him so turned him over toRobert Young who seemed to have plenty of time. He wanted the Advance Sheet of theSupreme Court Repts v. 83, 5 (Law. Ed.) that Judge Jones accidentally destroyed + Robert Y.will bring his cop. down this afternoon for him to use, as this contains the case wanted. Mr.Burnett, for Charles H. Smith (memb.)
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenYesterday Miss Baker asked if I knew when the Law Library was scrubbed last. I said aboutChristmas, as far as I know. That it can only be done on Sundays. She said in Albany + otherplaces it is done all the time when the Library is open + should be done that way here.“Sweeping would not help, only scatter dust,” she said. I said the little sweeping it gets, about5 minutes before opening time isn’t enough to hurt it any. That toilet seat is attended to andwaste basket emptied but sink rarely scrubbed in wash room and almost nothing else donethere. As for mopping in RR, it would be very inconvenient when the room is in use andbesides there isn’t any morning enough time to when he McClure is free to do it. Takes anhour + a half, he says. He goes off duty about 2:30(?) + comes on again at 5:30, when he hasclass rooms + fac. offices to attend to + constant calls during th day. We agreed that he isn’t agood cleaner – doesn’t know when things are clean , but he is obliging + a good “fixer” forelectric lights, fans &c. I told her I had complained last year + all that was done was to raisehis pay a little – that the care of this building is just too much for one man to attend toproperly, especially when he got home late and had to get here early. Miss Baker asked alsoabout the letters we sent inviting gifts of books from lawyers. I said no results as yet. She saidthe Ala. man (Alloway?) found those old Tenn. laws that he wanted $100.00 for in Knoxville2d hand stores + it seemed as though we ought to be able to get track of old things. In thisconnection, said recent death of Mr. Spilman who had been in partnership with JamesComfort suggested the idea of his papers having some of J. Comfort’s papers when he wastreasurer of the U.T. and asked about members of the family. I could not tell her much. Shesaid recent inquiry for old papers produced a letter from Andrew Jackson in his own hand,written the Feb. before his death. She said look out for the Ala. man, he may come again. Iwrote Miss Baker that Helen T. + I would chan had rearranged our schedules to make 37 hrsper wk for her + 33 ½ for me June 1 - 13 exc. Commencement allowance. Would put in extratime as we can. I see Mr. Pettway (see 7 - 9:30 May 25) has forgotten that his Lib. fee waspaid only to May 15 or else U.T. Treasurer’s notice is on the way. Called up, but he is out oftown + will be in tomorrow. I asked him to call up Lib. When he does, ask about fee and tellhim if he wants Mr. Brewer to use Lib. for him, please send written authorization. If he sayshe will renew his fee, ask if he wants authorizations for Ross Stuart + Joe McClain to stand.Campus mail.7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Saturday, May 27. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerSaw Miss Bergen about putting in extra time. She was much pleased! Start Monday P.M. for ashort time. 1st year students needed a lot of help in legal bibliog. preparations. They almosttook possession of Library for a while.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenHear Ellison (1st yr) H. Price (2d yr) + Delius (3d yr) in hospital with mumps. Exams to begiven them there is they wish. About a dozen looking tired but studious.
Monday, May 28. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerJudge Hicks, Mr. Broome + stenog.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenTelephoned Mr. Pettway – he was busy so asked him to call up but Mr. Brewer did it instead.He said he knew about written authorization needed but not about expired fee period +would tell Mr. P. Some one called up – voice very faint + indistinct think he said it was someWPA work + wanted to know day month + yr when U.T. law school started. I found a note ofit advertised to begin Feb. 13, 1890 + asked whom to inform in case a correction was needed.He said Sam Thornburgh’s office – 3-6443. List of staff vacations received from Main Lib. Mr.Privette (for H.A. Tapp), H. Broom, for Judge Hicks used Lib. Mr. Fones + Mr. Taylor inquiredabout fines + promised payment. Bradley paid his. Students not many but subdued, studious+ sleepy.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Headman for J. Pike Powers Jr (memb.) used Library.
Tuesday, May 30. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cards. Mr. Charles Badgett (memb.) Robert Young Jr for Warren Kennerly, City lawdirector, used Library. Lindsay Young, for his father Robert Young, memb. Mr. Wagner,Chattanooga lawyer, came to Library.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. DeVault used Lib. Mrs. Morris gave me this distressing news that Mr. Steinmetz wouldgive his exam. in Library to morrow. Remembering the disorder and mistreated vols – thescramble of the last exam held here with a class about half as big – was dismayed. The ten ortwelve trying to woek out problems in their pamphlets appealed for relief as it was. I calledup Mr. Steinmetz and asked if he expected to use the cards + he said yes. Reminded him ofconditions last time + asked if anything could be done about it – perhaps dividing class insections would help. He said couldn’t without consulting faculty as to rearrangement ofschedule + all he could suggest was standing over them + forcibly compel order if necessary.He said he would tell them + start it be here to start them anyway. I said not just start – see itthrough. Later spoke to Dean Witham + he said perhaps Mr. S. could do it in relays, startingone group before the next began. I think that would help some. In the mean time I put all thetables of cases of Amer. digest spaced on longest tables – the General Dig. + its adv. sheets onanother – Descriptive word index on another – Blue books on another. It will be necessary Ithink to have some one stand over them and point out the locations + see that things are nothopelessly mixed + roughly treated. We can leave the books as they are until after the examto morrow.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerFiled LC cards. Put up notices of change in Library hours starting Thursday night. 17 Firstyear students in Library preparing for tomorrow’s Legal Bibl. exam. A few seniors fled to aquieter spot.
Wednesday May 31, 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMR. John Ayres (member) used Libr. also E.E. Fisher (for Frantz McConnell +c) and RobertYoung for W.W. Kennerly by permission. About 25 trying to use same things! How the otherslawyers got anything done I can’t see. Seniors took possession of the lawyers table. PhonedMain to ask if Mr. Carr could be asked to come here this PM and be credited with Lib. time.Miss Goering said yes. So asked McClure to send him up when he came. Explained the needfor help + he said he’d be here at 1:30. Asked him to stay till books were back on shelves inorder. Spent most of A.M. at from table to table trying to keep books on them in some sort oforder + dragging chairs from under feet of those who sat on tables. Told Miss Cockrill wewould lend her something on legal ethics until June 14. She is going to try the bar exam. I findno a cops of latest revision 1937 except in ABA. 1937 Report and one pam reprint.12:45 - 5.30 H. H. TurnerHad Legal bibliography exam. Ably assisted by Mr. Carr. Campus mail. Mr. Taylor paid fine($1.15)
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7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenMended. Several students + Mr. Headman.
Thursday, June 1. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerRead shelves in RR.5, Display, + Sec. 4b, Library office. Found everything OK. Paul Goddard,law alumnus Dandridge, on way to Tenn. Bar Ass’n with Mr. Wicker, paid Library a visit andadmired new clock + Venetian blinds. Robert Young, for W.W. Kennerly. Mr. Fisher for Mr.Chas. Seymour (memb.)12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. DeVault (contract holder basis) and E.E. Fisher (for Frantz McConnell +c contract basis)used Library also a former grad. (T. Rogan) Rogersville (I hope to recall his name!) Tookmeasurements of expected growth of sets + available shelving in RR. + planned shiftingaccordingly. Last exam. held today.
Friday, June 2. 1939(open Lib. hrs 9 - 12, 1:30 - 4)8 - 12 H. H. TurnerMr. Fisher for Mr. Seymour (memb.) used Library. assisted slightly in job of shifting +rearranged ing. Campus mail.8 - 12 E. L. Ogden½ hour more than scheduled1:30 - 4:15 5:00 E. L. OgdenMr. Privette for H.A. Tapp. (Fee basis) Worked on shelves in RR + B. 15 30 min. overschedule. A man came from at Mr. Kirkman’s office to measure tables for new lights +another at 4:45 to look at general arrangement.
Saturday, June 3. 19398 - 12 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. E.E. Fisher for Frantz McConnell + Seymour (contract basis) used Libr.8 - 12:30 E. L. OgdenContinued shifting in Balcony. Mr. McClure mopped Reading Room.
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Monday, June 5. 1939Commencement. Library closed.
Tuesday, June 6. 19398 - 12 H. H. TurnerIvan Privette for H.A. Tapp (fee basis) used Library. Robert Young for Warren Kennerly (LawDirector).8 - 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 - 4:30Nearly finished shifting in Balcony. Mr. McClure mopped lavatory + did a little other cleaningthere. I asked Mrs. Morris whether she could induce him to do some cleaning there every day.This resulted. Mr. Highbaugh came + asked for a list of Law Libraries in the U.S. – I presumeto consequ use as an address list. I lent him the 1937 Standard Directory as 1939 is here.(1938 never came to ELO). I presume “the circulars” he wanted to send out were advts of hisbook (A copy of which he gave the Library some time ago) as he asked on leaving what timeof year the law libraries were most likely to purchase books. Mr. Young said we might keepthe Adv. sheets v. 83 no. 5 U.S. law ed.) longer – he helped look over the U.S. Sup. Ct Reporterto find same data – used Dean’s set – but did not find it. Probably in no 4 which was missing.
Wednesday, June 7. 19398 - 11 H. H. TurnerTook time down here (3 hrs) instead of Main. Copied inventory (B.) Periodicals. Mr. RobertYoung Jr. for W.W. Kennerly (City law director) + Mr. McNabb for Mr. Kramer (fee basis). Mr.Morton for Mr. Jas. Johnson (fee basis)8 - 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 - 5½ hr. more than scheduledBegan shifting in Alcove. Mended in P.M. Mr. YouN.B. Lib. open 9 - 12 1:30 – 4
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Thursday, June 8.19398 - 12 H. H. Turner1.10 - 4Mr. Fisher for Frantz, + Seymour (contract basis) used Library. Mr. Robt. Young for WarrenKennerly law Director (Dean Witham’s permission)8 - 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 - 5:00½ hr more than scheduledFinished shifting in alcove. Sent Miss Baker typed copies of copyright Beukan Memorial prizeessays on copyright – Olive, 1938 & Davis 1939 – which Dean asked to have kept in LawLibrary. Ask Said if she did not advise cataloging, I would care for them as pamphlets. Toldher competition annual, open to senior law students so we may have additions in future. MissBaker phoned that Treasurer’s office had issued receipt to Tenn Automobile Co Insurance Co.for fee for use of Law Lib. but not to honor it as we cannot grant right to a company. It mustbe to an individual. I said Mr. Ottinger had phoned me about it. She said she thought Mrs.Stallings was writing to tell the Co. the receipt was not to be used.N.B. Lib. open 9 - 12 1:30 – 4
Friday, June 10 9. 19398 - 12 H. H. TurnerBoth Young twins. Robert Young Jr. for Warren Kennerly (City law Director) and Lindsay forfather Robert Young (contract basis). Made slips for Balcony stacks. James Lee Clark, forEgerton, Peters +c (contract basis.)1:30 - 4:45 E. L. Ogden1/4 hr less than scheduleL.C. Morton (for J.G. Johnson, Fee Contract basis) used Law Library. Campus mail. Composedinventory lists copied, with changes corrections, by HHT.N.B. Lib. open 9 - 12 1:30 – 4
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Saturday, June 10, 19398 - 12:30 E. L. OgdenDid some more work on Inventory lists. Mr. Mosier (TVA) and another TVA man used Lib.Also Mr. Headman (for J.P. Powers on contract basis). Watson (student) came to borrowbooks for an exam he is to take Monday preliminary to certification for bar examination. Iasked how it happened + he said the attorney who is going to certify him is rather particular+ is going to examine him privately before he agrees to certify. Will be coming to summerschool so I said he could return them 9 AM Wed. on the usual “Reserve” book terms. Mr.Headman took down a whole table full of books + asked if he would disturb anyone if hebrought a stenog. to dictate to Mon. I said I thought not. Campus mail.N.B. Lib. open 9 - 12 1:30 - 4
Monday, Jun 12. 19398 - 12.30 H. H. Turner1:20 - 4.30½ hr. overCleaned current period. shelves, top of desk +c. Made stack labels for Balcony. Robert YoungJr. for Warren Kennerly City law Director (with Dean’s consent) used Library. Campus mail.Collated + added vols. to Inventory. Mr. Fisher for McConnell + Seymour (contract basis). Mr.Headman for J. Pike Powers Jr. (contract basis) used Library.1:30 - 5 E. L. Ogden½ hr over scheduled timeExamined book (Tenn. H.J. 1849/50) brought by N.B. Morrell’s messenger at closing time Satand found 21 whole signatures missing. Sent it on to Miss Baker, noting on N.B.M’s letter themissing pages and commenting to Miss Baker that I presumed it was worth putting onshelves until a perfect cop. was found to replace it. Miss Turner reported a large number ofTenn. Ill Appeals reports rec’d at Main Lib. will come some time. do not know when.N.B. Lib. open 9 - 12 1:30 – 4
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Tuesday, June 13. 19397.50 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 5Overlapping with E. L. O. while she was in stacks preparing space for Ill. Appeals. Filed L.C.cards. Today I finish making up time (see p. 237 [Thursday, May 25]). Mr. Fisher for R.M.Connell (contract basis). Mr. Walter DeVault (member contract basis) who wanted v. 26Federal Suppl. which we haven’t received yet. Promised to look this noon in cat. room for itand bring it down if possible. He did not wish to use Adv. sheets for some reason I failed tograsp.P.M. Lindsay Young, for father, Robert Young (memb. cont. basis) Robert Young, Jr. forWarren Kennerly City law Dir. (with Dean’s consent).M. Burnett for Mr. C.H. Smith (memb.contract basis). Campus mail.8 - 12 E. L. Ogden1:20 - 5:208 hrs6 ½ scheduled1 ½Shifted in N.E. stack. Taking Amer. Dec, Amer Rpts + LRA new ser. all cop. 2 to Balcony. +moving Ala. to wall shelves vacated by them, preparatory to making room for Ill. App.reports. Mr. McClure carried the books to B. ELO made room for them + did the rest.N.B. Lib. open 9 - 12 1:30 – 4
Wednesday, June 14, 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenClass work just beginning. Only a few students so far. Mr. Venable showed a new studentthrough Lib. I accompanied them after a while + was much interested in the questions +answers as to what + how much books were used. The new student is Stair. Registration saidto be 31, incl. 3 new ones. Mr. C. McNabb used Lib. + persuaded me to let him take out 45 Yaleto be ret’d today. In its “comments” it discussed a question of procedure on which authoritiesdiffered + this was wanted for use in court today. We had no reprint, no dup., and theabstract given in Commerce Clearing House Period. Dig. was insufficient for the purpose.Miss Baker phoned that she had asked Dean W. about registration + borrowing tables forsummer + could we spare one table + six chairs – if so label them underneath with “stickers”or otherwise. I used our Law Lib. stamp on gummed manila strips + stuck on bottom underside of seats of chairs of + table + told McClure which. He put chairs in hall so as not to getmixed with others mended.
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12:45 - 5 H. H. TurnerMade shelf labels. Mr. Burnett for Mr. C.H. Smith (cont. basis) used Library. Mr. Armistead forMr. Egerton (cont. basis) used Library. Started reading Holdsworth History of the Eng. law, v.1.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenAbout half a dozen students. Mended. Sent Miss Baker the 1847 Washington Assembliesinvitation found as an old bookmark – told her would keep it because of managers names.
Thursday, June 15. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerCampus mail.12:45 - 5:15 E. L. OgdenDid a little shifting by getting Mr. Carr to be on watch to call me if any one needed help. Did alittle mending. Mr. Higdon wants to do a good deal of reading and to study for bar exam thissummer although he will not take the exam until next year.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Friday, June 16. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Strauss (Fee basis) used Library. Campus mail. Collated + accessioned cols. rec’d.1:45 - 5 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Miss Baker phoned in afternoon to say that Ill. app. filled 3 sections, maybe more, in Mr.Wells room + would be here she hoped before June 30. I told her it was only by accident Iknew they were here. (She asked first how shifting was coming on) and that my first plan forshifting was made before I knew about them that I asked Miss T. to speak to Miss Bergenabout our marking them here. She said she told Miss B. that she thought we could pasteplates too + I said we had done it before for some, + presumed we could these. Fan got anawful screech in PM – but was remedied before opening in evening. mended, reduced (somewhat) content of my basket and did some work with cat cards. Two of Mr. Walp’s students inP.M. Mr. McNabb (for Kramer fee basis) used Library at night. Miss Baker rec’d notice fromTreas. that Pettway had paid fee.
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Saturday, June 17, 19398 - 12:30 E. L. OgdenFinished up more odds + ends. Put slips for briefs in box with pamphlet records (HHT pleasenote!). Asked Miss Bergen to look up a Mo Pub. serv. pub. not rec’d though cards are here.Asked Mr. McClure to scrub out towel case before refilling. Mr. Burnett for CH. Smith(contract basis) used Lib. Let Mr. Carr take Jones Forms Ed 7 from OT to keep till 9:30Monday. He works at Main until then. Did not dust periodicals + gave only a lick + promise tothe desk. (Wrote Miss Baker to ask what period Mr. Pettway’s fee covered.) Mailed note ofthanks for book given by N.B. Morrell (typed by Mrs. Morris). Suggested to Mr. Warner thatour sheep skin document be used to illustrate some point in his real prop. course if he willtell us when. It is in Vertical file in folder of “Treasures.” P.S. Kleenex here inclosed is acombined book mark + blotter
Monday, June 19. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMiss Bergen told me Saturday that Cat. Dept. had already been told to send down Ill. Appealsleaving marking and pasting for us to do, but that it was a slow job to accession and that itwould be “some time” before they even started, as Educational dept. was rushing them.Dusted current periods. Mr. McNabb for Mr. Kramer (fee basis)12:45 - 5:00 E. L. OgdenFiled cat cards + got periodicals ready for binding.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cards. Great excitement caused by 3 animals, squirrels or ferrets which visitedvarious parts of building.
Tuesday, June 20. 19398 -1 H. H. TurnerLindsay Young, for father, Robert Young, (contract basis;) Judge Hicks, assisted by Mr. HarveyBroome and stenographer. Mr. Burnett for Mr. Chas. Smith (contract basis). Campus mail.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenJ. Armistead (for Egerton, contract basis) used Lib. Continued work on binding. Rec’d notefrom Miss Baker that Pettway’s fee was June 1 to Sep. 1 but he “ought to show his receipt.”Stayed extra to experiment with fan and ask Mr. Belsheim about book to be ordered.
6.40 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
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Mr. McNabb for Mr. Kramer (fee basis) used Library
Wednesday, June 21, 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Keller Smith brought letter authorizing signing for books for CH Smith (contract basis)and used Lib.; Mr. Devault (contract basis) used Lib. Miss Cockrill says a man came tobuilding yesterday + said he was to bring 4 fans for Library. Some mistake? Missr. McClurehad heard nothing about it. Reported that a student had remarked to Dean Witham he didn’tuse Lib. much in the P.M. because it was too hot + Dean said I do not blame you. Dean was inthe other day when fan had a particularly annoying noisy streak + remarked we needed anew one + did I know whether Miss Baker had any money. I said judging from her remarksabout tables + chairs, I thought not. So perhaps he has acted. Robert Young for W. Kennerly(permission of Dean) used Lib.12:45 - 5 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Mr. Kirkland man installed 4 new fans. Robert Young Jr. as above. Mr. McNabb,for Mr. Kramer (fee basis).
Thursday, June 22. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Devault (contract basis) used Library. Campus mail. Collated + added to accessions.Worked on list of pamp.; period. + treatises suitable for any one about to study law +c.12:45 - 5 E. L. OgdenChecked periodicals rec’d by Main Lib. in exchange. Completed 2 v. of A.B.A. Jour. and file ofLaw Students.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. McNabb for Mr. Kramer (fee basis) used Library.
Friday, June 23. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on suggested material for law students and young lawyers, reading + examiningsuitable material as I go along.
12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
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Shifted. Miss Baker phoned that she had notified the truck that boxes of Ill Reports wereready to bring to Law Lib. – didn’t know whether they would come to day or to morrow. Didnot quite finish shifting.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenMended...Mr. Rogan (see entry June 26)
Saturday, June 24. 19398 - 12:30 E. L. OgdenShifted all a.m. making room for Ill. Appeals Reports which came down this a.m.10 - 12:50 H. H. TurnerWorked 2 hrs. at Main + then came to Law to supervise R.R. while E. L. O. was in stacks. Mr.Morrell (cont. basis) + Mr. Fisher for Frantz, McConnell + Seymour (fee basis) used Library.Brought paste + book plates from Cat. Dept.
Monday, June 26. 19398 - 1 E. L .OgdenCampus mail. Forgot to note one day last week (Fri. I think) T Rogan of Rogersville bar. MissBaker came and discussed Miss Apperson’s schedule + various things to be settled in relationto it. Will be ready with definite arrangements soon. She said Ill App repts need not becollated as probably nothing can be done about it if they are found to be imperfect –presumably 2d hand set thought they look new. Binding for M+B to be sent by Friday but toSouthern Bindery as M.+B. are giving up the business a+ have turned over all their patterns +instructions for U.T. Lib. Binding to the Southern. Worked on mending and binding. MissBaker says N.Y.A. help cannot be had in summer and at other time only for permanentprojects so she was not allowed any for cleaning but still hopes to get it in some other way.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerFiled LC cds.
Tuesday, June 27. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerCollated vols. rec’d in Campus mail. Gen. Fowler (contr. basis) used Library.[E. L. Ogden hand] Mr. Laurent (T.V.A.) (or U.T. extension? *) used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
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Worked some more on binding. Campus mail – sent empty jar to Miss Cat dept for paste.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerCollated + added to ac. lists vols. rec’d in Campus mail.* Mr. Lauren conducts a 10-months extension course for the Univ. of Tenn. besides workingfor TVA. As Lib staff cannot well ask what he is doing each time we will simply regard him asU.T. – in future.
Wednesday, June 28, 19398 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Burnett used Lib for C.H. Smith (contract basis). Worked on binding. Mr. McClure didsome cleaning in lavatory! Mr. Broome use Lib. for Judge Hicks (ex-officio basis)12:45 - 5– H. H. Turner7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Stewart came – said he had talked to Miss Baker + to Dean Witham and woudl have totalk to Dean again about no of hours – tentatively suggested noon-12 - 1:15 Mon. - Fri. + 4evenings Mon. - Thurs. about 16 ¼ hrs.
Thursday, June 29. 19398 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Burnett used Lib. for C.H. Smith (contract basis.) Campus mail. Collated + added to inv.vols. rec’d.12:45 - 5 E. L. OgdenFinished work on binding and phoned for Mr. Perrin to come to morrow and get them.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerNo one came.
Friday, June 30. 19398 - 1 H. H. Turner
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12:45 - 5 E. L. OgdenHH Turner off duty until September 1. Campus mail. Men came for binding. Mr. Wynegar(writer – has been here before) came to get an address from the bibliog in Osborne’sQuestioned documents.
Accessions
N.B. Check mark √ means cards have been attended to Items marked ∘ are not to be counted in statistics.July 1, 1938 Books Main Lib count 18473 Law Lib count 18456 Pams409Date Author, title Accessionno. (ofserials) Booksadded Bookswith -drawn
Pamsadded
Jul 1 1938 Pond – 1935 Supplement to Law of Public utilitiesv. 1 - 3 3 ∘Jul 1 1938 C.C.H. Legal period. digest service 1 ∘Jul 2 1938 Amer. dig. 4th Dec. v. 29, 30 152006 - 7 2 √Jul 2 1938 Pams failed to report (see Je. 1) 4Jul 5 1938 “ recorded 1Jul 8 1938 1 N.Y Sup. (2d) 152064 1 √Jul 8 1938 6 - 7 Williston on Contracts rev. 152085 - 6 2 √Jul 8 1938 133 Tex. Crim repts 152088 1 √Jul 8 1938 ALR Ind. v. 113 - 114 1 ∘ √Jul 8 1938 A.L.R. Blue book sup. 1 - 114 1 ∘Jul 12 1938 77 Pacific 2d. 152120 1 √Jul 12 1938 114 A.L.R. 152119 1 √Jul 12 1938 28 Halsbury, Laws of Eng 2d ed 152130 1 √Jul 12 1938 v. 1 - 27 [Halsbury, Laws of Eng] index (unac.) 1 ∘ √Jul 12 1938 Pamphlet on fraud 1 ∘
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Jul 13 1938 Am. bar assoc. - Law schools of Tenn. 1 √Jul 14 1938 [Am. bar assoc.] Same (reprint from Tenn. Lawrev.) 1 ∘Jul 14 1938 Corpus juris secundum - pocket suppl 1938 9 ∘ √Jul 14 1938 Baldwin Ohio Code service, June 1938 1 ∘ √Jul 16 1938 Miss. ... General laws, 1938. 152196 1 √Jul 16 1938 211 Indiana 152194 1 √Jul 16 1938 36 U.S. - Bd. Tax appeals rept. 152193 1 √Jul 16 1938 10 Corpus juris secundum 152195 1 √Jul 18 1938 Shepard’s U.S. Citations (cumulative) July 1938 1 ∘ √Jul 20 1938 U.S.C.A. pam. sup. no. 4, 1938 1 ∘ √Jul 20 1938 Robertson + Kirkham Jurisdiction of Sup. Ct. of U.S. 1Jul 23 1938 Baldwin Ky. statute service, May, 1938 1 ∘ √Jul 27 1938 5 General digest 152308 1 √Jul 27 1938 47 Handbk., Nat’l conf. of Commissioners onuniform state laws, 1937. 152327 1 √Jul 28 1938 12 Tenn. decisions (S.W. 2d, 108 - 113) 152307 1 √Jl 28 1938 1 - 5 Gen’l digest, cumulative . . . index 1 ∘Jul 29 1938 Shepard’s Fed. reporter citations, July, 1938 1 ∘ √Jul 30 1038 31 - 32. 4th Dec. digest 152389 -90 2 √Jul 30 1938 114 S.W. (2d) 152388 1 √
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[card taped in journal]Law Libr. book statistics for July, 1938Books in Law Lib. July 1 Law Law count Main Lib count“ added in July 21 18456 18473“ withdrawn “ 0 21 23“ in Law Lib Aug. 1 18477 18496Pamphlets in Law Lib. July 1 409“ added in July 5 5“ withdrawn “ 0“ in Law Library Aug 1 414Date Author, title Accessionno. (ofserials) Booksadded Bookswith -drawn
Pamsadded
Aug 1 1938 1938 Shepard’s S.W. reporter citations 1 ∘ √Aug 2 1938 172 Tenn. (cop. 2) 152405 1 √Aug 2 1938 2 N.Y. Sup. (2d) 152407 1 √Aug 3 1938 1937 Pub + Priv. acts Tenn. Ex session cop. 2, cop. 5 152417 +152420 2 √Aug 3 1938 172 Tenn (cop. 1) 152404 1 √Aug 3 1938 Pocket suppl, 1938, Hughes Fed. practice 16 ∘Aug 3 1938 Rules of civil proced. Hughes 1Pamphlets recorded 4Aug 6 1938 Missouri -- Laws, statutes, Suppl. service June 1938 1 ∘ √Aug 9 1938 Baldwin - Ohio Code service, Aug, 1938 1 ∘Aug 9 1938 U.S.C.A. pam. sup. no. 5, 1938 1 ∘ √Aug 10 1938 180 Sou. 152447 1 √Aug 10 1938 198 Atl. 152452 1 √Aug 10 1938 115 S.W. (2d) 152458 1 √Aug 10 1938 22 Fed. sup. 152468 1 √Aug 10 1938 78 Pac. (2d) 152451 1 √
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Aug 10 1938 196 S.E. 152448 1 √Aug 10 1938 14 Amer. Jurisprudence 152457 1 √Aug 12 1938 1937 Tenn. Priv. acts v. 2 cop. 2, cop. 5 152489 +152492 2 √Aug 12 1938 Clark + Shulman: . . . Law admin in comm[?] 1937 1 √Aug 17 1938 1938 pocket suppl. Michie’s dig. Tenn reports 2 ∘ √Aug 17 1938 Berry - Law of automobile 6th ed. 2 v. 2 √Aug 17 1938 Herzog - Medical jurisprudence cop. 2 152521 1 √Aug 17 1938 Underhill - Criminal evidence, 4th ed. 1 √Aug 17 1938 cop. 3, Restatement of contracts, v. 1 - 2 152527 - 8 2 √Aug 17 1938 231 - 234 Alabama 152515 -18 4 √Aug 17 1938 14 N.E. (2d) 152520 1 √Aug 17 1938 277 N.Y. 152519 1 √Aug 18 1938 176 - 185 Georgia 152505 -512 10 √Aug 20 1938 184 S.C. 152595 1 √Aug 20 1938 95 Federal (2d) 152386 1 √Aug 23 1938 269 Mass. 152590 1 √Aug 23 1938 129 Texas 152589 1 √Aug 24 1938 238 - 247 Ky. 152626 -635 10 √Aug 25 1938 36 Am. bankrupt. repts (N.S.) 152648 1 √Aug 25 1938 1937 Tenn. House + Sen. J. 2d + 3d ex. 152646 1 √Aug 31 1938 Dill - Radio law, practice + procedure 1 √Aug 31 1938 Berry - Communications by wire + radio 1 √Aug 31 1938 Crawford - Law of group insurance 1 √Aug 31 1938 Black - Recission of contracts . . .2d ed. 3 v. 3 √Aug 31 1938 Quindry - Bonds + bondholders . . . 2v. 2 √
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Aug 31 1938 Lee - Minimizing taxes 1 √Aug 31 1938 Walker on patents. Diller[?] ed, 1937 4 v. 4 √Aug 31 1938 Christy - Transfer of stock 1 √Aug 31 1938 Brown - Guide to federal and bankruptcy practice 1 √Aug 31 1938 Beck - May it please the court 1 √Aug 31 1938 Quolmin - Trade agreements and the anti-trustlaws 1 √Aug 31 1938 Cum. index digest A.L.R., v. 113 - 115 1 ∘[card taped in journal]Law Library book statistics for Aug. 1938Law Lib. count Main Lib countBooks in Law Lib. Aug. 1 18477 18496“ added in Aug 70 71“ withdrawn 0 0Net additions 70 71Books in Law Lib. Sep. 1 18547 18567Pamphlets in Law Lib. Aug 1 414“ added in Aug 5“ withdrawnPamphlets in Law Library Sep 1 419
Date Author, title Accessionno. (ofserials) Booksadded Bookswith -drawn
Pamsadded
Sep 3 1938 279 N.W. 1 √Sep 3 1938 115 A.L.R. 1 √Sep 3 1938 Kavanagh, Criminal + his allies 1 √Sep 3 1938 Bonbright, Valuation of property 2 √Sep 15 1938 Am. Law Inst. Rest. Torts, 16, 17 T.D. 2 ∘Sep 15 1938 [Am. Law Inst. Rest.] Property, 9, 10, Ch. 26, TD 3 ∘Sep 15 1938 [Am. Law Inst. Rest.] Security 2, T.D 1 ∘
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Sep 21 1938 Moore Fed. Prac. v. 1, 2 152930,152931 2 √Sep 21 1938 Edmunds Fed. Rules Civil Proc. 1, 2 152932,152933 2 √Sep 22 1938 79 Pac. 2d s. 152841 1 √Sep 22 1938 Univ. of Tenn. Acc’t man. of counties of Tenn. 152835 1 √Sep 22 1938 Federal Dig. Cum. qu. pam. Sept. 38 1 ∘Sep 22 1938 How to control the human element in claimhandling + elsewhere, Highbaugh 1 √Sep 23 1938 3 - 4 N.J. State Bar Assn 153035 1 √Sep 23 1938 17 Boston Univ. Law Rev. 153031 1 √Sep 23 1938 37 Columbia Law Rev. 153011 1 √Sep 23 1938 N.C. Law Rev. 16 153009 1 √Sep 23 1938 22 Minn. [Law Rev.] 153030 1 √Sep 23 1938 23 Iowa “ ” 153026 1 √Sep 23 1938 23 Wash. Univ. law Quar. 153032 1 √Sep 23 1938 12 Ind. Law J. + index 153012 1 √Sep 23 1938 26 Ky. Law J. 153028 1 √Sep 23 1938 Jour. of Land + Pub Ut. Econ. 13 153027 1 √Sep 23 1938 Univ. of Chicago Law Rev. 5 153021 1 √Sep 23 1938 Univ. of Cinn. Law Rev. 11 153033 1 √Sep 23 1938 7 Brooklyn Law Rev. 153013 1 √Sep 23 1938 25 Cal. Law Rev. 153018 1 √Sep 23 1938 19 - 20 Am. Jud. Journal 153016 1 √Sep 23 1938 1 - 6 Am. Jud. Jour. 153015 1 √Sep 23 1938 23 Cornell Law Quar. 153024 1 √Sep 23 1938 4 Law + Contemp. problems 153029 1 √Sep 23 1938 1 - 2 Bar Examiner 153014 1 √Sep 23 1938 12 Wis. Law Rev. 153019 1 √
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Sep 23 1938 Georgetown Law Jour. 153025 1 √Sep 23 1938 14 - 15 Chicago - Kent Law Rev 153036 1 √Sep 23 1938 11 So. Cal. Law Rev. 153037 1 √Sep 23 1938 23 Am. Bar Ass’n Jour. 153017 1 √Sep 27 1938 96 Fed. 2d s. 153054 1 √Sep 27 1938 116 S.W. 2d 153045 1 √Sep 27 1938 4th Dec. ‘33, ‘34 153042,153043 2 √Sep 27 1938 3 N.Y. sup. 2d 153047 1 √Sep 27 1938 16 Texas Law Rev. 153192 1 √Sep 29 1938 85 U.S. Court of Claims 153208 1 √Sep 29 1938 302 U.S. Repts 153207 1 √“ 30“ 86 U. Penna L. Rev. 1937 - 38 153022 1 √” 12 Tulane L. R. 1937 - 38 153020 1 √“ 9 Miss LR 1936/37 153010 1 √” 24 Va L R 153008 1 √
Law Lib. count Main Lib countBooks in Law Library Sep. 1 18547 18567“ added in Sep. 48 48“ withdrawn “ 0 0Net additionBooks in Law Lib. Oct. 1 18595 18615Pamphlets in Law Library Sep. 1, Oct. 1 419
Date Author, title Accessionno. (ofserials) Booksadded Bookswith -drawn
Pamsadded
Oct 1 1938 McGoldrick Munic. home rule 1 √
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Oct 1 1938 La Acts reg. sers. 1938 153250 1 √Oct 1 1938 185 S. C. 153247 1 √Oct 1 1938 S. C. Acts 1938 153251 1 √Oct 4 1938 29 Halsworthy’s Laws of Eng. 153266 1 √Oct 6 1938 1, 2, 3, 4 Selected essays on const. law 153356,153357,153358 4 √Oct 7 1938 Carroll’s Ky codes 1938 sup. 1 ∘ √Oct 10 1938 Shepard’s Fed. Rep. Cit. Ed. 5 153386 1 √Oct 10 1938 80 Pac. 2 153424 1 √Oct 10 1938 199 Atl. 153382 1 √Oct 10 1938 181 So. 153383 1 √Oct 11 1938 Collier Bender pam. ed. Bankruptcy act 1 ∘ √Oct 11 1938 13 Michie Tenn. Dig. 153482 1 √Oct 12 1938 117 SW (2d) 153503 1 √Oct 12 1938 11 C.J. Secundum 153502 1 √Oct 12 1938 15 Amer. Jurisprudence 153501 1 √Oct 12 1938 41 A Rept. ICC 1927 153506 1 √Oct 12 1938 19 [A Rept. ICC ] 190520 [A Rept. ICC ] 1906 153504,153505 2 √Oct 15 1938 Graham + Katz, Accounting in law practice 153587 1 √ cop 1.1 √Oct 15 1938 329 Penna. State Repts 153599 1 √Oct 15 1938 189 La. Repts. 153601 1 √Oct 15 1938 180 Miss. [Repts] 153596 1 √Oct 17 1938 Shepard’s U.S. citations Oct. 1938 1 ∘Oct 18 1938 La. Acts ex. sess. 1903 1 ∘
√Oct 19 1938 21 Tenn. App. Repts 153669 1 √Oct 19 1938 15 N.E. 2 153670 1 √
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Oct 19 1938 280 N.W. 153671 1 √Oct 26 1938 Rest. Restitution cop. 2 (Am. Law Inst.) 153672 1 √Oct 26 1938 Am. Family Laws, Verner 153712 1 √Oct 28 1938 Tex. Laws Gen’l +Spec. 1st called s. 1937 2d called s. 153734 1 √Oct 28 1938 212 Ind 153767 1 √Oct 28 1938 Chafee, State House v. Pent House 153655 1 √Oct 31 1938 197 SE 153824 1 √Oct 31 1938 86 U.S. Ct. Claims 153823 1 √Oct 31 1938 45 I.C.C. Am Rept 153802 1 √Oct 31 1938 1931Halsbury’s Laws on Engl. 1938 sup unac. 1 ∘Oct 31 1938 Chitty Treatise on pleading Ed. 8 v. 1 + 3 153804,153805 2 √Oct 31 1938 Constitutional review v. 10, 1926 1 √Oct 31 1938 5 yr sup. Jones on chattel mortgages to July ‘38 3 ∘ √Summary for Oct. Law Lib. count Main Lib countBooks in Law Lib. Oct. 1 18595 18615“ added in Oct. 37 32“ withdrawn in Oct. 1 1Net additions 36 31Books in Law Lib. Nov. 1 18631 18646Pamphlets in Law Library Nov. 1 419(none added, none withdrawn in Oct.)
Date Author, title Accessionno. (ofserials) Booksadded Bookswith -drawn
Pamsadded
Nov 3 1938 Knoxville Charter 1931, 1938 2 √Nov 3 1938 200 Atl 153896 1 √Nov 3 1938 97 Fed (2d) 1 √Nov 3 1938 Wigmore, Sci of judicial proof Ed. 3, 1937 1 √
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Nov 3 1938 Osborn Mind of the juror 1 √Nov 3 1938 Herman + Golding You may cross examine 1 √Nov 4 1938 Baldwins patent +c - cases Sup. 1938 ? 1 ∘Nov 5 1938 81 Pac. (2d) 153951 1 √Nov 9 1938 50 - 51 Harv. L. Rev. 154030 -031 2 √Nov 9 1938 47 Yale L. J. 1937/38 154044 1 √Nov 9 1938 U.S. Law Rev. v. 71, 1937 154068 1 √Nov 9 1938 12 Temple Law Quar. 37/38 154069 1 √Nov 9 1938 49 Arizona 154007 1 √Nov 9 1938 1 Mass. Acts 1933 149023 1 √Nov 9 1938 Wis. Law Rev. 1938 154050 1 √Nov 9 1938 Am. Law Rev. v. 42, 1908 154029 1 √Nov 9 1938 Dicta - Denver Bar Ass’n 13, 14 154036,154037 2 √Nov 9 1938 Fla. Law Jour. 10/11 1936/37 154035 1 √Nov 9 1938 Ky. Law jour v. 25 1936/37 154025 1 √Nov 9 1938 53 Law Quar. Rev. 1937 154032 1 √Nov 9 1938 2 Md Law Rev. 1937/38 154039 1 √Nov 9 1938 36 Mich. Law Rev. 1937/38, 1938 154022,154023 2 √Nov 9 1938 7 - 8 Missouri bar jour. 1936/37 154040 1 √Nov 9 1938 2 Missouri Law Rev. 1937 154024 1 √Nov 9 1938 Daniells Chancery Prac. v. 1, 2, 3 153996,153995,153996[sic]
3 √
Nov 9 1938 1 Hughes on Procedure 154000 1 √[Nov] 10 “ Baldwin’s Ky. Stat service Oct 1938 (free) 1 √ ∘[Nov] 10 “ Warden’s Life of Blackstone 154119 1 √
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Nov 14 1938 Constitutional rev. v. 1 - 13 13 √[Nov 14 1938] Michie’s Tenn. Code 1932 cop. 2 1 √[Nov 14 1938] Pamphlets recorded 7 √[Nov 14 1938] Pocket parts 19938 ALR word index 3 ∘ √Nov 15 1938 Michie’s Tenn. Code 1938 1 √[Nov 15 1938] 116 ALR 154214 1 √[Nov 15 1938] 182 So 154211 1 √[Nov 15 1938] 118 SW (2d) 154212 1 √[Nov 15 1938] Index Const’l Rev. v. 1 - 13 1 √
16 Pam (pocket) suppl U.S.C.A. √ 61 ∘Nov 18 1938 Tenn. syllabus by Stanley Johnson 1 √[Nov 18 1938] 213 N.C. 154260 1 √[Nov 18 1938] 146 Kans 154285 1 √Nov 21 1938 1937/38 Tenn. Blue book cop. 2 154294 1 √[Nov 21 1938] 16 Amer. jurisprudence 154293 1 √[Nov 21 1938] 1/3 Unauthorized prac. news 1 √Nov 22 1938 Bar bul. Boston no. 94 - 130 1 √Nov 23 1938 Current digest v. 1 - 15 (v. 1 - 10acc’d) 105 ∘Nov 26 1938 Kansas City Law Rev. 5 - 6 154355 1 √[Nov 26 1938] Fordham “ ” 5 - 6 154401 1 √[Nov 26 1938] Ohio St. Univ. L.J. 3 - 4 154402 1 √[Nov 26 1938] I.C.C. Prac. J. 3 - 4 154400 1 √Nov 29 1938 Report of N.Y. Law Rev. Com’n 1938 154433 1 √
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[card inserted in journal]Law Library book statistics for Nov. 1938Law Lib. count Main Lib countIn Law Lib Nov. 1 18631 18646Added in Nov 62 65Withdrawn “ 11 0Net additions 51 65In Lib. Dec. 1 18682 18711Pamphlets in Lib. Nov 1 419“ added in Nov. 7“ withdrawn 0In Lib. Dec. 1 426
Date Author, title Accessionno. (ofserials) Booksadded Bookswith -drawn
Pamsadded
Dec 1 1938 Harper on torts cop. 3 1 √Dec 1 1938 Cummings + McFarland, Fed. Justice 1 √Dec 1 1938 Collier - Bender pam. ed. Bankruptcy 1 ∘ √Dec 1 1938 3 Ariz 154457 1 √Dec 3 1938 Ga Acts 1937/38 ex. sess. 154564 1 √Dec 3 1938 Radin, The law & Mr. Smith 1 √Dec 7 1938 3 Moore’s Federal Prac. 154631 1 √Dec 13 1938 23 Fed. Sup. 154708 1 √Dec 13 1938 Brannan’s Neg. Inst. Beutel 6th ed. 154699 1 √Dec 13 1938 Brannan’s Neg. Inst. Beutel 6th cop. 2 154700 1 √Dec 13 1938 Am. Bankruptcy Repts. v. 37 154709 1 √Dec 13 1938 Crane, Partnership cop. 2 154726 1 √Dec 13 1938 Winizky, Cheque Guia bibliografica 154671 1 √Dec 13 1938 4 N.Y. Supp. 2d s. 154707 1 √Dec 13 1938 Waite, Sales 2d ed. 154723 1 √
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Dec 13 1938 Fletcher’s Cyclopedia Corp. v. 15 1 √Dec 13 1938 Fletcher’s Cyclopedia Corp. v. 15a 1 √Dec 14 1938 Warden, Life of Blackstone (lost in frat. fire) 1 √Dec 14 1938 Shepard’s S.W. Citations Nov. 1938 1 ∘Dec 14 1938 Shepard’s Citations - cases, patents +c. Adv. Sh. Nov. 1 ∘Dec 14 1938 Pocket parts Williams Code 1938 √ 7 ∘Dec 17 1938 Goldstein Trial technique 1935 1 √Dec 17 1938 3 Torts restatement 2 cops 154793 -794 2 √Dec 17 1938 10 - 12 Holdsworth’s Hist. Engl law 154806 - 8 3 sDec 17 1938 Young, Tenn tax handbook 1938 154802 1 √Dec 17 1938 Otis, In the days work of a fact judge 1937 1 √Dec 17 1938 12 C.J. secundum 154792 1 √Dec 17 1938 Vreeland, Validity of foreign divorces 1938 1 √Dec 17 1938 Lefar, Robert A. Ark. law of conflict 1938 1 √Dec 20 1938 Shepards Tenn. citations 1 ∘Dec 21 1938 Veeder Legal masterpieces 2 v. 1912 2 √17 Amer. jurisprudence 154860 1 √Dec. 23. 38 50 Famous trials, Raby 154886 1 √Pams recorded 2 √
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Law Library book statistics for Dec. 1938Law Lib. count Main Lib countBooks in Law Lib. Dec. 1 18682 18711“ added in Dec. 31 35“ withdrawn “ 1 11Net additions 30 24In Lib. Dec. 1 18712 18735Pamphlets in Lib. Dec. 1, 1938 426“ added (none withdrawn in Dec.) 2In Law Lib. Jan. 1, 1939 428
Date Author, title Accessionno. (ofserials) Booksadded Bookswith -drawn
Pamsadded
Jan 3 1939 Paul + Martens, Law of fed. income tax 1939 sup. √ 6 ∘Jan 4 1939 30 Halsbury’s Laws of England 154946 1 √Jan 4 1939 134 Texas Crim. Repts 154945 1 √Jan 4 1939 U.S. Sup. Ct. T.V.A. Act, 1933 154906 1 √Jan 4 1939 Trimble, Chief Justice Waite 154891 1 √Jan 4 1939 Landis, Administrative Process 154893 1 √Jan 4 1939 Selections from Williston on Contracts Rev. 2d 154957 1 √Jan 4 1939 Uncommon law, Herbert 154892 1 √Jan 4 1939 61 N. Y. State Bar Ass’n 154932 1 √Jan 4 1939 Herbert Uncommon law 154892 1 √Jan 4 1939 Leach, Perpetuities in a nutshell 2 cop. 2 √Jan 4 1939 Book of the States 1937, Bk. 1, Bk. 2 154959,154960 2 √Jan 4 1939 Clark’s Criminal Procedure 154958 1 √Jan 5 1939 119 S.W. 2d s. 154986 1 √Jan 5 1939 198 S.E. 154985 1 √Jan 5 1939 6 Fed. General Digest 1 √
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Jan 5 1939 Rogers, Magistrate’s Manual 6th ed. 154982 1 √Jan 5 1939 1939 pam. supl. to Michie Banks + banking √ 9 ∘Jan 5 1939 1938 Sup. Nat’l Rptr Blue book 1 ∘Jan 7 1939 Sup. 5 A.L.R. Blue book 1 ∘Jan 7 1939 A.L.R. temporary index v. 113 - 117 1 ∘Jan 7 1939 63 16 N.E. 2d 155005 1 √Jan 7 1939 82 Pac 155004 1 √Jan 7 1939 14 Michie Tenn Digest 155007 1 √Jan 7 1939 98 Fed. Reporter 155003 1 √Jan 7 1939 Casner, Class gifts to others than “heirs” or “next ofkin” increase in the class membership, cops. 1, 2 2 √Jan 10 1939 82 Law. Ed. U.S. Supreme Ct. Rept. 155039 1 √Jan 10 1939 117 ALR 155035 1 √Jan 11 1939 Miss. Gen. + Local laws 1938 ex 155081 1 √Jan 11 1939 130 Texas Crim 155074 1 √Jan 11 1939 190 Louisiana 155079 1 √Jan 11 1939 15 Michie Tenn. Code Dig. 155073 1 √Jan 11 1939 330 Penna Repts 155078 1 √Jan 11 1939 Flexner, Brandeis + the U. of Ky 1938 1 √Jan 12 1939 Clark, Principles of Eq. with Sup. + N.Y. notes 1937 1 √[Jan 121939] 5 N.Y. Suppl. (2 ser.) 155102 1 √Jan 17 1939 Ga. Repts v. 186 155199 1 √Jan 18 1939 1 - 2 Loveland Bankruptcy Ed. 4 155167 -68 2 √Jan 18 1939 [entry erased][Jan 181939] Shepards Fed. Citations Jan. 1939 1 ∘[Jan 181939] 16/17 Philippine Law Jour. 155228 1 √
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Jan 24 1939 Uniform laws ann’ted 1938 pocket parts √ 12 ∘Jan 25 1939 183 So. 155340 1 √Jan 26 1939 18 Am. Jurispr. 155389 1 √[Jan 261939] Dec. 1938 sup. 1, Mo. Stat. 1929 √ 1 ∘Pratt’s dig. 1924, 1933332.11 P917p 155431 -32 2 √[Pratt’s dig.] 1927 Sup. √ 1 ∘25 - 26 Ill bar jour. 155350 1 √Jan 27 1939 1 Atl. (2) 155442 1 √Jan 28 1939 World Almanac 155453 1 √Jan 31 1939 Shepards SW Citations 1931-38 Sup. 155514 1 √[Jan 311939] U.S.C.A. Pam. supplementing 1938 pocket parts 1 ∘
Law Library book statistics for Jan. 1939Law Lib. count Main Lib countBooks in Law Lib. Jan. 1 18712 18735“ added in Jan. 41 33“ withdrawn in Jan. 0 1Net additions 41 32Books in Law Lib. Feb. 1 18753 18767Pamphlets in Law Lib. Jan. 1 428“ added in Jan. 4“ in Law Lib. Feb. 1 432Date Author, title Accessionno. (ofserials) Booksadded Bookswith -drawn
Pamsadded
Feb 2 1939 1 - 2 Arbitration Jour 37/38 155566 1 √Feb 2 1939 Legal Period. Digest Com. Clearing House unac 1 ∘ √Feb 2 1939 Personal finance laws, Camalier 155567 1 √Feb 3 1939 120 SW (2d) 155587 1 √
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Feb 3 1939 281 NW 155586 1 √Feb 3 1939 Story on Conflict of laws 1 √Feb 3 1939 Pamphlets recorded 2 √Feb 6 1939 8 Williston Contracts 347.4 155588 1 √Feb 7 1939 1 Story on Eq. jurisprudence 1836 1 √Beck, May it please the court (Reported to MissBergen Jan 21) 1 √Feb 8 1939 1938 Fed. Digest 155681 1 √Feb 8 1939 Rules of Civ. Proc. A.B.A. 155688 1 √Feb 8 1939 83 Pac. 2d series. 155680 1 √Feb 10 1939 Farrell An’td Ind to Tenn statutes 1892 -1911 1 √Feb 16 1939 Collier, Bender Bankruptcy Act cop. 2 1 √Feb 16 1939 cop. 2 pam. ed. Tenn Fortieth Gen. Ass’y 1877Public Acts 1 - 2 ex. sess. 155734 1 √Feb 16 1939 Nebr. Law Bulletin 15-16 155860 1 √Feb 16 1939 1938 Law Repts Chancery Div. 155929 1 √Feb 16 1939 Law Repts. Probate Div. 1938 155928 1 √Feb 16 1939 1 King’s Bench 1938 155925 1 √Feb 16 1939 Law Repts App Cases 1938 155927 1 √Feb 16 1939 2 Kings Bench 1938 155926 1 √Feb 16 1939 31 Halsbury’s Laws of Eng 155994 1 √Feb 18 1939 Nat’l law finder 1914 1 √[Feb 18 1939] Baker, Henry Wheaton 1 √[Feb 18 1939] 3 Current digest legal thought 1936/37 156117 1 √[Feb 18 1939] 5 - 7 Bar examiner 1935 - 38 156047 1 √Feb 21 1939 Pound, Formative era of Amer. maw 1 √Feb 22 1939 4 Nat’l Conf. Com’rs Uniform laws. Handbook1938 156278 1 √Feb 22 1939 Martindale Law direct 1938 156274 2 √
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Feb 25 1939 118 A.L.R. 156333 1 √Feb 25 1939 24 Fed. Sup. 156334 1 √Feb 25 1939 C. J. Annotations 1939, v. 1, 2 2 ∘ √Feb 25 1939 1, 2, 3, John Marshall Law Quar. 35/36, 36/37,37/38 156345,156346,156347 3 √Feb 25 1939 13 C. J. Secundum 156335 1 √Feb 25 1939 Kappa Alpha lawyers 1931 156305 1 √Feb 27 1939 Pams recorded 3Feb 28 1939 District Court of Tenn. S. Opinion (Tenn East Dist) 156389 1 √Feb 28 1939 Supreme Ct. of U.S. Brief for Appellee T.V.A., Ap. 1,2 2 ∘ √Feb 28 1939 v. 1, [Supreme Ct. of U.S. Brief for Appellee] 156393 1 √Feb 28 1939 6 N.Y. Sup. 156408 1 √Feb 28 1939 121 S.W. 2d 156409 1 √Feb 28 1939 Digest of tax laws of Tenn. 1930 156398 1 √Feb 28 1939 Tenn Tax Digest 1903 156399 1 √
Law Lib. count Main Lib countBooks in Law Lib. Feb. 1 18753 18767“ added in Feb. 43 46“ withdrawn “ 1Net additions 42 46Books in Law Lib. Mar. 1 18795 18813Pams in Law Lib. Mar. 1 432 (as of F. 1) + 5 = 437
Date Author, title Accessionno. (ofserials) Booksadded Bookswith -drawn
Pamsadded
Mar 1 1939 Goodrich Conflict Ed. 2 1938 1 √Mar 3 1939 Code of City of Knoxville 1891 1 √
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Mar 3 1939 2 Current legal thought 1895/96 156454 1 √Mar 7 1939 16 Michie Tenn Digest 156499 1 √Pocket parts 1937 to Fletcher’s Cyc. Corp. √ 20 ∘Mar 9 1939 15 Am. Law Inst. Proc. 156581 1 √Mar 9 1939 84 Pac. 2d 156579 1 √Mar 9 1939 99 Fed. 2d 156580 1 √Mar 9 1939 17 N.E. 2d 156578 1 √Mar 14 1939 50 Ariz. 156648 1 √Mar 14 1939 147 Kans. 156650 1 √Mar 14 1939 186 S.C. 156651 1 √Mar 14 1939 223 Iowa 156649 1 √Mar 14 1939 56, 57, 58, 59 N.Y. St. Bar Ass’n 156659 -662 4 √Mar 16 1939 2 Atl. 2d 156691 1 √Mar 16 1939 184 So. 156690 1 √Mar 16 1939 19 Am. Jurisprudence 156696 1 √Mar 16 1939 Dodd Cases on Constitutional law 1 √Mar 17 1939 Ann. meeting of Nat’l Ass’n of Atty-Gen 1913 ∘ 1 √Mar 17 1939 8 Ann. meeting Nat’l attornies gen’l 1914 ∘ 1 √Mar 17 1939 Practicing law, when-where-how Quandry 1 √Mar 17 1939 Chaffee, Cases . . . torts 1 √Mar 18 1939 Ill. Bar Ass’n 1938 156744 1 √Mar 18 1939 199 S.E. 156756 1 √Mar 22 1939 Rpts of state depts in Tenn. H. + S. Journals 1 √Mar 22 1939 Bohler, Cases on torts Ed. 2 1925 1 √Mar 22 1939 Evans Cases const’l law Ed. 2, Ed. 3 2 √Mar 22 1939 Field Cases const’l law 1930 1 √63 Rept Am Bar Assn Rept 1898
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Mar 23 1939 Williston Cases on Sale 1 √Mar 23 1939 282 N.W. 156807 1 √Mar 23 1939 Beale Cases on legal liability 1 √Mar 24 1939 63 Amer bar ass’n An Rept 1938 156871 1 √Mar 25 1939 114 - 121 Tenn Decision 156887 1 √Mar 25 1939 2 Trans of Rec. N.C. v. Tenn. Eq. 256831 1 √Mar 28 1939 Robbins + Parker Advanced exposition 1 √4 Sup. Ct. U.S. (original) N.C. v. Tenn Eq. 1 √4 Sup. Ct. U.S. [(original) N.C. v. Tenn Eq.] v. 3 1 √Mar 30 1939 122 S.W. 2d 156921 1 √Mar 30 1939 14 C.J. Secundum 156989 1 √Mar 30 1939 King & Leonard’s Fed Reporter Cit. 1 √Mar 31 1939 Parker + Robbins, Advanced exposition. Rec’d inFeb. but not listed in accessions 1 √Pamphlets added 7Shepards fed citations 1911, 1927 2
Law Library book statistics for March.Law Lib. count Main Lib countBooks in Libr. Mar. 1 18795 18813“ added in Mar. 42* 33“ withdrawn “ 2Net additions 40 40Books in Law Lib. Apr. 1 18835 18853Pamphlets in Lib. Mar. 1 437“ added “ 7“ in Lib. Apr. 1 444* 1 of these transferred from Main Lib.Date Author, title Accessionno. (ofserials) Booksadded Bookswith -drawn
Pamsadded
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Apr 1 1939 Knox Co. Ct. general sessions 1C. J. secundum pocket parts 1939 14 ∘ √NC. v. Tenn. Brief (U.S. 1914 no 4 orig.) 3 √1 - 2 Paton’s digest 2 √Apr 5 1939 303 U.S. 157025 1 √85 Pac. 2d 157050 1 √Apr 13 1939 185 So 157132 1 √Apr 13 1939 18 N.E. 2d s. 157133 1 √Apr 13 1939 Mo. Pub. Sew. Com. Digest pt. 2 157124 1 √Apr 18 1939 119 A.L.R. 157169 1 √Apr 19 1939 5th ann rept Jud Council N.Y. 157204 1 √Apr 19 1939 173 Tenn. Repts, cops 1, 2 157198,157199 2 √Apr 19 1939 38 Am. Bankruptcy Repts 157202 1 √Apr 19 1939 123 S.W. 2d 157201 1 √Apr 20 1939 331 Pennsylvania 157213 1 √Apr 20 1939 37 U.S. Bd. of Tax App. Repts 157215 1 √Apr 20 1939 Acts & Resolves of Mass 1938 157216 1 √Apr 22 1939 7 N.Y. Supp. 2d ser. 157246 1 √Apr 22 1939 Hall ed. Readings in Jurisprudence 157221 1 √Apr 25 1939 CCH Fed. tax serv. 1933 (v. 1 - 4), 1934 (v. 1 - 3, 3A,4) 1935 (v. 1 - 3, 3A, 4) 14 √Apr 25 1939 Rottschaeffer Constitutional law 1939 1 √Apr 25 1939 3 Atl (2d) 157323 1 √Apr 25 1939 200 SE 157322 1 √Apr 28 (?) Ontario laws (KBLA) 3 v. √Apr. 28 (?) 12 - 13 Calif. state bar j. 1
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Law Library book statistics for AprilLaw Lib. count Main Lib countBooks in Library April 1 18835 18853“ added in April (new) 40 39“ ” “ ” (KBLA) 3“ withdrawn “ 01Net additions 4338Books in Library May 1 18878 18891Pamphlets in Library Apr. 1 444“ added in Apr. 1Pams in Library May 1 445
Date Author, title Accessionno. (ofserials) Booksadded Bookswith -drawn
Pamsadded
May 1 1939 U.S.C.A. current serv. 1939 no. 3 10May 3 1939 Tax magazine v. 16 1938 157460 1 √May 4 1939 87 Court of Claims Repts. 157581 1 √May 4 1939 100 Federal 2d 157594 1 √May 4 1939 283 N.W. 157593 1 √May 4 1939 86 Pac. 2d 157595 1 √May 5 1939 A. L. R. Digest 36/39 1 ∘ ?May 5 1939 15 Denver Bar Dicta 157542 1 √345.22K37cs Baldwin’s Ky Statute Ser. Apr. 1939 1 ∘ √[Baldwin’s] Digest Serv. Patent Copyright U.S. 298 -302 1 ∘May 9 1939 270 Mass. 157648 1 √May 9 1939 68 N. Dakota 157650 1 √May 9 1939 181 Miss. 157649 1 √
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May 9 1939 51 Arizona 157647 1 √May 9 1939 25 Fed. Suppl. 157657 1 √May 13 1939 1 - 8 B.T.A. Repts2 Roberts Marshal 157684157685 2 √May 13 1939 304 U.S. 157702 1 √May 13 1939 124 S. W. II 157697 1 √May 17 1939 17 /19 Chicago Bar Rec. 157734 1 √May 17 1939 22/23 Mass. Law Quar. 157660 1 √May 20 1939 Economics of the legal profession 1 √May 24 1939 42 Commercial law jour 157832 1 √May 24 1939 7 Gen. Digest 1939 1 ∘ √May 26 1939 186 So. 157871 1 √May 29 1939 Rottschaefer Cases constitutional law 1May 31 1939 Michie. Law automobiles (Tenn.) 1
[card taped in journal]Law Library book statistics for May, 1939Law Lib. count Main Lib countBooks in Law Lib. May 1 18878 18891Added in May 22 39Withdrawn “ 0Net additions 2226Books in Law Lib. June 1 18900 18917Pamphlets in Law Lib. June 1 445(none added, none withdrawn in May)Date Author, title Accessionno. (ofserials) Booksadded Bookswith -drawn
Pamsadded
Jun 2 1939 8 N.Y. Suppl. 2d 157978 1 √Jun 3 1939 87 Pac. 2 158040 1 √
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Jun 3 1939 187 S.C. 158039 1 √Jun 3 1939 278 N.Y. 158042 1 √Jun 3 1939 279 N.Y. 158043 1 √Jun 3 1939 Pocket parts 1939 Amer. jurisprudence 18 √∘Jun 3 1939 [Pocket parts 1939] RCL 10 ∘ √Jun 6 1939 Tenn Special legislative inves 1Jun 9 1939 U.S.C.A. current 1939 no. 5 1 ∘Jun 12 1939 U.T. Record. Ex. Series, Albert + Greene 158089 1 √S.C.onlyJun 13 1939 125 S.W. 2d 158132 1 √Jun 13 1939 120 A.Y.R. 158131 1 √v. 9 Am. Law Rev. (1875) nos. 1, 2, 3, 4. 158124 1 √101 Fed. Reporter 2d 158198 1 √4 Atl. 2d 158197 1 √Jun 20 1939 19 N.E. 2d 158237 1 √Jun 21 1939 Tenn. H.J. 1849/50 imperfect copy 158238 1 √Jun 22 1939 20 Am. Jurisprudence 158257 1 √Jun 22 1939 191 [obscured] Repts. 1Jun 22 1939 1 S.E. 2 158258 1 √Jun 22 1939 191 La. Repts. 158259 1 √Jun 22 1939 Suppl. Eng. + Emp. Dig. 1939 v. 1 - 22 1 √∘Jun 22 1939 [Suppl. Eng. + Emp. Dig] v. 23 - 24 1 ∘ √Jun 22 1939 Mo. Pub. Serv. Com. Law + Am. 157123 1Jun 27 1939 1 - 282 Ill App 282 √Jun 27 1939 Laws of Penna 1938 Spec. Sess. 158283 1 √Jun 27 1939 The Book of the States 1940 158291 1 √Jun 27 1939 284 N.W. 158302 1 √
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Jun 27 1939 213 Ind. 158278 1 √Jun 27 1939 13, 14 Central law Jour. 158259,158260 2 √Jun 27 1939 131 Texas 158610 1 √Jun 27 1939 N.C. Sess. Laws 38/39 158598 1 √Jun 28 1939 Fed. Dig. Pam. Je. 1939 1 ∘Jun 29 1939 88 Pac. 2 158633 1 √Jun 29 1939 32 Halsbury Laws of Eng. 158646 1 √Jun 29 1939 Ind. v. 1, 31 v. [Laws of Eng.] 1 ∘ √Jun 30 1939 U.S. Census Dig. state laws on inheritance taxes 1
Book statistics for June 1939 Law Lib. count Main Lib countBooks in Law Library June 1. 18900 18917“ added in June 311312withdrawn 00 311 312Books in Law Lib. July 1 1939 19211 19229Pamphlets in Law Lib. July 1 445(none added, none withdrawn) Fines
Date Name Due PaidJul 1 1938 Preston Taylor (brt. forward from June) .40 .40Jul 12 1938 Roscoe Ward (31 Fed due Jl 8 ret’d Jl. 12) 1.00 1.00Jul 14 1938 Neblett (brought forward from June) 30 30Jul 20 1938 MacAuley 25 25Jul 27 1938 Bauker (renewed Hill Dec. battles after payment) 35 35Aug 15 1938 “ Returned Hill Dec. battles afterpayment 25 25
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Aug 18 1938 Shankman 05 05Aug 24 1938 C. McNabb .50 .50 Aug 31Aug 26 1938 R.M. McConnell (for 42 N.E.) due Aug. 22, Ret. Aug. 26 50Aug 26 1938 T.G. McConnell (for 32 Ky) due Aug. 22, Ret. Aug. 26 50
Total Aug. 31 3.10Sent Main lib. Sept. 1fine 3.10ink .12 Total3.22Sept 16 O’Neil 76 Pac. 2d series 75 75Oct. 1 Sent Main Lib. fines .75 ink 11Total 86¢Oct. 3 McConnell, T.G. + R.M. (brt forward)Jerome TempletonKing 1.003525 1.003525
18 Carr 15 15
20 Banker 5 5Nov. 1 Sent Main Fines 1.80 Ink 58 total$2.38Nov. 2 Garthright 1.00 See Dec. 7
7 Bradley - 2 ret’d 11 a.m. See Jan. 11 record; says he sent bysomeone who will have to pay fine .60 .2310 Fones see p. 111 [entry for Wednesday Nov. 9, 1939] .25 .25Derryberry 15 15Nov 11 1938 Olin Wilson (Lost everything in frat. fireCancelled Dec. 8) 30
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Babcock 05 05
26 Meares 25 25Sent Main Lib Dec. 2 Fines 57 + 30 = 87Ink 40Dec. 1 King .30 .30
3 Meares 25King 25 25Dec. 1 but forward from Nov. 2 Garthright pd Dec 7 1.00 1.00“ [but forward from Nov.] 7 Bradley Dec. 1 owed 37¢D 5 pd 04, Dec 23 pd 10 23“ [but forward from Nov.] 11 Wilson (Book lost in fire) 307 Doughty 2.00 2.00Dec 9 1938 Freeman 25 25Dec 14 1938 Wynegar (a writer - Main Lib consent for use) 90 90Dec 23 1938 Holsinger 50 50To Main Lib. Jan. 4 fines 5.10ink .385.48Jan 6 1939 Taylor, Preston 25Holtsinger (he will see Miss Ogden about fine. Ret’d 8.50A.M.) 50 50Jan 9 1939 Lowery 50 50Dudley 75 75Freeman 30 30Jan 11 1939 Bradley due 23 - Jan 11 pd. 9 14 1412 Dunklin will pay this P.M. 75 See Apr 17
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Jan 14 1939 Holt Taylor, Preston 60Jan 14 1939 Mason 25 25Jan 14 1939 Bradley 50 50Jan 18 1939 Stooksbury 10 103.13Jan 23 1939 Lockett 25 25Glasgow 10 10
Brt forwardTotalTo Main Lib. Feb. 1 – fines 3.50ink
353.133.48
Brt forward Taylor, PrestonDunklinMcNabb .85.75.15 See Ap. 17.15Feb. 27 O’Neil 1.2 1.25 See Mar.To Main Lib Mar. Fines 15¢“ ” “ ” Ink34 49¢
McNabb (for Kramer) 1.50 1.50Mar 7 1939 Olin Wilson .25 25Mar 11 1939 Freeman .25 25Mar 13 1939 Bradley had to go to infirmary with incip apendicitisMar 14 1939 Marshall 5 5Mar 18 1939 Baines 5 5Mar 20 1939 O’Neil (Brt forward from Feb.) sent check at once to MissBaker check 1.253.351.15
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To Main Lib. Apr. Ink .32Fines 1.85 2.10Apr 2[?] 1939 Bradley - pd – see May .50 pdApr 8 1939 Ely 75 75Apr 10 1939 Price .25 .25Apr 10 1939 Delius 75 75Apr 17 1939 Dunklin (due Jan. 12) 75 75Apr 18 1939 Freeman 25 25Apr 24 1939 Bradley *See May .25 OK see MayApr 25 1939 Wilson, Olin* 50Taylor Brt forward from Feb.* 85 pd May 312.05Sent Main May 1 fines 2.25ink 27May Brt forward *Bradley (from Apr 3 + 24)P. TaylorO. Wilson 758550 75pd My 3150
6 Bradley 50 50
13 Ellison 25 25
17 Lockett 05 05
19 Taylor 30 30
22 Carr 25 25
23 Ely 25 25Founes Fones says he will 45 25 25
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26 Stiger (or Sliger?) U.T. student 25 05 .05
26 C. H. Smith (Burnett) 50Neblett 50 50
31 Preston Taylor pd in full 1.15 1.154.50Sent to Main June 1 fines 4.50ink 354.85
